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CREATING HEAVEN ON EARTH: JIM BAKKER AND THE BIRTH OF A SUNBELT
PENTECOSTALISM

This dissertation traces the rise of Jim and Tammy Bakker and analyzes the birth and
growth of prosperity theology in the United States of America. It highlights how Jim and Tammy
created a form of Pentecostalism that grew alongside and because of the growth of the
Sunbelt. It blossomed in the new suburban enclaves of this region. Jim Bakker's religious ideas
had their roots in an increasingly powerful anti-New Deal coalition that was led by the
conservative business community. Positive thinking and the prosperity gospel reinforced their
beliefs in unfettered markets and their opposition to activist government. Bakker combined
these ideas with an emphasis on the family, creating a power new kind of religion. It became a
form of cultural conservatism that increasingly shaped American society in the 1970s and
1980s, helping transform political issues into moral and religious questions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On August 14, 1986, the husband-and-wife televangelist team of Jim and Tammy
Bakker launched their Enough is Enough telethon to raise funds for their sprawling
ministry. The telethon opened with a joyous chorus singing “Enough is Enough” while
images of the Bakkers’ ostentatious Christian resort, teeming with visitors, flashed
across the screen. Viewers saw images of the park’s miniature train ride, shopping mall,
and four-hundred-room hotel. Meanwhile, the chorus sang, "I will have what's rightfully
mine, my health, my joy, my peace of mind. Watch out Satan, I’m calling your bluff.
Enough is enough is enough!” When the video ended, a stage appeared in front of
tiered rows of volunteers who were sitting at pastel blue-and-white decorated tables,
ready to receive pledges of donations. Draped behind them was a bright pastel pink
curtain that, when combined with the tables, brought a Disney-like quality to the stage.
The camera panned to Tammy Faye who promptly told her viewers that they "have the
authority to take over the problems in their life." If they felt sick, they "could say I'm not
going to be sick." Or as Jim Bakker later declared, “God Promises that when you trust
and delight in Him, He’ll give you the desires of your heart.” Jim then declared that with
a positive mental attitude, those with faith would be able to acquire wealth. He gave
examples of people whose faith, in combination with giving to the Lord, had allowed
them to prosper. Holding up a bumper sticker that read "Enough is Enough," he
proclaimed that positive thinking would tell the devil that Christians would not let him
bring doubt into their lives. Almost immediately, the more than one hundred phones on
the stage began to ring. 1
The Bakkers were Pentecostal preachers affiliated with the Assemblies of God.
Pentecostalism 2 was a dynamic and fervent religious movement that arose in the early
twentieth century in hopes of restoring American Christianity. They lamented the
backsliding of mainline Protestants, and hoped to create a pure—and highly
1

emotional—form of Christianity. 3 The Bakkers, of course, were no ordinary preachers.
They were televangelists whose show The PTL Club—PTL stood for Praise the Lord —
was carried by over 1,300 cable stations. They had built Heritage USA, a massive
Christian theme park that had become the nation’s third largest theme park in the
country behind Disneyland and Disneyworld. But they were more than just Pentecostal
ministers or televangelists or Christian entrepreneurs. They had become by the 1980s a
cultural sensation. Along with Pat Robertson, Oral Roberts, Jerry Falwell, and Jimmy
Swaggert, they were among America’s most-watched and revered evangelical ministers.
In the tradition of Aimee Semple McPherson, they mixed religion with entertainment
and personality. This success helped make Pentecostalism a dynamic and rapidly
growing evangelical religious movement. 4
Jim and Tammy's meteoric rise began when Pat Robertson hired them to
produce a children's show for his Christian Broadcast Network (CBN) in 1966. Within a
year, the Bakkers were creating new shows, building an audience, and dramatically
improving CBN’s finances. They moved to southern California in 1973, where they
created another religious television network. In a partnership with their friends and
fellow Pentecostal ministers, Jan and Paul Crouch, they converted an old airplane
hangar into a studio and created the world's largest religious broadcast network. The
Bakkers were the star attraction. Their Praise the Lord show mixed pleas for money with
celebrity interviews and inspirational religious messages. Following the dissolving of
their partnership with the Crouches, Jim and Tammy moved to Charlotte in 1974 where
they reconstituted the Praise the Lord show into a new TV ministry. Within a year, PTL
was being broadcast to over sixty affiliates and was one of television’s most popular
shows. An intensely loyal audience answered the Bakkers’ daily requests for
contributions and purchased memorabilia. This community of Pentecostals became the
fastest growing religious movement in the United States, and provided Bakker with a
weekly viewership of 13 million households. Often watching PTL hour after hour, day
after day, they provided the foundation for this religious movement and Bakker's rise to
stardom.5
2

The Bakkers began building Heritage USA in 1978. In addition to its shopping
mall and hotel, it included a campground, auditoriums, an auction barn, a waterpark,
and a model Victorian town. In time, three suburban communities grew up alongside it.
Advertised as a "sin-free" zone, it was a "Disneyland for the devout," and it became a
pilgrimage for the Bakkers’ followers, who often blocked interstate traffic as they waited
to enter its gates. Once inside the 2,300-acre park, visitors found a world infused with
optimism and a shelter from the troubles of their daily lives.
In order to build this empire, the Bakkers became tremendous fundraisers. Jim
Bakker, from his earliest years on television, had mixed his vision of Christianity with
appeals for cash. Over time, these appeals became more sophisticated with promises of
earthly and spiritual rewards. In the 1980s, Heritage USA became the Bakkers’ most
effective tool for generating cash. Bakker’s most committed supporters, who numbered
over 500,000, gave $1,000 in exchange for a free two-day stay at the park every year.
Bakker also employed a staff of 3,000 in the theme park and television ministry. Many
of them had left their careers and moved to one of the park-affiliated suburbs in order
to live in what they often described as "heaven on earth." 6
The resort became nationally famous for its size, spectacle, and upbeat
atmosphere. Bakker became a prominent figure in Charlotte; mayors and local
politicians curried his favor, and they even appeared on floats at Heritage USA parades.
Soon he was gaining national attention and was featured in Time and Newsweek, and
also became a frequent guest on Larry King Live. Other celebrities such as Mickey
Rooney, Roy Rogers, and Mr. T. appeared on PTL; so did Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan. 7
Bakker’s success was rooted in his religious message. He preached a folk
theology 8 best described as prosperity theology. His ideas were a combination of
therapeutic ethos and positive thinking. He embraced a new cultural outlook that
understood human character as pliable and linked to mental attitude. Allowing oneself
to think positively, he insisted, was the key to a successful, happy life. These ideas were
3

built into his ministry’s often repeated slogan “You Can Make it,” which was designed to
remind followers that with positive thoughts, happiness and fulfillment were easily
obtainable. Complementing these ideas were promises that faith and positive thinking
would lead to boundless wealth and happiness. As Jim Bakker recalled, “I had presented
a Disneyland gospel, in which the good guys always get rich, the bad guys are defeated,
and everyone lived happily ever after.” 9 Utilizing these ideas, Bakker showcased guests
whose lives confirmed the veracity of these beliefs, and demonstrated how their faith
led to happiness and wealth. Bakker also used these ideas to enhance his fundraising,
arguing that giving to his ministry would encourage God to bless them materially. For
example, in a 1986 promotional book, he declared: “As people began to send in their
gifts to become Lifetime Partners, we started hearing about dramatic victories in their
lives. As they gave to the Lord’s work, God began to pour out amazing and unexpected
blessings.” 10 Bakker combined these ideas into a new folk theology that interpreted
happiness, success, and well-being as the product of faith and mental attitude. 11
Bakker’s folk theology was a family-centered version of prosperity theology.
Prosperity theology is the idea that through faith and proper thinking affluence—and
happiness--is easily obtainable. Over the past thirty years, it has achieved explosive
growth, expanding across America and the World. In his broadcasts, he used these
ideas to promise suburban families shelter from the world and happiness at home. On
the air and with his family-centered resort, he highlighted how his successful family life
was the outcome of these beliefs. Together, these ideas became a new type of popular
religion that honored affluence and promised a life free of struggle, worry, demands, or
social disruptions. This gospel of self-fulfillment sanctified the pursuit of wealth and the
consumer culture of post-World War II America. Bakker combined these ideas with a
socially conservative message. Abortions, drugs, and the banning of school prayer, were
signs that America had turned against the “traditional family.” 12
Millions watched PTL; hundreds of thousands toured Heritage; money flowed in.
But to much of secular America and to mainline Protestants, Jim Bakker was a fraud.
4

They viewed Bakker's folk theology as an elaborate scam designed to enrich the
Bakkers. Richard Opel, the editor of the Charlotte Observer, wrote: "If a con man claims
to talk to Jesus, it doesn't make him less of a con man." 13 Frances FitzGerald, writing in
the New Yorker, said the Bakkers "epitomized the excesses of the 1980s; the greed, the
love of glitz, and the shamelessness which, in their case, was so pure as to almost
amount to a kind of innocence." 14 Other detractors contended that PTL was an
outgrowth of Jim Bakker’s narcissistic personality. They contended that PTL’s followers
were "gullible" dupes. 15
Jim Bakker's downfall and the collapse of PTL ministries after 1987 confirmed his
critics’ suspicions. Following the Charlotte Observer's discovery that he was paying hush
money to hide an extramarital affair, the ministry began to unravel, and a "Holy War"
erupted over its assets. Shortly thereafter, it was discovered that PTL had oversold
memberships and had a severe budget shortfall. Then came revelations of Bakker's
excessive bonuses and ostentatious spending. Bakker was indicted and convicted on
fraud charges in 1989, and PTL ministries filed for bankruptcy.
The lurid scandals made it easy to dismiss Bakker as a charlatan, and PTL as a
phony religious movement of no consequence. But this was not the case. Bakker’s form
of Pentecostalism was part of a profound cultural and political reorientation of the
1970s and 1980s. First, Jim Bakker's religious ideas had their roots in an increasingly
powerful anti-New Deal coalition that was led by the conservative business community.
Religious, but frustrated with traditional Christianity’s sanctification of poverty, they
sought to create a new type of faith. Positive thinking and the prosperity gospel were
their answers. It reinforced their beliefs in unfettered markets and their opposition to
activist government. Poverty and wealth, they believed, were the outcome of faith, not
social circumstance. Entrepreneurialism was a holy enterprise. Bakker fused his message
with this movement, highlighting the increasing influence of business conservatives on
Bakker and the Pentecostal movement. In the 1970s, as liberalism began to emphasize
the limits of American economic growth and the need for increased economic and social
5

regulation, Bakker’s message became an alternative worldview. Jim Bakker reflected
and helped spread this form of cultural conservatism that increasingly shaped American
society in the 1970s and 1980s, helping transform political issues into moral and
religious debates.
This message was supported by the Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship
International (FGBMFI) and other evangelical businesses that backed Bakker and the
prosperity theology ministers. This group, which included Demos Shakarian, Richard
DeVos and George Otis underwrote the growth of televangelism and Bakker’s businessfriendly form of Pentecostalism. They sought to nurture a form of Pentecostalism that
would serve as a bulwark against liberalism’s emphasis on limiting consumption and
controlling growth. In turn, they transformed American Pentecostalism by infusing it
with positive thinking and prosperity theology.
As a youth and as a minister, Jim Bakker had been affiliated with the Assemblies
of God denomination, but his new form of Pentecostalism was not bound exclusively to
this denomination. Most of his followers belonged to the non-denominational
movement known as the Charismatic movement or neo-Pentecostalism. Originating in
the prosperous suburbs of Southern California in the 1960s, this movement began when
middle class suburbanites started declaring that they were experiencing gifts of the Holy
Spirit. By the 1970s, so many mainline Protestants were joining the Charismatics that it
was the fastest growing religious movement in the United States. 16 While Charismatics
embraced some traditional Pentecostal practices such as speaking in tongues, these
adherents were usually more attracted to the Charismatic promise of a God who
promised prosperity and happiness. Over time, most of the Charismatics also saw
themselves as Pentecostals. In turn, many Pentecostals began to use these terms
interchangeably. 17
Bakker's religious message was ideally suited to suburban Sunbelt communities
such as Charlotte. His vision—originally conceived in southern California and
successfully exported to Charlotte —met the needs of the new suburban migrants who
6

flowed into these communities. Living in isolated suburbs, often feeling alienated and
rootless, his followers were drawn to his promises of mental tranquility, family
happiness, and material success. With promises of personal fulfillment and prosperity,
Bakker provided a religion that matched the larger corporate vision of the Sunbelt cities.
This prosperity message also sanctified their lives and prepared them for competitive
careers in which mental transformation and positive thinking were integral to success.
For his followers, Bakker's message became a prism for seeing the world, and shaped
their understanding of America's political economy, their daily lives, and societal
change. Like the conservative businessmen who helped form this movement, these
followers rejected appeals for limits and sacrifice, and instead endorsed a vision of
unregulated capitalism and individual affluence.
Bakker, PTL, and the rise of the Charismatics raise questions about the early
work on the growth of the Christian Right. Most of these works were a response to
earlier characterizations of Christian conservatives as backward un-modern
reactionaries. One of the most important was William C. Martin’s With God on Our
Side. Martin argued that the Christian Right was the outgrowth of social issues which
mobilized a socially conservative base. Following Roe V. Wade, they defended their
socially conservative view of family and religion. Martin argued that the Christian Right
was more than simply a cultural backlash against a modernizing world. Other scholars
of American Evangelicalism such as Joel A. Carpenter and Mark A. Noll have also
supported this general narrative, focusing on how evangelical’s view of the family grew
out of a longstanding engagement with political and social debates. 18
New scholarship has complicated this narrative. Recent scholars have
demonstrated that the Christian Right did not emerge simply in response to Roe V.
Wade or the various 1970s challenges to evangelical mores. They also rejected early
understandings of the Christian Right as backward, reactionary, or antimodern. Instead,
they emphasized how America’s Sunbelt created a group of Christians who viewed free
market ideals as a natural extension of their religious faith, gradually aligning them with
7

conservative politics. For example, Daniel K. Williams’s God’s Own Party, a top-down
history of the Christian Right, highlights how free market ideas played a central role in
mobilizing the Christian Right in the 1970s. Darren Dochuk’s From Bible Belt to Sunbelt
takes a similar line. From a grassroots perspective, it narrates how the Southern
California social and cultural environment created a world where free enterprise and
religion became intertwined. Bethany Morton’s To Serve God and Wal-Mart discovered
how—with the help of religious, educational, and political networks—Sunbelt Christians
increasingly embraced a form of Christianity that meshed family values and free market
principles. 19
Pentecostal scholarship had taken a similar direction. Early scholarship tended to
portray Pentecostalism as a religion of the dispossessed, filled with society’s outcasts
who could not adapt to the modern world. Their loud, ecstatic services were a sign of
this dysfunction. So was their refusal to follow mainline religious norms. Most of this
scholarship focused on the early and mid-twentieth century movement. Scholars
discovered that many middle class people with middle-class backgrounds became
Pentecostals. The movement was a viable cultural alternative to mainstream cultural
values. In the South, the Pentecostals challenged the social and economic values of
segregation. The conservative social and cultural values, these historians ague, were
rooted in the early development of the movement. 20
Few scholars have analyzed Jim Bakker. The fullest account of his career and PTL
is Charles Sheppard’s Forgiven. Sheppard led the Charlotte Observer’s investigation of
PTL, and helped uncover many of Bakker’s wrongdoings. His book, therefore, focused
on Jim Bakker’s moral and financial missteps, and how Bakker rose to become a
superstar. Using contacts and sources, he traced how Bakker created coalitions with
ministers like Robertson and Crouch. He also detailed the financial, managerial, and
economic development of Heritage USA. Sheppard’s account is essential for
understanding Bakker’s demise, but it slights Bakker’s ties to business Pentecostals and
the reasons for his broad base of support. Instead, Forgiven tends to see Bakker as a sly
8

manipulator, and it portrays PTL followers as dupes. This dissertation will illustrate that
PTL’s popularity was more complex. Like recent scholarship on the Christian Right, it
will illustrate that Bakker’s success grew out his ability to merge social and economic
issues with a religious ideology. Bakker created a Sunbelt faith that met the emotional
and economic needs of mobile suburbanites and conservative businessmen. Building off
a movement that was rooted in the 1950s, he created a religious faith that merged free
market principles with promises of familial and economic prosperity.21
This dissertation is based on multiple sources. Unfortunately, neither PTL nor Jim
Bakker has a manuscript collection. Moreover, most of PTL’s documents were lost after
the bankruptcy. (A rumor persists that Jerry Falwell buried them under a parking lot.)
Therefore, this dissertation relies on newspaper accounts and journalistic narratives.
Oral interviews have been another important source. Using court documents, I
obtained lists of names of former PTL members, which I used to contact former
members for interviews. I also interviewed employees of PTL and associates of Jim
Bakker. Third, this dissertation uses court documents from Jim Bakker’s trial. It also
uses PTL documents that former employees “rescued” from PTL’s grounds during the
bankruptcy proceedings. Bakker also left a scattering of speeches, pamphlets, books,
audio recordings and presentations in archives and personal collections. Also available
are a set of videocassettes of the The PTL Club once held by the Charlotte Observer.
This dissertation will also focus largely on Jim Bakker. Although Tammy’s energy
and personality were integral to PTL’s success, as their son acknowledged, Jim Bakker
crafted PTL’s message and planned its growth. It was his vision of prosperity theology
that propelled PTL to national fame. He also fostered the business connections to
finance his ministry. 22
This dissertation is composed of nine chapters. The first two chapters outline
how American Pentecostalism was transformed from a religion of austerity to a
movement that glorified prosperity. Taken over by evangelical businessmen,
Pentecostalism became a faith that supported free market principles and
9

entrepreneurialism. The dissertation will then turn to Jim Bakker’s life. Like many
upwardly mobile evangelicals, he rejected traditional Pentecostalism in favor of a more
worldly form of Pentecostalism. Chapter IV will highlight how, over a period of ten
years, Jim and Tammy Bakker developed America’s three largest religious television
networks, and became stars of American televangelism.
Chapter V will then follow Jim Bakker’s career in Charlotte, North Carolina. In
this Sunbelt city, Bakker created a religious network that met the needs of his
prosperous, but rootless, Charismatics. Chapter six will highlight how Bakker’s religious
message became a new form of cultural conservatism that carved out an alternative
vision to 1970s liberalism. Unlike liberals who emphasized the virtue of limiting desires
and wants, Bakker promised a world without limits. Free-market ideas became a
cultural movement that expanded across the American Sunbelt like wildfire. Chapter
seven will trace the growth of Heritage USA—Bakker’s Christian theme park outside of
Charlotte, which embodied his religious message. Chapter eight will discuss, using oral
histories, what attracted people to Bakker’s ministry. Following this discussion, the
dissertation will trace the downfall and legacy of PTL ministries. Although Bakker was
jailed, his new form of Pentecostalism became a powerful and growing religious
movement.

Copyright © Eric Gordon Weinberg 2012
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Chapter 2
Worlds Apart: The Growth of Pentecostalism and Positive Thinking Prior to
World War II

In early July of 1989, Jim Bakker addressed his studio audience by declaring, “It’s
amazing how many people have tried to kill that dream. That’s right, Satan will use
people to try to steal your dream. Even good Christian people will try to kill your dream
and tell you it’s not . . . But if you want to succeed, you must let God tell you his will . . .
Our minds are so powerful. We were created in the image of God and, if we ever
discover how much power we have in our heads and do not give it to God, we’ll be
dangerous.” Typical of Bakker, this speech was a mixture of therapeutic ideas, positive
thinking, and prosperity theology. It highlighted how belief in God and positive thoughts
would lead people to wealth and happiness. In the 1970s, these ideas became
important to increasing numbers of Pentecostals. Prior to World War II, however,
therapeutic ideas and American Pentecostalism were two distinct movements with
contrasting views of the world. 23
***
Although therapeutic ideas and positive thinking became linked to the business
community after 1920, its early history was much more complex. These ideas grew out
of groups of predominantly middle class people who had become frustrated with
nineteenth century values based on scarcity and self-control. They helped form a new
movement that tied success to the ability of individuals to find personal happiness. In a
world in which appearance and presentation became important to success, increasing
numbers of people began to imagine the self as more pliable. The self was no longer the
inner-directed moral center, but a more flexible concept that could be changed in order
to create a happier and more prosperous individual. This was the new “therapeutic
ethos,” which was the foundation of the positive thinking movement. It was a new
11

ideology that melded the developing consumer culture with the promises of selffulfillment and transformation through purchasing.
These ideas took hold during the twentieth century, but they had roots in the
erosion of Victorian ideals that emphasized commitment to a work ethic and obedience
to God. A good person was self-controlled, self-reliant, hardworking, and avoided
immediate gratifications. These values were the bedrock of contented families ideas and
a successful life. The only true way to heaven was through the practice of self-restraint
and an industrious life. Unlike those who embraced therapeutic ideas, Victorians
celebrated the journey to success more than the final outcome. This was an ideology
that fit well a world dominated by small shop owners and farmers who had yet to be
tempted by the abundance of twentieth century consumer culture. In this culture, selfdenial, not self-realization, was the path to salvation and success in life.24
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the therapeutic ethos began to influence
the middle class through religious movements such as New Thought and Christian
Science. It also became fused with early psychology and the advertising industry. These
beliefs began to replace the ethic of self-control with the idea that an individual needed
a multitude of self-satisfactions. During the early twentieth century, these ideas became
powerful beliefs. Historians usually discuss four interconnected reasons for this
development: the growth of consumer culture and materialism, urbanization, the
growing stratification of American society, and a weakening religious superstructure.
Such developments generated concern among the broad middle class about emotional
security. The new movement began to discover new ways to address the emotional
needs of middle-class individuals. They began to argue that exploring the self was not
demonic but necessary for a fulfilled life. They began to search for new ways to make
lives real and authentic. While the path to a more authentic life varied, early prometers
all promoted inner exploration, changing life experiences, and emotional awareness.
They also emphasized how correct thinking was crucial to a fullfilled life. Soon a wide
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variety of groups began to express and develop these ideas throughout American
society. 25
The therapeutic ethos and positive thinking gained much support within the
American business community. The first person to merge therapeutic ideas with
success narratives was Dale Carnegie. Born in 1888, as a young man Carnegie found
work selling goods such as bacon and soap, but, unable to make a living, quit his job in
1911 and became a lecturer for an adult education course. His tenure was brief, but he
developed his own course on public speaking at a local YMCA in 1912. Shortly
thereafter, he turned this course into confidence-boosting sessions for businessmen. As
Carnegie described his popularity, “Most of these young men were criticized daily by
their bosses and put down by their customers. Most had gone through a school system
that punished them when they stepped out of line.” 26 He began to argue, as did New
Thought promoters, that positive thinking was the key to businessmen becoming more
successful and happier. Positive thinking's emphasis on mental transformation was
especially popular in a business world increasingly dominated by the comptetive and
stressful demands of sales and marketing. 27
In his immensely popular How to Win Friends and Influence People(1936),
Carnegie argued that striving for success and happiness was a reward of its own, and
social manipulation was necessary to achieve this goal. As he wrote, “There is only one
way to get anybody to do anything, and that is by making the other person want to do
it.” This goal was a complete reversal of nineteenth century success literature, which
argued that manipulation and tricksterism would lead to failure. Carnegie’s ideas
appealed to businesspeople who believed ascetic self-discipline was less important than
the ability to convince and manipulate others. This notion was aided by the shift from a
production-based to a consumption-based economy. After the 1920s, it was more
important to market goods than it was to produce them. As sales divisions grew, more
jobs were service-based, and depended on personal interactions. Carnegie created a
roadmap for business success. As he wrote, “If you want to win friends, make it a point
13

to remember them. If you remember my name, you pay me a subtle compliment; you
indicate that I have made an impression on you. Remember my name and you add to
my feeling of importance.” 28 Acting or thinking in a specific manner allowed his
followers to transform clients and colleagues into happy, fulfilled people. His ideas also
helped his readers cope with the corporate workplace’s demand for constant emotional
control. As Carnegie wrote, after following his own ideas, “I had the satisfactions of
controlling my temper, the satisfaction of returning kindness for an insult.” The
importance of personality was also reflected in a 1930 corporate job survey that
illustrated job promotion and hiring were based 80 percent on presentation and
appearance, and only 20 on qualifications. It was a shift that Carnegie understood well
when he declared, “[E]ven in such technical lines as engineering, about 15 percent of
one’s financial success is due to one’s technical knowledge and about 85 is due to skill in
human engineering.” In this environment, new personality tests began to emerge in the
sales and marketing industries. 29
Carnegie also promised individual fulfillment. As he wrote, “Happiness doesn't
depend on any external conditions; it is governed by our mental attitude.” 30
Presentation and manipulation, he argued, could create a happy marriage. As he
argued, it was not necessary to be courteous to your spouse but to present yourself as
courteous. He also said that exposing children to these ideas would render them better
prepared for middle class life. He helped his primarily middle class followers adapt to a
world shaped by personality and social skills. Carnegie, while not explicitly political,
reinforced a conservative worldview. His message told his followers that they did not
need to worry about constructing a better world. Instead, they should focus on personal
happiness and doing what “feels right.” 31
Carnegie’s message was especially popular with Direct Sales Organizations. DSOs
were companies such as Avon and Amway that sold products without having a fixed
business location through independent contractors who earned commissions for selling
the company products. But DSOs first appeared in the nineteenth century among rather
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unorganized groups of peddlers. 32 By the 1920s, direct selling had become more
organized, and it was during these years that Avon and other large-scale DSO’s were
formed. The DSOs were well suited to the newly emerging consumption-based
economy, but faced a serious challenge with the Great Depression. Many companies
failed, but those that survived found it easier to recruit independent contractors. 33
Unlike traditional businesses which depended on bureaucracy, wages, and rules
to motivate employees, DSOs relied on ideological motivation. Thus, the industry used
the therapeutic self-help literature to motivate employees to work hard and sell
effectively, and it also served as a valuable recruitment tool. They undergirded their
salesforce with the belief that membership in a DSO would lead to easy wealth. As one
historian has explained, these ideas “help them explain ‘success’ and ‘failure’ in all
spheres of life, both within and outside the industry. As one distributor put it, ‘I don’t
think of people who leave [Amway] as bad people. I think of them as people who, for
whatever reason, chose not to be successful.” 34 Members of these organizations were
bombarded with these ideas and told to separate themselves from anyone who did not
share this worldview. Consequently, some critics of these organizations labeled these
companies as cults. Positive thinking also became the foundation of these groups’
conservative vision of American society, which celebrated individual merit and decried
government and social regulation of private industry. Over time, these industries used
these ideas to promote their belief in laissez-faire economics and to oppose economic
regulation. As these organizations expanded, the popularity of positive thinking grew. 35
After World War II, these ideas became the intellectual foundation of prosperity
theology, and DSOs helped fund the prosperity theology movement. 36
***
American Pentecostalism emerged at the turn of the twentieth century when
groups of Protestants separated from mainline denominations in hopes of reviving and
restoring American Christianity. Participants looked back to the nineteenth century as
an idyllic time and emphasized the importance of personal salvation and the imminent
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return of Christ. Like Fundamentalists, they also emphasized biblical literalism and
promoted Christian morality as central to the restoration of American morality. Seeking
a deeper relationship with God, they also practiced gifts of the Holy Spirit. They believed
that the imminent return of Christ endowed them—through the power of the Holy Spirit
— to speak in dead or unknown languages, heal sick people, and predict the future. 37
They also were suspicious of the values of the modern consumer society. They, for
example, abstained from drinking coffee or cola, going to movies, wearing jewelry,
chewing gum, and even reading novels. In general, Pentecostals believed that any
participation in societal rituals that were not focused on God was sinful. Leisure was
unproductive and unholy. It was symbolic of a self-centered culture that had sacrificed a
sanctified life for a self-centered existence. 38
In this process, they constructed a religious sub-culture that called for the
restoration of a more egalitarian religious-based society that abided by strict moral
standards and promoted separation from worldly pleasures. As historians have noted,
these beliefs were partially the outgrowth of Pentecostals’ commitment to nineteenthcentury Victorian mores. These values permeated the early Pentecostal revivals that
culminated in the Azusa Street revival in Los Angles that began 1906 and ended in 1915.
It was a massive spiritual awakening that has led many Pentecostals to describe it as the
origins of the movement. Soon after, the movement formed several denominations. The
largest denomination was the Assemblies of God, which was formed in Hot Springs,
Arkansas in hopes of controlling the extreme individualism of the early movement. Soon
after, a series of other denominations formed, creating a loose and volatile group of
Pentecostal denominations. 39
Pentecostalism quickly became a burgeoning religious subculture. Early on, it
was most popular among people who came from rural towns who had migrated to cities
in the northeast. Over time this emphasis faded and the movement spread south and
west with the help of traveling ministers. New converts were attracted to the
movement’s emphasis on worldly separation, emotional expression, and the power of
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the supernatural. This led to large revivals in Kansas, California, and throughout the
American South. The movement was racially diverse. At the Azusa Street revival in
1912, for example, Southern whites were baptised by black preachers. Strongest in
South, where economic and social dislocations were most prevalent, it eventually
gathered followers from a wide spectrum of American society and throughout the
country. 40 During the early years, Pentecostalism maintained its racial diversity and
contempt for mainstream culture. Randal J. Stephens even argues that Pentecostalism’s
growth was a reaction against the optimism of the New South creed, challenging both
the economic, and racial order of the South.41
***
Pentecostalism was scorned by much of mainstream Protestantism. Most
bothersome to outsiders was the Pentecostal worship style. Pentecostals believed in
experiential worship and associated zeal with commitment.42 This led Pentecostals to
vocalize their personal religious experiences in the halls of Pentecostal worship centers.
Neighbors complained about the loud noises coming from these churches at all hours of
the night, but for the Pentecostals loud spontaneous meetings signified closeness with
God. A few members even set themselves on fire or placed their hands on hot stoves to
demonstrate their devotion. Religious modernists often used these extreme actions to
paint a broad picture of the Fundamentalist movement. When cities like Nashville
passed ordinances to restrict the noise and fervor coming from Pentecostal worship
halls, Pentecostals refused to acknowledge the authority of the courts when they were
arrested for disobeying the ordinances. Many national newspapers derisively referred to
them as Holy Rollers or Elmer Gantry types. 43 They were John Steinbeck's helpless
victims; or as one author argued, Pentecostalism was a safety valve for the “narcotic” or
“socially retarded.” Early scholarship on the movement accepted such views and
described it as an irrational reaction to modern society. However, believing the world
was spiraling toward destruction, Pentecostals reveled in their outsider status. They
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lambasted the “weak” social codes of mainline churches, and embraced the Pentecostal
faith in hopes of restoring a corrupt and immoral society. 44
Pentecostals rejected the growing emphasis on individual happiness. As one
historian noted, "they yearned for a solid sense of self by recapturing the ‘real life’ of
the pre-modern craftsman, soldier, saint.” In turn, they battled against signs of moral
decay and decadence that they associated with urban life. They rejected therapeutic
ideas outright. They believed the emphasis on personal happiness challenged religious
authority, glorified narcissism, and turned the individual’s attention away from God.
Pentecostals, as David Harrington Watt argued, “continued to judge human behavior in
terms of vice and virtue and good and evil rather than health and illness.” 45 Moreover,
they continued to believe that exploring the self or embracing personal transformation
was sinful. A holy life, the believed, was one of “contented discontent.” To Pentecostals,
the therapeutic ethos destroyed notions of right and wrong and set in motion a world
with no God and no barometer for good and evil. 46
As scholars have n=oted, Pentecostal’s critique of society was similar to the
Populist movement’s critique of modernity. Like the Populists, they emphasized the
natural goodness of society’s plain-folk, which meant emphasizing simplicity and
rejecting the trappings of consumption. Unlike the Populists, however, they believed the
solution to economic and social problems was religious revival. As a publication of the
Assemblies of God indicated in the 1920s, “the high price of God has not made ample
provision for the needs of the human family, but because ungodly men are robbing the
people of what properly belongs to them.” This was a common response to most
problems. 47
Pentecostals were populists in another sense. They were fiercely independent
and were highly suspicious of large organizations. This distrust, Laurence Moore has
noted, led them to “inconsistent prejudices” against the wealthy, unions, and the state.
This temperament made Pentecostals at ease with their social ostracism. It also made
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the movement difficult to organize as most local leaders viewed themselves as
mavericks. 48
Despite this independence, Pentecostals formed a common social ethic. This was
evidenced in the rhetoric of one the movement’s most important early leaders,
Alexander Dowie. Dowie was an immigrant from Australia who settled in Springfield,
Illinois, but later set up a church in Chicago, where he spread his ideas on divine healing
and Christian restoration. In the 1890s, he began to attract large numbers of people and
became a central leader of a religious group that became known as Pentecostals. Soon
after, he developed a communal theocracy fifty miles north of Chicago. 49
Dowie, like most Pentecostals, did not like politics. He did not shy away,
however, from discussing political issues. At the center of his concerns was “[t]he
infernal traffic in liquid fire.” While he admittedly admired the Populists and the
Democratic party, he declared in a room filled with laughter and applause that they had
become stinkpots because they ignored “the greatest financial question in this country.”
As he illustrated many times, “[a]lcohol was the greatest cause of illness and the chief
debaser of children in the country.” But distrustful of all organizations, Dowie opposed
the Prohibition Party which he claimed was run by undercover rumrunners. Other issues
also surrounded Dowie’s rhetoric. As did many Pentecostals, he distrusted unions
because they “controlled men.” He also believed secret societies, Romanism, and urban
machines had corrupted both major parties, and were on the verge of destroying
American democracy. 50
Like the Populists, he had a “producerist ideology” and a desire to redress social
inequalities, and talked about restoring the country to a purer and egalitarian time. 51
He was a critic of the growing disparity of wealth in American society. He lambasted the
rich for being evil and desired to create “a loving union of all classes of people.” While
he did not believe politics could achieve his ideal society, he believed it was criminal for
someone to earn more than ten thousand dollars a year. Like the “producerist” rhetoric
of other American Populist movements, he believed that money should be based on
labor, and that money earned without labor was taken from the workers. Moreover, he
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believed that workers should receive a share of the profits from the owners of industry.
In one sermon, he applied this critique of wealth to George Pullman, proclaiming, “that
George Pullman is a thief in the sight of God and man, because he has got so many
millions. He never earned them honestly. I tell you there is no man on God's earth that
earned ten million dollars honestly; he got it by stealing and juggling, but he never
earned it honestly.” Similarly, he declared to an enthusiastic crowd, “I sometimes
wonder why the farmers and the working classes who have to bear the burdens do not
rise up and sweep the scoundrels off the face of the earth or at any rate out of their
public positions.” 52
Some historians have noted close ties between the Populists and the
Pentecostals. They often emerged in the same region among struggling rural
communities. The major difference between these two movements was that while
Populists sought a political transformation, Pentecostals looked to a moral regeneration
through the Holy Spirit. 53 Clearly, Dowie and many Pentecostals viewed their movement
as an alternative to politics, one that would bring forth a more egalitarian world. 54
***
In the 1920s, Pentecostalism maintained its commitment to religious revivalism
and to worldly separation. This can be seen in the Pentecostals’ reaction to the
Fundamentalist-modernist debates. Although they embraced the biblical literalism of
the Fundamentalist movement, the Pentecostals avoided public controversies, which
they viewed as a distraction from preparing for the return of Christ. In a world that was
spiraling out of control, these debates were futile. They, however, adopted other traits
of Fundamentalists. Increasingly, women gradually left their leadership positions, and
the movement venerated the cult of domesticity. Racial lines also hardened
significantly—although the movement continued to be more racially diverse than other
protestant denominations. 55
During the 1930s, Pentecostals preserved many of their early commitments. For
example, Pentecostals maintained their distrust of politics, called for worldly separation,
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and condemned excessive wealth. From the 1930s to the 1950s, many of these beliefs
were even accentuated. As historians have noted, few Pentecostals held political office
and few voted. Some leaders even instructed members not to vote because they
believed politics had become too immoral and corrupt. One Pentecostal leader
declared: “You can call it Democratic or Republican, it doesn't much matter. Politicians
in this country are like a pack of playing cards, and the more you shuffle them the dirtier
they get.” 56 The Great Depression reinforced the Pentecostal belief that the world could
not be transformed. During the 1930s, there was very little discussion among
Pentecostals about fixing or alleviating the economic crisis. Others saw the economic
collapse as a blessing. One pastor in California believed that the economic crisis was
responsible for spurring a revival in California and the increasing presence of the Holy
Spirit at his meetings. Another Pentecostal leader, Alice Luce, echoed this sentiment in
1935 when she exclaimed, “Shall we try to improve matters by entering into politics,
and by raising our voices against the graft and corruption we see on every hand? This
does not seem to be the Bible way. God's plan . . . in all ages involved separation from
the world." 57 Still, others declared that this crisis would teach the rest of the world to
draw a line between “things temporal and things eternal.” Reports of millionaires losing
their money was a sign that God was shining his “heavenly light” upon earth. God, they
thought, was punishing the world for its “rush for money.” 58
The 1930s were also a time of institution building and growth. Most mainline
religious colleges were controlled by non-Fundamentalists. The Assemblies of God
responded by building a series of Bible institutes that were designed as alternatives to
the materialistic and secular higher education systems. They also set up a series of
missionary societies outside of the Fundamentalist network, which were often
dominated by women.59
Radio also became an important means for spreading the Pentecostal message.
While Pentecostals and Fundamentalists often viewed movies as sinful, they both used
radio. The first evangelist to begin this process was Paul Rader, who in 1922, was
offered a spot on a local radio station owned by the mayor of Chicago. Shortly
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thereafter, he was offered additional slots from other radio stations. Other radio
preachers throughout the country followed his success. By 1932, there were over 400
Fundamentalist and Pentecostal broadcasters using eighty different stations to preach
their message.60
Some of the radio preachers became nationally famous and used the air waves
to spread their critique of cultural values, and to link a popular form of religion to a
charismatic style. Radio preachers became adept at transforming their shows to attract
larger audiences. Some became masters at producing popular shows and drawing in
donations. Unlike mainline preachers, who concentrated on obscure theological
debates, they produced entertaining programs interlaced with Pentecostal ideas. By the
mid-1930s, these preachers’ popularity was far greater than the mainline preachers who
were given airtime on the national networks.
One of the most popular ministers was Aimee Semple McPherson. Early on,
American Pentecostalism had been dominated by female ministers. Their power, these
women claimed, was not based on biblical reading, but rather on their personal
relationship with God and the Holy Spirit. Like their male counterparts, they healed the
sick, foresaw future events, and preached God’s word. After the 1920s, although this
trend waned, there were exceptions. McPherson was the most prominent. She quickly
became the movement’s most important public figure. 61
McPherson had been born on a small farm in Ontario, Canada in 1890 and
became the most widely known Pentecostal minister and spokesperson during the
1920s and 1930s. She came from a religious family that was heavily involved in the
Methodist church. After her father’s death when she was twelve years old, her mother
joined the newly formed radical sect, the Salvation Army. As a member of the Army,
Aimee endured teasing at school, worked in soup kitchens, and spread the gospel. She
encountered both the social gospel and radical otherworldliness. This commitment,
however, was short-lived because in high school she encountered a teacher who
believed in evolution and challenged her belief in the inerrancy of the Bible. His
explanations had an earth-shattering effect on McPherson and she began to rebel
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against the Salvation Army. As she recalled, she realized “If the Scriptures tell one lie,
they must leak like a sieve!” 62
This alienation ended in her senior year of high school when she married a
Pentecostal missionary. Her husband died two years after their marriage, which
prompted McPherson to begin her own ministerial career. By the 1920s she was one of
the most popular evangelists in the country. In 1923, she settled in Los Angeles, where
she built a church with 5,300 seats. It was filled to capacity three times every day. One
year later, she was the first woman granted a license to minister on the radio. Soon
after, she became the country’s most popular Pentecostal minister, and formed her own
denomination.63
While other radio ministers faltered in the 1930s, McPherson’s ministry
continued to grow. Unlike many of the early broadcasters, McPherson did not use the
radio to preach sermons. Foreshadowing Jim Bakker’s ministry, she developed radio into
a story-telling tool in which she told tales of religious transcendence. Using a staff of
actors, she built a large media studio where she became the leading actress and
personality. Charlie Chaplin told her: “Half of your success is due to your magnetic
appeal, and half due to the props and lights.” 64 Preaching primarily to migrants from the
countryside, she filled her stories with images of rural life in which class conflict was
absent, and liberal ministers never challenged the veracity of the Bible. She added
stories of miraculous healings and prophecies through the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
McPherson continued the Pentecostal tradition of attacking some of the evils of
modernity. Dance halls, drinking, and urban politicians were often her targets. She
continued to promote worldly separation as the true path to holiness, highlighting the
continued separation of therapeutic ideas from American Pentecostalism 65
***
Although Pentecostals did not like politics, as the Great Depression worsened,
some began to search for political solutions and many gravitated to the Democratic
Party. In many ways, prior to the 1950s, their religious worldview was compatible with
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American liberalism. This was evident in the case of Aimee Semple McPherson. In the
1920s, she viewed religious revival as a way to restore religious faith and Protestant
norms. She was also a supporter of Herbert Hoover, whom she hoped would defeat the
Catholic Alfred E. Smith. By the 1930s, however, her politics began to change. With her
followers pouring into her soup kitchens and churches, she began to viewed FDR and
the New Deal in a positive light. 66
This was a partial break with the Pentecostal beliefs that focusing on earthly
reforms was futile. She mixed her supportive statements about the New Deal and FDR
with reminders that only after America returned to God would God “return in His glory
to America." She also opposed socialism, communism, and fascism, all of which she saw
as alien ideologies that threatened a Christian America. She also reached out to the
struggling Mexican American population at a time when many local leaders were calling
for their deportation. Her support for this community also led her into a fight against
the Los Angeles city council, which was attempting to restrict relief to residents of Los
Angeles who had lived there for less than three years. As Matthew Sutton has
illustrated, her political outlook was a reflection of her constituency’s social positions. It
also demonstrated that "Pentecostalism, liberalism, and an activist state could work
together to save the nation and, ultimately, the world." 67
As Wayne Flynt discovered in his survey of Pentecostals in the South, these same
connections were commonplace. As in the previous examples, he found that hostility
toward the New Deal was linked more to economics than to Fundamentalist or
Pentecostal teachings. By surveying the memoirs of ministers and letters to FDR, he
found that most hostility toward the New Deal came from preachers in mill towns.
Heavily subsidized by mill owners, they complained about rising class conflict and
decried strikes. For example, lamenting against labor agitation, one mill town preacher
in North Carolina told FDR that “anyone who wanted a job could get one.” Their
economic and congregant support drove their political behavior. In the poorer (often
Pentecostal) churches, Flynt found contrary behavior. 68 These ministers often talked
about Franklin Roosevelt with religious reverence and most followed other working
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class Americans during the 1930s into the Democratic Party. It was a move that was
completely compatible with the Pentecostal commitment to transforming America into
an economically and socially just world and was consonant with their vision of a
"Christian America. Jarrod Roll’s study of Missouri Pentecostals goes further. He argues
that the Pentecostal emphasis on Holiness was the backbone of Missouri’s labor
radicalism in the 1930s. 69
***
Before World War II, the therapeutic movement and American Pentecostalism
were two distinct movements. Pentecostals rejected many of the values of a consumer
society which they viewed as ungodly. They eschewed therapeutic ideas and the
movement’s emphasis on personal happiness. During the 1930s, Pentecostals were
reasonably comfortable with some aspects of the New Deal. In contrast, promoters of
therapeutic ideas created a movement that embraced the values of consumer society
and positive thinking. These ideas fit the needs of people whose livelihoods were
dependent on personality, selling and marketing. While they did not organize against
the New Deal, they constructed an ideology that embraced a conservative way of seeing
the world. Rather than focusing on building a better society, as did most Pentecostals,
they emphasized personal individual happiness, wealth, and the power of the mind.
Following World War II, the merger of these movements helped transform American
Pentecostalism, creating the foundation for Jim Bakker’s cultural conservatism.
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Chapter 3
From Tents to Hotel Lobbies: Pentecostalism, the American Business Community, and
the Emergence of Prosperity Theology

In 1978, Jim Bakker stood before an auditorium as the featured speaker at the
Full Gospel Businessmen’s International (FGBMFI) Big Three World Convention in
Chicago, Illinois. The FGBMFI was an important group of evangelical businessmen. From
the podium, he told the assembled businessmen that they were building a more
powerful form of Christianity that would demonstrate to the world that Christians
“would no longer be the tail of the snake.” To validate his claim, he said he, Oral
Roberts, and Pat Robertson were bringing in more revenue than GM Chrysler combined.
He then told a story about a family who failed in life because they were “negative.” As
he declared, “We don’t have to sit down and die. If we confess negative we will receive
negative.” As Bakker argued, problems in life all arose from a lack of faith and negative
thinking. Arguing this point, he described the prototypical “negative family.” They
were “always sick; their kids always have runny noses. He lost his job again, can’t hold
down a job. The kids are on drugs.” In contrast, he—and his family succeeded because
he thought positively and had faith in God. When combined, these twin concepts, he
argued, would lead anyone to a life of happiness and untold wealth. This message was
at the heart of an evangelical movement that gained momentum in the 1970s, propelled
Jim Bakker to stardom, and transformed American Pentecostalism. No less important,
this movement embraced and legitimized a grassroots cultural conservatism. 70
Integral to this success was a coalition of evangelical businessmen who
popularized and funded the growth of these ideas after World War II. The FGBMFI was
at the heart of this coalition, and was instrumental in reshaping American
Pentecostalism after World War II. Feeling that American religion glorified poverty,
these businessmen sought to create a new type of evangelicalism compatible with their
conservative economic views. This new religion celebrated entrepreneurialism and the
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pursuit of wealth as a holy enterprise and viewed poverty as the result of personal
failings. By 1972, the FGBMFI had over 700 chapters filled with businessmen who helped
spread and fund this new message. Other groups and business ventures such as Amway
also promoted these ideas. In the 1970s, they provided the primary seed-funding and
spiritual mentoring for Jim Bakker and his ministry. These groups viewed free market
ideas as a theological principle, not just an economic principle. They also tied American
Pentecostalism to a broader conservative evangelical movement that merged free
market principles and Christianity to develop what became prosperity theology.
Increasingly, these conservative businessmen, imbued with a belief in unfettered
markets, began creating publications, funding organizations, and creating a network of
businessmen and ministers. Out of this emerged what became known as prosperity
theology.
***
An important but little noted event in Pentecostal history was a meeting of a
small group of businessmen at Clifton’s cafeteria in Los Angeles, California on October
13, 1951. It was a business meeting but an unusual one. The meeting had been
organized by Demos Shakarian, a prominent figure in the dairy industry. Shakarian was
intensely conservative and a rabid opponent of New Deal liberalism. So were the other
men. They also believed in the power of positive thinking. And they were Pentecostals.
They were there at Shakarian’s invitation in an effort to fill a void in their lives. These
men were successful, prosperous, and deeply religious. How could they be both good
Pentecostals and good businessmen? To help bridge this gulf, they asked a thirty-threeyear-old Pentecostal minister named Oral Roberts to meet with them. Roberts had a
popular following because of his radio ministry and he was a major figure in the
Pentecostal healing movement. He was beginning to develop a new form of
Pentecostalism that stressed the idea of the “abundant life.” God, he insisted, wanted
him to be prosperous, even rich.71
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Shakarian and his fellow California businessmen could not have found a minister
better suited to bridge their religious faith and their worldly endeavors. Working with
Roberts, they decided to form a new organization that would reach out to spirituallyminded businessmen who felt this same void in their lives and wanted to believe in
evangelical Pentecostalism and a world of abundance. The new organization took the
name of Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship International (FGBMFI). It started in
1952 and in just a few years it had chapters in major cities across the United States.72
Pre-World War II Pentecostals had been suspicious of consumer capitalism. They
questioned whether one could receive the Holy Spirit and also pursue worldly goods and
worldly temptations. Many of them, most famously Aimee Semple McPherson, lived
lives marked by hypocrisy and contradiction. Nevertheless, many Pentecostals had been
outworldy uncomfortable with consumption and acquisition. FGBMFI and ministers
such as Oral Roberts changed this. They moved Pentecostalism toward positive thinking,
a gospel of abundance, and a conservative brand of politics.
Long before Jim Bakker began assuring the millions who watched him that
prosperity was godly and sacrifice was unholy, American Pentecostals were trying to
make their way in a rapidly changing cultural terrain. The quest would ultimately make
possible Bakker’s PTL Club and Bakker’s rapid rise, but to understand Jim Bakker, it is
first necessary to understand how evangelical Pentecostals made their way through
1950s America.
This business-friendly form of Pentecostalism was inspired by the organization’s
founder, Demos Shakarian. Businessmen, Shakarian believed, wrongly viewed religion as
incompatible with the competitiveness of the business world. Many businessmen began
to join the movement, believing they had finally found a religion that was consistent
with their values. This initiated a transformation of American Pentecostalism away from
the movement’s identification with the poor, bringing it closer to the conservative
business community’s emphasis on entrepreneurialism and success. It was a vision that
arose out of the life experiences of Shakarian. Shakarian’s vision, however, in no way,
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dominated the Pentecostal and evangelical world in the 1950s. There were other
important Pentecostal movements that embraced very different values. 73
Pentecostalism, after 1945, was a growing but divided movement. Some
Pentecostals began to shed their outsider status and embrace middle class life. More
Pentecostals were doctors, lawyers, and to businessmen, and by the 1960s, they were
also often Sunbelt suburbanites. Increasingly, they worshiped in newly-built churches
rather than modest meeting halls. Pentecostalism also merged with the National
Association of Evangelicals to form an umbrella group in 1943 aimed at broadening the
appeal of evangelicalism. At about the same time, the Assemblies of God began
disavowing some of its controversial teachings and emphasized its commonality with
the broader evangelical community. Other Pentecostal denominations took similar
steps. 74
Many Pentecostals, however, continued to view themselves as outsiders who
embraced the idea of simple living and strict morality. The healing revival movement of
the 1950s was one such example. Healing was not new to Pentecostalism, but it grew in
popularity in the 1950s. The revivals were organized by independent Pentecostal
ministers who set up gospel tents near major cities primarily in the South and West.
During a revival, thousands of followers gathered to witness the miraculous power of
the Holy Spirit. Inside the tents, ministers would lay their hands on the sick, removing
their illness and pain. The audiences would raise their hands to acknowledge the
continued power of God and Christ. Ministers usually followed these demonstrations by
declaring that Pentecostalism had strayed from its original beliefs. One sociologist
commented: “These believers were neither wealthy nor well-educated, but they always
appeared to be relaxed and happy there . . . No wealthy or even moderately well-to-do
individuals ever became regular patrons of this little gospel center.” 75
One of the most popular healing ministers was Jack Coe who, along with Oral
Roberts, became the movement’s best known figure. Born in poverty and abandoned by
his parents at age nine, he grew up in an orphanage in Oklahoma City. As a young man,
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his heavy drinking caused heart problems. He converted to Christianity and joined a
Pentecostal Nazarene church, and then joined the army, where he contracted malaria
that doctors could not treat. He turned instead to religious healing, and the experience
convinced him of God’s miraculous healing power. 76
Coe’s sensational revivals were controversial but popular—especially with
working class followers who, according to Edith Blumhoffer, “loved his blunt, forthright
language; his defiance of ministerial dignity; his bold faith.” 77 He scorned modern
medicine and claimed visiting a doctor was equivalent to consorting with the devil. This
opposition to medicine troubled the increasingly respectable Assemblies of God, but
made Coe a popular figure. 78
His populist, anti-intellectual stands were evident in his sermon “The Unjust
Judge,” which told the story of unbelievers. One character in the story was an arrogant
judge who failed to listen to others in his courtroom. The second was a doctor who
thought the world was best understood through science, but could not cure his own
daughter. Ordinary men and women who understood humility and the healing power of
Christ taught these elites about Christ's healing power. After sharing this story, Coe
brought sick people to the stage where he would lay his hands on them one-by-one and
presumably cure them. The audience assumed the role of the humble, uneducated
believers, possessing something that these arrogant modernists did not have: faith in
Christ’s ability to cure the weak and the humble.79
The Assemblies of God expelled Coe and began to attack the healing revivalists
as extreme and manipulative. 80 Its leaders worried about the image the healers
projected and about charges against Coe’s lavish spending. Coe was not deterred, and
his followers identified with this man who called the apostles “uneducated dirty
fisherman” and who lambasted his elitist enemies. 81
The healing revivals attracted much critical press. Readers Digest, the New York
Times, and newspapers across the country ran articles warning people against the
“spiritual quacks [who] bilk the gullible of millions of dollars each year.” Groups of selfdescribed “respectable” church leaders aligned with the American Medical Association
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(AMA) to denounce the movement. Faith played a role in healing, they argued, but the
unscientific nature of miraculous healings was exploitation. The AMA condemned faith
healing, declaring it the work of hucksters. 82
Reader’s Digest wrote:
How can people be so gullible? Well, it is evident that a great many who believe
in faith healing are emotionally and psychologically ill. Their broadcasts and the
crusades, with their singing, clapping, and shouting, give them a therapy they
don’t find in established churches, a spiritual uplift for which they hunger. 83
Much research on Pentecostalism during the 1950s shared a similar view. Often, the
healing movement was linked to the anti-evolution crusade of the 1920s.84
The practice of speaking in tongues reinforced the perception that
Pentecostalism was a pathological movement. Social scientists portrayed Pentecostals
as lower class, social outsiders unable to adapt to the modern world. One study even
compared “normal Pentecostals” to mental patients. The majority of Pentecostals, it
found, were emotionally stable but their raucous form of worship symbolized broader
emotional issues and an inferiority complex. Such claims, however, distorted the actual
nature of 1950s Pentecostalism. 85
One of the most sensational attacks on the movement occurred in 1956, when
Jack Coe was charged with practicing medicine without a license. When Coe attempted
to heal a three-year-old polio victim his mother alleged that her son had experienced
physical and mental harm when he attempted to walk on his own, without braces. 86
Coe’s opponents viewed him as a huckster who manipulated and swindled the gullible.
His followers viewed his critics as snobbish elites who were often atheists and
communists. The trial was great theater but even though the charges were dismissed,
the attacks on the healers continued. Within months of the trial, Oral Roberts was
practically driven from Melbourne, Australia by an angry press that portrayed him as a
fraud. His opponents, Roberts insisted, were atheists. 87
The attacks on the healing movement actually solidified its base of support. The
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movement took pride in its fringe status, and its followers felt dignified by the attacks.
As one healer declared, “You’re not going to be accepted by the Church World. Why
don’t you just go ahead and recognize that you’re an outcast? Go ahead and shout the
victory and praise God in the spirit . . . Because God said I’ll heal the wounds of the
outcast.” 88 These ideas reflected a traditional Pentecostal message that embraced social
ostracism and a populist anti-elitism. It was an experiential faith that promised
individual transformation and communal identification. As long as Pentecostalism was
tied to healing revivals, however, it was isolated from other popular religious
movements.
***
The Pentecostal healers were just one part of an evangelical revival in the 1950s.
A new generation of evangelical ministers increasingly rejected anti-worldly views and
de-emphasized self-denial and struggle as the hallmarks of a religious life. Instead, they
began to position themselves as defenders of the American way of life and American
prosperity. 89 As they did, church attendance and membership grew. Some ministers
began to integrate therapeutic ideas into their theology. 90
The religious leader who embodied these changes was Billy Graham, who quickly
emerged as America’s best known religious figure. His success was buttressed by the
Hearst press, which promoted his fervent anti-Communism. This created a strong link
between Graham and conservative politicians, and Graham became the first preacher to
bring prayer to the Capitol steps and the Pentagon. He also began to curry favor with
American presidents. 91 Part of Graham’s appeal was his mix of showmanship,
patriotism, and religion. Graham used celebrities and musical performances to bring
thousands of people from diverse religious backgrounds to his revivals where he often
played Taps and the Battle Hymn of the Republic. 92
He also led evangelicals toward a more positive and world-affirming theology,
but he did not fully adopt therapeutic ideas and positive thinking. His Peace With God
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(1953) presented God as gentle and reassuring. Stress, he argued, was part of everyday
life and God was the solution to a fulfilled life. He was also more accepting of the
emerging high-consumption economy. “Contrary to worldly belief,” he wrote in 1954,
“being a true Christian does not mean the forfeiting of all real pleasure. It is only sinful
pleasure that springs from a love of self, rather than the love of God, or the kind of
pleasure that entails a great outlay of money.” 93
It was Norman Vincent Peale who most clearly embraced therapeutic ideas and
positive thinking as part of a religious message during the 1950s. Born in Bowersville,
Ohio in 1898, Peale entered the seminary at Ohio Wesleyan in 1921 and there he
developed a distaste for theological debates and the social gospel. In 1924, he moved to
a suburb of New York City where he encountered wealthy businessmen; and then, in
1932, he moved to Manhattan where he began ministering from the Marble Collegiate
Church. In the 1930s, he developed a strong hatred of the New Deal and an affinity for
the Republican Party, but his sermons in the 1930s were not overtly political. 94
In 1934 Peale sought out a psychiatrist with whom he began to explore his
childhood insecurities, and this led him to examine therapeutic ideas and fashion what
he called a "practical Christianity." His sermons were a mixture of Methodism,
Calvinism, and therapeutic ideas that focused on how to overcome fear and insecurity
through mental transformation, and how positive thinking could make one wealthy and
successful. As his biographer Carl V. George explained, the many businessmen in his
congregation were receptive to his message. His mission, he decided, was to bring
religion to businessmen and civic leaders who were lacking in faith. 95
Peale’s popularity skyrocketed when he published The Power of Positive Thinking
in 1952. The book was a bestseller for the next four years, and Peale quickly adapted the
message to television. Believe in yourself and through positive thinking, he said, you can
have a successful life free of stress. Sin was no longer central to a Christian life. The
challenge instead was to rid oneself of anxiety, fear, and guilt. Peale advised, “Empty
your mind of fears, hates, insecurities, regrets, and guilt feelings . . . Immediately start
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filling your mind with creative, healthy thoughts.” Peale’s Christianity sought to improve
the individual. He offered a roadmap to success and happiness for millions of suburban
Americans. He also told his followers that failure—and poverty—were the outgrowth to
improper thoughts. He also was a chairman of the ultraconservative Committee for
Constitutional Government, which lobbied vigorously against New Deal measures. 96
Peale understood the inherently conservative implication of his vision of positive
thinking, and so did the businessmen who warmed to his increasingly anti-New Deal
messages. Positive thinking, they hoped, would be a tool to mold public opinion; it
would demonstrate that success and failure were the outcomes of individual initiative.
As he famously said, “Any fact facing us is not as important as our attitude toward it, for
that determines our success or failure.” Peale’s therapeutic ideas were soon an
important part of the conservative movement. Peale had developed a religious message
that embraced free market ideas while addressing the anxieties of middle class
suburbanites. 97
***
As Graham and Peale began to attract mass followings, the healing ministers by
1958 were having difficulty filling up tents. Hence, some healing evangelists began to
look for new sources of income, and one of these was the FGBMFI. Ministers such as
A.A. Allen and Oral Roberts turned to FGBMFI for support, and the FGBMFI became the
primary coordinating and funding agency for healing revivals. The healing evangelists,
meanwhile, promoted FGBMFI at their revivals. Soon, nearly all successful traveling
Pentecostal evangelists were linked to FGBMFI. As they developed these ties, healing
ministers began to preach an early version of prosperity theology. Oral Roberts became
the leading promoter of this new form of Pentecostalism that minimized the
otherworldly aspects of Pentecostalism. In place of worldly exclusion, Roberts and other
healers preached prosperity theology and positive thinking, and, in the process, forged a
powerful coalition.98
In the 1950s, the FGBMFI consisted largely of Sunbelt state businessmen. After
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the 1951 meeting with Roberts, FGBMFI began to create chapters by recruiting
businessmen who supported their message of positive thinking, prosperity theology,
and spiritual healing. The businessmen found that FGBMFI provided a respectable
setting for Pentecostals to search of emotional support and express their vision of
Christian entrepreneurialism. The organtization’s magazine, Voice, would become the
most important publication of the 1970s revival of American Pentecostalism. 99
This vision was inspired by Demos Shakarian. His family had left Armenia to
settle in Los Angeles in 1905, and they became involved in the vibrant world of
Pentecostalism, which reminded them of their Armenian style of worship.100 The church
became a refuge for the shy Shakarian, who enjoyed watching the church members
bobbing up and down during services in the Armenian Pentecostal style. Before his
teenage years, he experienced many Pentecostal gifts of the Holy Spirit. He spoke in
tongues for four hours, talked directly with God, and was healed, so he claimed, of
partial hearing loss. He also became increasingly interested in healing after his sister had
been injured in a car accident. 101
Although Shakarian embraced Pentecostalism’s emotionalism and emphasis on
the supernatural, he rejected the Pentecostal sanctification of poverty and simple living.
His own family had prospered by turning a milk farm of three cows into the largest dairy
herd in the United States. In 1936, Demos added a successful fertilizer plant. The
family’s success, Shakarian believed, was due to hard work and God, who promised
prosperity to the family in “this abundant land." 102
The Shakarians minimized the socio-economic and governmental contributions
to their success. California farms, for instance, benefited from New Deal subsidies. In
addition, California’s political leaders refused to allow farm workers to organize. The
Shakarians were masters of this environment. They curried favor with politicians who
controlled water rights while brutally suppressing strikes. 103 For example, in 1934, when
over 200 strikers picketed Shakarian’s dairy to protest his participation in the Los
Angeles Milk Industry Board, Shakarian enlisted the local sheriff and his deputies to
crush the strike and replace the striking workers with scabs from distant counties. By
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1945, the Shakarians owned the world’s largest privately-owned dairy herd. 104
The Shakarians may have benefited from the New Deal, but they wanted no part
of it. Prosperity, they claimed, was the outcome of God’s blessing and their own
individual initiative. Convinced of this, they were easily attracted to Dale Carnegie and
to a new conception of the Pentecostal movement. They merged Pentecostal practices
with their belief that God had made them prosperous. Jim Bakker would also later
admit that his message, like his friend Demos Shakarian’s, was a filtered interpretation
of Carnegie. 105
In the years after World War II, Shakarian’s frustration with the lack of religion in
his Kiwanis Club led him to join the non-denominational Christian Business Man's
Committee, but these meetings lacked the emotionalism and fervor he had enjoyed
within his Pentecostal church. He began to appeal to Pentecostal ministers to reach out
to businessmen. One skeptical minister declared, “We don’t get a great many
businessmen at our services . . . Not the successful ones, anyway.” 106 In an effort to
change this, Shakarian sponsored a revival at the Los Angeles auditorium with the help
Walter Knott of Knott’s Berry farm.107 Like Shakarian, Knott saw America as the land of
opportunity and government as an obstacle to individual fulfillment. Knott's Berry Farm,
a theme park modeled after America’s western frontier, became a home for many
business groups and religious leaders who shared Knott’s view of the world. Shakarian
set up a dinner to support the revival, but he also realized the need for a permanent
association to bring together evangelical businessmen. 108
This led to the breakfast meeting with Oral Roberts who suggested that
Shakarian reach out to his friend Lee Braxton. Braxton was a North Carolina
businessman who had risen from poverty to wealth and prominence. He was devoted to
Dale Carnegie and positive thinking, and he sponsored ministers who preached
Carnegie’s message. He had started out in a small farming town with an auto shop, but
added an appliance store and then a supermarket. He was also chairman of the bank
and the city’s mayor. As one commenter stated, “He literally built his own city and
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became president of thirty corporations.” Like Shakarian, he viewed his success as a
combination of hard work and God's desire to grant him success. He also became
involved with the healing revivals in hopes of alleviating his wife’s anemia. After reading
a book written by Oral Roberts, he attended a Roberts’ revival and was soon one of his
benefactors. 109
Braxton had an important impact on Roberts as well. Like most of the healing
evangelists, Braxton had placed little emphasis on financial prosperity as a gift of the
Holy Spirit. Braxton, inspired by How to Win Friends and Influence People, believed that
religion should accept the legitimacy of prosperity, and he convinced Roberts of this.
When describing his impoverished past, Braxton insisted: “Being born in poverty is not a
sin, although it is a terrible inconvenience.” He believed in success (accumulating a
library of over one thousand biographies of successful men), but he also believed
religion should be used as a tool for personal fulfillment. This had a profound influence
on Roberts. It was Braxton’s obsession with success literature and positive thinking that
inspired him to develop a similar philosophy after 1949. 110
Oral Roberts was the son of a Pentecostal preacher, and he grew up believing
that a holy life meant embracing anti-worldliness and self-denial. As a child, classmates
teased him because he was banned from going to movies. This frustrated Roberts, who
viewed this type of Christianity as repressive and confining. It stifled his youthful
ambition and pushed him away from the Church during his teenage years.

111

His early

preaching, however, accepted traditional Pentecostal doctrines. He understood that
expressing his heresy would not be popular among traditional Pentecostals. Instead, he
focused on spiritual healing, becoming one of the most prominent healing revivalists of
the 1950s. 112
This changed when Roberts met Braxton. Roberts was soon reading and
distributing many of the success books and embracing a more worldly form of
Pentecostalism that emphasized success and personal fulfillment. At their first meeting
in 1949, Braxton gave Roberts a copy of How I Raised Myself from Failure to Success in
Selling. This book told the story of how Frank Bettger, a struggling insurance salesman,
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became one of the highest paid salesmen in America. According to Bettger, the key to
his success was his enthusiasm and his willingness to conquer his internal fears. Roberts
would re-read this book every year of his life. Roberts, meanwhile, moved from the
raucous environment of the healing revivals to more orderly prayer meetings. Gradually,
he began to present himself in a more business-like manner and his revivals became
more structured. He also began discouraging speaking in tongues and “would not
tolerate hysteria.” He also began to describe wealth as a gift from God. He himself
embraced an extravagant lifestyle that included traveling in private jets and living in
mansions. Prosperity, he insisted, was the product of a positive outlook and God’s
blessing. By the 1950s, he had begun to cultivate what would become prosperity
theology. 113
In the late 1950s, with help from the FGBMFI, Braxton and Roberts took this
theology to radio. Braxton added his business acumen to the ministry. Braxton, now
Roberts’s financier and business manager, helped Roberts obtain and manage over 25
stations. Soon after, Roberts devised a scheme to send out prayer cloths with reminders
of the great expense of the ministry. In 1955, Roberts moved to television, and when he
did, he began to merge his fundraising efforts with prosperity theology. Needing
$42,000 for a film, he told the audience that God promised that his followers would be
rewarded “seven times” if they donated to his ministry. Over time, the reward grew into
what became known as the hundred-fold blessing. These partnerships with the FGBMFI
and other conservative businessmen, aggressive fundraising tactics, and promotion of
prosperity theology, allowed Roberts to expand his ministry, becoming the most
important early minister and early evangelical proponent of these ideas in the 1950s
and 1960s.
***
FGBMFI was instrumental in fashioning a new Pentecostalism compatible with
an intensely conservative business community. From its start, it preached prosperity. Its
inaugural publication proclaimed:
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I say that poverty is an enemy. It is not a blessing, as many of us have been taught to believe.
Poverty keeps us from obeying God as we want to obey Him. It keeps us from going forward with
missionary programs, from building churches, launching revival campaigns, and keeping the men
of God in the field where they should be. Poverty is of the devil. I think I can prove that to you,
because the devil is spoken of as the god of this world and this world is the only place where
poverty is known. There is no devil in Heaven, and there is no poverty there. Heaven has streets
that are gold, walls that are jasper, gates that are pearl. Heaven speaks of bounty and wealth on
every hand. There is no devil in Heaven. Therefore, there is no poverty in Heaven. Poverty
belongs to this world alone, and since the devil rules the world, the devil is bound to be the
author of poverty. Paul exhorts us to remember the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, who though
He was rich, yet for our sakes he became poor that we through his poverty might be made rich.
When we take full advantage of the provisions of God’s grace as manifested through our Lord
114
Jesus Christ, we shall have everything that we need in this world.

Unlike earlier Pentecostals who admired Jesus’ poverty, these business leaders saw
poverty only as a stepping-stone to wealth. They saw religion as a means of selffulfillment.
This message was popular in southern California where defense-related
industries were fueling an economic boom and where modern conservatism was taking
root. In California, FGBMFI grew rapidly, expanding from fifteen members to over four
hundred in one year. Members began recruiting friends and colleagues, who often
attended an FGBMFI function hoping to make sales but left believing in FGBMFI’s cause.
One member recalled his first meeting: "The men testified of the things the Holy Spirit
was leading them to do in their business, realization flowed that what they were really
saying was they struck more oil, or their cows gave more milk, or they sold more land or
cars, they would help turn the world to Jesus. It wasn't money for money’s sake. Money
was simply a means to an end." 115
As it expanded in southern California, FGBMFI became intimately tied to yet
another powerful grassroots religious revival movement with close ties to
Pentecostalism. This was the Charismatic movement or Neo-Pentecostalism. It began in
Van Nuys, California at St. Marks Episcopal church when the church’s middle class
members were filled with the power of the Holy Spirit. Not only did they began to speak
in tongues, but they embraced healing and prophecy. The movement then spread to
Los Angeles to two wealthy Presbyterian churches in Hollywood and Bel Air where other
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mainline church members began to embrace this form of worship. Then it spread to
colleges, seminaries, and suburban living rooms where impromptu prayer meetings
were set up. FGBMFI embraced the movement, which produced a coalition of wealthy
conservative businessmen, Sunbelt suburbanites, and Pentecostal preachers centered
on a world-affirming form of Pentecostal message that sanctified success, prosperity
theology, and personal fulfillment. 116
By the 1970s, in fact, FGBMFI was made up almost entirely of Charismatics. Both
were deeply conservative. One early analyst found in a survey of 178 Charismatics, the
Republican Party was favored seven to one. A later study by a sociologist found that
only three percent of the heavily Charismatic Virginia chapter of the FGBMFI identified
themselves as liberal.117
FGBMFI’s Voice became an organ for prosperity theology and Charismatics in the
business world. The magazine was filled with success stories of businessmen and
military personnel who turned to Christ and found financial success and personal
contentment. It demonstrated another way California’s Cold war economy had become
integrated with the Charismatic movement.118 Many of the stories centered on military
personnel and on businessmen closely associated with the military. One of the
individuals was Sanford McDonnell, the chairman of McDonnell Douglass. Another was
George Otis, who was the vice president of Lear Jet and who became a close associate
of Ronald Reagan and friend to Jim Bakker. Many other members became integrated
into Jim Bakker’s staff. 119
The magazine was filled with testimonies from a wide range of military
personnel who told heroic stories and emphasized how Christ had guided them through
their darkest hours while on the front lines. They also embraced the conventional
critique of the welfare state. Air Force Captain Kris Mineau, for example, criticized
American society for offering too many “free rides” and proclaimed, “We look upon selfreliance as a sign of maturity and associate it with the American spirit of independence.
However, human independence is very tenuous and utterly fails when we separate
ourselves from contact with Divine Grace.” 120
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FGBMFI and Demos Shakarian were vital supporters of Jim Bakker’s rise in the
world of religious broadcasting. They were by no means Bakker’s only business allies.
Another set of supporters were tied to the direct sales organization that became
Amway. Amway had been created in 1959 by Richard DeVos and Jay Van Andel, who
had previously worked for a decade with a DSO named Nutralite. Amway was short for
the American way. This new company created “knock-off products” similar to existing
products but with the Amway label, which they sold door-to-door. Amway presented
itself as a symbol of the “American dream,” but it also promoted the idea that joining
the company would lead to economic success and familial bliss. They promised wealth
to anyone who was willing to believe. This philosophy was integral to the organization’s
growth in the 1960s. Through the first four years of the decade their sales revenue
doubled annually until they were worth $10 million in 1964. 121
Richard DeVos and Jay Van Andel joined Nutralite in 1949 at the height of the
Pyramid Club craze. They walked door-to-door handing-out a wellness book that
supported their vitamins in hopes of convincing the consumers to buy their
supplements on a monthly basis. With some early success, others, including a local Dale
Carnegie instructor, joined them as distributors. Eventually, DeVos and Van Andel
created and marketed their own line of products, leading to their eventual break with
Nutralite in 1959 when they formed Amway. 122
Like all DSOs, Amway was steeped in thereputic ideas and positive thinking.
DeVos and Van Andel lived and breathed the ideas of Dale Carnegie. They promised
their recruits that if they surrounded themselves with “positivity” and worked hard they
would become fabulously wealthy. As some critics have suggested, they instilled these
ideas into Amway to such an extent that Amway was as much a cult as a sales
organization. But Amway was also steeped in evangelical Christianity. Two leading
sociologists described Amway as “the 'quintessential quasi-religious' corporation. Its
many rallies and seminars are heavily laced with flag-waving, unabashed patriotism,
prayers and references to the Almighty.” 123 Amway also put pressure on distributors to
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become part of the Christian Right. One former distributor explained: “The directors I
met, when they reached a certain level in the business, withdrew their children from
public schools and sent them into `Christian' schools, where they could be taught a
Fundamentalist version of history and science."124
These ideas also imbued them with a profoundly conservative vision of American
society that celebrated individual meritocracy and decried government and regulation
of private industry. 125 Along with other DSO leaders, they forged connections with
prosperity theology ministers and conservative politics. They celebrated their system of
incentives as symbol of the persistence of opportunity in American society. By
becoming a member of Amway, anyone could become wealthy. 126
This conservatism was reinforced by fears of government intrusion. Nutralite,
and later Amway, operated by rewarding high-level sales associates with a percentage
of the profits of each new recruit to the sales force. Critics labeled this a pyramid
scheme, since the incentives created a group of elite brokers whose income was fed by
those below them, many of whom were struggling to make a living. At various times,
the Goverment threatened to legislate against this top-down incentive system. First
Nutralite and then Amway defended this structure. As they saw it, this was a system of
incentives that fit well the optimism of the 1950s. DeVos, Van Andel, and other
important Amway figures increasingly saw wealth as the product of luck, timing,
personality, and faith. Government regulation threatened not just the Amway system
but the entire American way. It was a view of wealth that both Bakker and Amway
would celebrate. 127
As Amway grew, its founders developed even closer ties to a larger business
community and to American conservatism. DeVos became the director of the
Washington, D.C. chapter of the Chamber of Commerce in the late 1960s. He saw
Amway as a symbol for conservative businessmen who were frustrated with the liberal
consensus and business acceptance of consensus politics. 128 James W. Robinson, who
also served as senior vice-president of the Chamber of Commerce, illustrated this point
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in his apologetic book on Amway, in which he described the company as a beacon of
light because their employees “can’t really depend on government to take care of them
when they are old and sick. More important, they don’t want to depend on government
assistance. They want to do for themselves.” 129 Amway’s top figures became leading
supporters of the Republican Party. 130
DeVos’ conservative militancy was evident in a popular speech which criticized
American society for rewarding failure. American liberals, he proclaimed, would bring
about the destruction of prosperity by making everyone equally poor. He also mocked
welfare recipients, portraying their poverty as the result of low motivation and their
inability to understand the opportunities available in the free market system. He shared
similar stories about unions, in which he decried the laziness of unionized workers. He
then used his own success story to illustrate how success was possible for anyone with a
dream, who was not dependent on government handouts. Bakker later adopted this
message and transformed it into his version of prosperity theology.131
Amway viewed these ideas as core American values that were beyond political
ideology and which were fundamental to the success of American society. Within this
framework, Amway’s message of success through belief and effort became integral for
Jim Bakker’s prosperity theology. This became the intellectual foundation of the
movement whose message coupled its followers to the American conservative
movement and was supported by Sunbelt businessmen who shared DeVos’ vision of
success and failure in American society. It was an ideological vision that inspired the
Charismatic movement and the New Right.
Amway cultivated political influence to thwart environmental and consumer
legislation that might hurt its buisness. In one instance, Gerald Ford's office intervened
on behalf of Amway when it was charged that their products contained hazardous
chemicals. Amway also fought legislation that would limit the number of visits a doorto-door salesperson could make in a week. And it fought the creation of a consumer
protection agency, new labor legislation, and tax legislation. 132
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DeVos and VanAndel also spread their message to the general public. They built,
for instance, the Amway’s Center of Free Enterprise in Ada, Michigan, which was a
55,000 square foot headquarters designed as a shrine to the free enterprise system and
to their own lives. Amway sent new recruits and youth groups through this museum to
highlight how the American business community contributed to the American economy.
With help from the Chamber of Commerce, they also presented movies that
emphasized “the need to keep our economy free of unnecessary tax burdens” and the
openness of American society to those who desire to become successful. 133
DeVos and Amway often cultivated and sponsored conservative evangelical
spiritual leaders and business enterprises. One example was Billy Zeoli, the president of
Gospel Films Communications. DeVos was the chairman of the Gospel Films’ board, and
Zeoli was a frequent guest at Amway’s “Free Enterprise Day” rallies and became a
favorite guest of pro-prosperity ministers throughout the country. He also became
Gerald Ford’s personal spiritual advisor. Like Ford, Zeoli was a former football player and
he had begun his ministry career by preaching inspirational messages to professional
athletes before competitions. His message was easily integrated into Amway’s
glorification of free market competition because it stressed how Christianity helped one
become a better competitor. Moreover, it reinforced Amway’s philosophy that the
pursuit of wealth was a holy enterprise. Zeoli also celebrated excess and luxury as a
benefit for American society and used his considerable economic power and influence
within gospel films to spread these ideas and helped underwrite the growth of the
prosperity gospel. Later, DeVos even created and funded a separate institute whose
mission was to study the relationship between free market ideas and Christianity. DeVos
also began using his money to fund a wide variety of conservative political and religious
organizations that represented their connected interests. 134
Another minister and evangelical entrepreneur who was part of the world of
Amway was Jim Bakker. Amway’s message of success through belief and effort became
integral for Jim Bakker’s prosperity theology. This became the intellectual foundation of
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the movement whose message coupled its followers to the American conservative
movement and was supported by Sunbelt businessmen who shared DeVos’ vision of
success and failure in American society. Bakker also had explicit connections. When
developing his version of prosperity theology he explicitly referenced DeVos’s book as
his inspiration. He also became an Amway member and relied on its local leadership
for seed funding and mentoring in Charlotte. By the time his theme park was built,
both organizations became deeply intertwined. As one former member recalled, many
employees belonged to both organizations, and both organizations preached a similar
message. 135

So pervasive were these ideas that two leading sociologists described Amway as
“the 'quintessential quasi-religious' corporation. Its many rallies and seminars are
heavily laced with flag-waving, unabashed patriotism, prayers and references to the
Almighty.” 136 Amway also put pressure on distributors to become part of the Christian
Right. One former distributor explained: “The directors I met, when they reached a
certain level in the business, withdrew their children from public schools and sent them
into `Christian' schools, where they could be taught a Fundamentalist version of history
and science." 137 This led to speeches at conventions like the one given by Birdie Yager,
the wife of Dexter Yager, who became one of Jim Bakker’s closest friends. In Birdie’s
speech before more than 10,000 cheering people, she proclaimed “Don’t you know this
business was put together by him [God]? You know it has never really bothered Dexter
and me when people would put this business down. Then people ask us why you don’t
stop and rest? People ask why don’t you just retire? You are rich enough. They don’t
understand that I did not build this business to get rich. We are building this business
because God told us to, and he is making us rich because he does that with everyone
who obeys him.” Like members of the FGBMFI, they envisioned God as a business
motivator who rewarded success and punished non-believers. 138
***
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Early in his career, Bakker would enjoy the support of another important
member of the evangelical business coalition. This was Pat Robertson, who, with the
help of FGBMFI, brought this vision to television. The son of a conservative U.S. senator,
Robertson had been raised in a world of privilege conservative politics. 139 As a young
man, he had joined the Army and then graduated from law school. He obtained a highpaying job at a New York shipping company and began to enjoy the New York social
scene. He soon acquired a reputation for his indulgence in women and alcohol. But
when he encountered business difficulties, he became disenchanted with a partying
lifestyle that offered him no emotional support. He underwent a religious conversion
and entered the ministry in 1957. 140
Robertson and his biographers have argued that this conversion stemmed in part
from a desire to reject his privileged background. As a Bible student, he sold much of his
furniture and moved with his wife into a small apartment in New York City. At one point,
he left his wife—then seven months pregnant—for a religious retreat in Canada. It was a
decision that challenged their marriage but which he felt was spiritually necessary.
During this time, he also began to speak in tongues and became involved with members
of the FGBMFI. 141 As was the case with many FGBMFI members, however, Robertson
did not give up the affluent life entirely. A missionary-evangelist named Cornelius
Vandergreggen had led Robertson to commit his life to Christ, but Robertson was
impressed with Vandergreggen’s high-class lifestyle and wrote in his autobiography, “I
was used to the expensive bistros around New York, but that a faith missionary should
say the Lord had led him to dine at this restaurant where waiters wore white tie and
tails was more than I could comprehend. I thought God’s people wore shabby clothes,
baggy trousers, and suit coats that didn’t match.” 142 Robertson sought a new form of
Christianity that accepted affluence. Vandergreggen led him to prosperity teachings and
to middle class Pentecostals who increasingly described themselves as Charismatic
Christians. He encouraged Robertson to recognize that Jesus Christ provided prosperity
to those who believed. For Robertson, this was a hopeful, inspiring message. Robertson
later recalled sitting down for dinner with Vandergreggen, who told him, “You are the
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Lord’s guest. God is generous, not stingy. He wants you to have the best. Order anything
you want.” Pat Robertson did just that. 143
A second spiritual mentor who guided Robertson to the Charismatic movement
and to prosperity theology was Harald Bredesen. The son of a Lutheran minister,
Bredesen had faced disappointment and business failure. He converted and would enjoy
great success, but when he met Robertson, he was struggling. 144 Bredesen had first tried
the ministry and had then entered the world of business. He worked as a promoter for
Christian organizations, which led him into the offices of New York’s elite. Through these
connections, he worked his way into organizations such as the Harvard Club and the
Chamber of Commerce. He began to launch other commercial ventures, and began to
merge his conservative vision of success with his own Christianity. As he recalled, “I
knew from reading Christian success stories that they were like real-life Horatio Alger
tales, stories that usually went ‘I was going bankrupt, when I handed my company over
to God,’ or, ‘I decided to tithe, and God has now made me a multi-millionaire.’” 145 Such
examples deeply influenced him and convinced him that faith would lead to a life of
wealth and influence. He soon allied with the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship,
which sponsored Bredesen throughout his career.
Robertson and Bredesen fit well together. They merged entrepreneurialism with
their religious beliefs, and spoke about how God undergirded their success and fame.
They represented the growing merger of free market principles and prosperity theology.
The two men began pursuing religious endeavors and propagating a conservative vision
of success. They joined FGBMFI and were often featured speakers at their meetings and
conventions. They also became leaders of the Charismatic movement, helping promote
their business-friendly form of Pentecostalism.146
Their most important initiative was to launch a Christian television network.
Robertson began this venture when he learned that Lexington, Virginia had a UHF
television station for sale. Although his father repeatedly reminded him of its limited
economic potential, this was the start of a worldwide Christian network. The first board
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of directors consisted of Bredesen and three other men associated with a Full Gospel
Business Men’s Convention. In fact, the actual signing of the station’s “constitution”
took place in a hotel room at an FGBMFI convention with Demos Shakarian overseeing
the meeting. This was a typical example of Shakarian’s and FGBMFI’s involvement in
funding and encouraging conservative religious ventures. Shakarian would act as an
unofficial advisor of the network and FGBMFI businessmen would fund its early growth
and become integrated into the staff. 147
These two partners also promoted positive thinking within Pentecostalism. They
related the experience of speaking in tounges to Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale in an early
attempt to build a bridge between the Pentecostalism and the positive thinking
movements. 148 Mrs. Peale left the meeting somewhat skeptical, but she advised John
Sherrill, the editor of Guideposts magazine, to write a story about speaking in tongues.
Sherrill soon became the pioneering publicist of the Charismatic movement. He wrote
They Speak with other Tongues, which was designed to introduce middle class America
to the movement. In contrast to early Pentecostalism, the book used pseudo-scientific
methods to explain Pentecostal practice. It also promoted positive thinking as part of
American Pentecostalism. Soon thereafter, Charismatics increasingly used the language
of positive thinking in their preaching and discourse. For example, another Charismatic
periodical editor responded, “I have made up my mind to think positively, based on who
I am and what I have in Christ.” Pat Robertson would later combine these beliefs into a
version of prosperity theology. 149
Robertson and the FGBMFI merged this theology and Peale’s emphasis on
positive thinking into the prosperity gospel. Although Pat Robertson never explicitly
described himself as a prosperity gospel minister, these ideas pervaded his preaching
and his books and tapes about financial matters. In Secret Kingdom, he declared, "Spirit
controls matter . . . The mind is the ultimate conduit of the spirit. In other words, when
you confess blessing, favor, victory, and success, those things will come to you." 150 He
also proclaimed that those who remain ill or poverty-stricken demonstrate they have
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"failed to grasp the points we have been making" or are "not living according to the
major principles.” The “secret” of success, according to Robertson, was available to
those who were in God’s Kingdom. Their faith in God would be rewarded with
prosperity. 151 These beliefs became the foundation of a series of tapes that espoused
similar ideas, with such titles as the “Secret of Success,” and the “Secret of Wealth.”
Robertson later developed these ideas into a multi-level marketing sales venture which
sold vitamins in a fashion similar to Amway. Both used prosperity ideas to recruit
salespersons to market and sell products by promoting the belief that God would grant
them prosperity. Robertson even used his CBN mailing lists in order to find clients for
this venture. In one promotion, he sent out sample $5000 checks to CBN followers with
the message that such rewards were easy to acquire if they joined the company. He also
featured individuals on his shows who claimed that Robertson's health products, in
combination with the help of God, would cure their diseases and ailments. It signaled
the merging of these worlds in ways that made this religious movement and these
conservative business ventures increasingly difficult to differentiate.152
Throughout his career, while describing these ideas, Robertson often used the
phrase “the law of reciprocity,” which is one of his eight Kingdom laws. He summarized
this idea as the belief that providing the Lord with material gifts will result in even
greater material blessings. While Robertson warned Christians about the pitfalls of
becoming too involved with material rewards, at the same time he promoted the belief
that giving to his ministry would lead to personal financial benefit. This was a clear
extension of the prosperity ideas endorsed by the leadership of the Charismatic
movement. Moreover, it was a variant of Oral Roberts’ belief in “seed faith,” which
argued that by giving to his ministry, God would multiply that giving a hundred-fold.
These beliefs were explicitly endorsed by the FGBMFI and many preachers like
Robertson who was an important member of this organization. He combined his
economic conservatism with his religious faith and promoted what eventually became
prosperity theology. 153
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***
By the end of the 1960s, these ministers and businessmen had created a
network that promoted a new type of evangelical religion that embraced free markets,
affluence, and positive thinking. In doing so, they transformed American
Pentecostalism. It had entered the 1950s as a religious movement that decried
worldliness, glorified poverty, and ministered to the plain-folk of traditional
Pentecostalism. By the end of the decade, new groups of businessmen had taken over
the movement, bringing in new prosperity ideas. They created an infrastructure and
network to broadcast and propagate their intensely conservative views, and they
supported and funded Jim Bakker’s ascension. Over the next twenty years, these ideas
became the foundation of prosperity theology and a conservative evangelical
movement. With this change, prosperous Sunbelt suburbanites flocked to this
movement. As all of this was occurring, Jim Bakker was growing up in Muskegon,
Michigan in a family that was steeped in plain-folk Pentecostalism.
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Chapter 4
‘Should I be Good or Should I be a Hood’: Becoming Jim Bakker

Jim Bakker announced on a 1986 PTL Club show that his favorite high school
teacher, Bill Harrison, was sitting in the audience. He then walked up to Bill and thanked
him for nourishing his confidence as a teenager. Standing next to Harrison, Bakker
described his childhood as dominated by fear and insecurity, and a lack of material
comforts. He then told the audience an often-repeated story about his embarrassment
over having to wear a tattered jacket as a child. Describing the same event in his
autobiography, he wrote, “I was the lonely, shy boy with a tattered blue baseball jacket.
I was also still afraid. Every night when I’d walk up the stairs to go to bed, I was afraid to
sleep . . . afraid the old wooden house would burn to the ground.” While Bakker did not
write extensively about his youth, he used a constructed version of his childhood to
recount how God transformed him from an insecure, poor boy into a confident wealthy
Christian.154
Throughout his autobiography, Bakker described his embarrassments stemming
from the lack of consumer comforts. For example, recalling the family Christmases, he
wrote “At Christmas, instead of getting an abundance of toys like most kids, the Bakkers
— two older brothers, Bob and Norman, besides my only sister Donna — got clothes
and maybe one or two toys.” According to Bakker, this lack of material bounty and
constant fear made him a shy youth. As he recalled, “Fear had constantly pervaded my
life — from the time I saw the big ‘eye’ in church . . . not only was I afraid of God, even
my shadow alarmed me on occasions.” Much of what Bakker said about his youth was
contrived to support his version of prosperity theology. It highlighted how his
developing faith provided him — and would provide others — with wealth and
happiness. 155
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In reality Bakker’s early years were hardly marked by deprivation. As friends,
family and observers have noted, he was an amiable, outgoing young boy who
embraced 1950s youth culture and the spoils of the burgeoning consumer culture. His
youth reflected many of the tensions within Pentecostalism created by the affluence of
the 1950s. Some Pentecostals were tied to the healing revival that promoted spiritual
retreat from the world and a critical view of 1950s consumer culture. Others accepted
material culture and sought to infuse positive thinking into Pentecostalism.
Bakker wanted to be both a Pentecostal and an affluent American youth. This
often put him at odds with his family, and over time, he rebelled against traditional
Pentecostalism, and embraced 1950s mass culture and adapted his Pentecostalism to
consumer society. But instead of abandoning Pentecostalism, he adapted it to a
consumer society. His desire to reconcile conflicting values would, in later years, lead
him to embrace prosperity theology and the new gospel of wealth. The roots of PTL may
be found in his youth, which was centered in Muskegon, Michigan.
***
Jim Bakker was born on January 2, 1940 in Muskegon, Michigan, a port town on
Lake Michigan. It was a town that he often described as free of social problems and class
boundaries. One reporter believed that this idyllic childhood led Jim Bakker to recreate
this image at PTL. 156 His family history can easily be traced to the early days of this town
in the late nineteenth century. This was a different world from that of Bakker’s youth,
one that nurtured a very different form of Pentecostalism than the one that Bakker
would preach.157
Muskegon boomed with the lumber industry of the late nineteenth century. It
was surrounded by virgin pine, and its proximity to rivers and to Lake Michigan made for
easy transportation to markets in Chicago and further East. With forty sawmills cutting
650 million board feet of lumber a year, Muskegon went from a small trading post to a
sizeable town in just a few years. While many prospered in the town, the city’s unstable
economy also created a large working class whose houses were segregated from the
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wealthier sections of town. They worked long hours for low pay, did menial tasks, and
faced seasonal unemployment. It was a world that contrasted with the city’s elite that
was busy constructing ornate churches, opera houses, and boardwalks throughout that
gentrified downtown.158
Joe Bakker, Jim’s grandfather, was part of Muskegon’s working class. He was a
struggling celery farmer with had a small tract of land. He was also was one of
Muskegon’s first Pentecostal preachers. Like other plain folk Pentecostals, Joe was
critical of worldly pleasures that arose alongside the city’s prosperity. He traveled
around town on a bicycle, telling people to give up their worldly ways or they would go
to hell. Once, while standing outside a prison, he told a stranger that puffing on
cigarettes would send him to hell. The stranger punched him in the eye. In the 1920s,
Joe began organizing prayer meetings that evolved into Muskegon’s Central Assemblies
of God, the church that Jim Bakker would attend. It was racially integrated and
comprised a large working-class constituency. 159
Joe Bakker’s suspicion of worldly influence also shaped his family’s home life. For
example, he demanded that his children quit school by the eighth grade in order to
work. Hard work, he thought, was more important than school. When his wife Kathrina
was dying of cancer in 1956, he began piecing together a pine wood box lined with feed
sacks for her. Only after the funeral director told Joe that it was illegal to bury people in
homemade caskets did he acquiesce to buying a casket. Joe’s commitment to what he
saw as Pentecostal faith even led him to stop his son John from entering Bible school.
The two never spoke again. 160
Joe Bakker had two daughters and two sons, the youngest of whom was Raleigh,
who was Jim Bakker’s father. In 1923, Raleigh married a Dutch woman named Furnia
whose father was a peddler. They had four children. Their first child, Robert, was born in
1928. The Bakkers had two other boys and one girl, and the youngest was James Orsen
Bakker. While raising this family, Raleigh worked at the Sealed Power Corporation’s
piston-ring plant, a parts supplier for the Detroit auto industry. Despite the Great
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Depression, he advanced and was earning fourty cents an hour by the end of the 1930s.
By 1940, he was able to secure a modest two-bedroom home in a working-class
neighborhood. 161
As a father, Raleigh was austere and harsh and, like his father, he resisted life’s
pleasures. Such ideas were common among Pentecostals. The home was a temple in
which to protect and discipline children from the outside world. Fathers were to instill
discipline and teach children reverence and obedience to avoid the temptations of the
secular world.162 Jim Bakker’s father and grandfather followed this model well. His
mother, in turn, acted as a dutiful housewife, keeping the home clean and tidy. Both
parents emphasized discipline and had difficulty showing emotion to their children. Like
all Pentecostals, they wanted their children to be secluded from mainstream society and
the temptations of consumer culture.
In this environment, Jim Bakker grew up believing that God was watching — and
judging — his every move. Every night he kneeled by his bedside and prayed that this
demanding God would not judge him too harshly. As he recalled in a later interview, he
feared that “if I didn’t read and pray something terrible would happen.” He worried his
parents, whose discipline he felt was constraining, as well. His Pentecostal upbringing,
as he later recalled, focused exclusively on restricting pleasure. 163 As he recalled, “I
didn’t know one thing our church believed, but I knew what our church didn’t believe
[applause] . . . We don’t go to shows: we don’t dance; we don’t play pool; our women
don’t wear makeup.” 164
These values were also instilled by his Pentecostal church. The Bakkers spent
Wednesday nights and most of Sundays at the Central Assemblies of God Church where
Jim’s father was an usher. It was a church that demanded an austere lifestyle. The “dos
and don’ts of Pentecostal life,” as Charles Sheppard noted, “touched every corner of life
the rest of the week.” There was “no smoking, no dancing, no pool playing, no movies,
no consorting with the world of sin.” For Jim Bakker, it was an unfriendly environment.
He declared, “Although I had been raised in the church, there was little there for a
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happy-go-lucky type like myself. Everyone seemed so cold and unfeeling.” 165 He
identified instead with the 1950s middle-class culture that emphasized self-fulfillment.
His belief in personal transformation was born out of the prosperity, hope and optimism
of the 1950s.
The leader of Muskegon’s Central Assemblies of God church was Pastor Rieben
who believed in living a simple life. He refused pay raises when they were offered and
was not interested in worldly adornments. He painted the church purple because it was
the cheapest color. He wore shabby clothes in and out of church. To those who
attended the church, this was not an issue. As Charles Shepard described, “Many of the
newcomers [to the church] were down and out: the father a drunk, his wife struggling to
raise a half-dozen kids in a home with a dirt floor. They were the sort of folks drawn to
the Pentecostal movement in its infancy.” 166 They lived simply and believed in the
Pentecostal rejection of worldliness and the enforcement of strict rules. 167
In this austire enviroment, Bakker often found greater emotional support from
his grandmother Armilda Irwin. 168 Armilda, in fact, became the most important
influence in his youth. He later reflected on those early years by stating, “The sun always
seemed to shine at her house, even though it might be raining outside. She had given
me the small New Testament that I read at night, and her open love had reached inside
my heart . . .” According to Bakker, “She was the one person in my life against whom I
can never remember feeling even a twinge of resentment.” He also remembered that,
in contrast to his parents’ home, Grandma Irwin’s refrigerator was always full of snacks
and treats. It was an early sign that Bakker was having difficulties with the values of
traditional Pentecostalism. 169
These conflicts were an outgrowth of a changing world. World War II had
brought jobs and higher incomes to Muskegon, and after the war, the region
experienced a boom. Homebuilders and the automotive industry also grew rapidly. New
neighborhoods sprung up which led to a breakup of many of the city’s ethnic
neighborhoods as families opted for newer and more spacious homes. Soon stores such
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as Meijer’s Thrifty Acres, and Kmart moved out of Muskegon’s downtown into
surrounding suburbs where they presented a plethora of new goods. The automobile
supported these developments, boosting local industry and making travel to these new
neighborhoods and their surrounding supermarkets possible.170 Raleigh Bakker thrived
in this environment. He advanced steadily and earned a higher income that allowed him
to buy a house in the Muskegon Heights neighborhood. It was a neighborhood in which
the “good life” was increasingly defined through the 1950s consumer culture. 171
His success, however, conflicted with Raleigh Bakker’s Pentecostalism that
emphasized frugality and austere living. His children rebelled as they grew older. Bob,
the eldest, hopped on a train to California at age thirteen. Later, he took his father’s car
and headed to Texas. His parents did not object when he dropped out of school in the
tenth grade, but they would not let him play football out of fear that the game would
lead him to pool halls and beer joints. Instead, Bob enlisted in the Navy, but just eight
months later he suffered a nervous breakdown. His family offered little support, and he
was forced to confront his issues alone. Raleigh and Furn believed that rather than
seeing a psychiatrist, Bob should separate himself from the world and concentrate on
prayer. 172
Jim Bakker also found his parents’ Pentecostalism confining, and he slowly
drifted away from his their isolated world. Bakker’s childhood friends remember him as
both confident and mischievous, and given to pranks. His cousin George, for example,
recalled him pouring gasoline in an alley to set off a line of fire. He and his friends also
routinely biked to the swamp on the edge of city to collect snakes and turtles. And he
found ways to make money, much as he would in later years as he built his ministry. 173
But if his friends saw him as confident and mischievous, Jim saw his life as torn
between a restrictive religion and an exciting youth culture. Television was one source
of conflict. Pentecostalism always had been hostile toward movies and sometimes
novels because they represented earthly pleasures. His father and their church
condemned television as “hellivision” and described it as “the pit of hellfire.” Jim
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Bakker, however, was enthralled with the new medium. He loved shows such as “I Love
Lucy,” and began pressuring his father to give up the Pentecostal restriction. His father
finally relented when Jim was in eighth grade, but the decision was a traumatic one.
Jim’s mother was nearly in tears and told her husband, “I never thought you’d weaken.”
This was but one example of the family’s ongoing conflicts over the values of 1950s
consumer culture and the values of traditional Pentecostalism. 174
As a teen, Jim was fascinated with display of wealth and extravagance. According
to his father, this stemmed from his Aunt Martha, whom Jim encountered when he was
at his grandmother’s house. She was the wife of a carpet salesman from Ohio and loved
to flaunt her money. As Charles Sheppard explained, “Her home in Lima, Ohio was
spacious and strewn with statues and mementos. When she arrived by train for a visit,
she brought what seemed like suitcase after suitcase for her jewelry, mink coats, and
new outfits for each occasion.” 175 Jim Bakker’s maternal uncles were also wealthy and
would often travel to Muskegon by yacht. Their world was radically different from that
of his parents, but it was one Jim Bakker found thrilling. 176
Jim wanted his parents to live this way. Raleigh was a devoted Ford man, but Jim
wanted a nicer car to drive to high school, and eventually Raleigh relented and
purchased a Cadillac. Soon after, Jim began cruising around Muskegon and taking girls
to Ovals, a popular lakeside spot. Jim also persuaded his notoriously frugal father to buy
one of the older mansions on Webster Avenue that had once belonged to a nineteenthcentury lumber baron. Although these homes had lost some of their grandeur, they
were filled with ornate woodwork and other displays of their wealth. The move
nurtured Jim Bakker’s developing taste for items of status. It exposed him to upper-class
Victorian style, which later became a model for much of the décor at Heritage USA. He
relished these surroundings and began to throw exclusive parties, including one in
which the reigning Miss Michigan was his personal guest. 177
In high school the conflicts became more intense. Jim was enthralled with
teenage fads and trends that became a vital part of 1950s youth culture. His church
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friends remembered that the worst thing you could do to him “was step on Jim’s white
bucks.” His hair was slicked into a ducktail rather than the conventional crew cut. At age
15, he taught his cousin George how to become a “classy dresser” and helped him
secure a charge account at a local men’s shop.178 Increasingly, he resented the family
supervision and religious strictures. As he declared in his autobiography, “Most high
school kids would sell their souls to be popular, and I was no exception. I was obsessed
with popularity and would do almost anything to get it." 179
Dating was a part of youth culture that Jim Bakker especially enjoyed, and it
intensified his desire for cars, clothes, and money. According to a close friend, Jim
Bakker, notwithstanding his claims of insecurity, was adept at navigating the high school
dating scene and was a “celebrated as quite the skirt chaser.” When not on a date, he
spent many of his evenings driving to the beach, cruising for girls. 180 Bakker, however,
did not abandon his Pentecostal faith. Instead, he attempted to merge his
Pentecostalism with the teen culture. Although he went to dances, he did not violate
the Pentecostal prohibition against dancing and instead became the DJ and
photographer.
Jim Bakker also became increasingly interested rock ‘n’ roll. During his
sophomore year, he became involved with Marlene Way, who was a twenty-year-old
Elvis impersonator. Marlene had become a celebrity in Muskegon after she had
appeared on Steve Allen’s “Tonight Show.” Jim was intrigued by her celebrity status
and eventually agreed to manage Marlene’s performances in the Muskegon area at
nursing homes and other venues. This new world of show business produced more
conflict with his Pentecostal background. After spending a night with a group of teens
who “wore black and danced to Elvis, the personification of defiance,” 181 Bakker
questioned if he should turn to the “immoral life” of show business, or simply return to
the stricter life of his Pentecostal upbringing. In response, he began to hum, “Should I be
good or should I be a hood.” 182
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This tension between traditional Pentecostalism and rock ‘n’ roll highlighted the
struggles that many Pentecostal youth had to go through as they reconciled
Pentecostalism with 1950s youth culture. This tension can be seen through the prism of
other Pentecostals who became famous performers: Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis and
James Brown.
Rock ‘n’ roll was for many Pentecostals the ultimate embrace of worldly
pleasure, but ironically, it had its roots in Pentecostalism. Musical scholars have noted
that rock ‘n’ roll took much of its flavor and style from Pentecostal services. In fact, the
very figure that Pentecostals deemed most dangerous, Elvis Presley, was raised in a
Pentecostal church. His family belonged to Memphis’s First Assembly of God, and Elvis
watched preachers “jumpin’ on the piano, movin’ every which way.” 183 Elvis drew on
this experience to develop his own musical style. And although he was condemned by
many Pentecostals, he never completely left the church. Throughout his career, he
recorded gospel music and many of his songs were written by Pentecostal friends.184
Another example of a rock ‘n’ roll Pentecostal was Jerry Lee Lewis, whose family
was a founding member of the Assemblies of God Church in Ferriday, Louisiana. Here
Lewis performed with his family and with his cousin, Jimmy Swaggart. Lewis enrolled in
the Southwestern Bible Institute, but became disillusioned with religious life and left the
college. For a time, he toured with a local preacher and pianist. Eventually, he signed
with Sun Records and chose to spread the musical traditions he learned in church to the
secular world. He gained fame, but throughout his life, he lamented the choices he
made and the Pentecostal life he had abandoned. At one point, he declared that he
would never again play for the worldly masses and would return to church life. Lewis
often felt he had to choose between rock ‘n’ roll and his Pentecostalism. At one point
he declared, “I have the devil in me! If I didn’t, I’d be a Christian.” 185
James Brown was also raised a Pentecostal but left the church for the world of
rock ‘n’ roll. He once said, “Gospel is contentment because its spirit, and you feel that
spirit when you sing it. It’s the same spirit I feel when I’m on stage today.” These
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performers, as one scholar has suggested, were Pentecostals who were “thirsting for
the wine of the affluent society.” 186 They were representative of many Pentecostal
youth who were rejecting otherworldliness and attempting to merge religious faith with
a larger American society. This reality was also highlighted by Michael Zeone, who was a
childhood friend of Jim Bakker and a fellow Pentecostal. Later in life, Zeone produced a
song for the musical Grease. As he told Charles Sheppard, “Grease was the story of lives
of the other kids, free from the strict rules of the Pentecostal church, led while he [Jim
Bakker] was growing up in the fifties.” 187
Bakker had similar experiences. For example, when Bakker told his deacon that
he was spinning records in his high school, the deacon demanded that Bakker be ousted
from the church. His parents defended him, but he decided to quit spinning records. 188
But he hardly abandoned worldly ways. From a very early age, Bakker had
demonstrated a penchant for showmanship, selling and entrepreneurialism. Jim
Bakker’s earliest exposure to this world came from his mother’s father, Irwin, who
pedaled goods in Muskegon’s black neighborhoods. In 1940 a Muskegon directory listed
him as a huckster. The “Kingfish,” as he was known, liked to brag that he could sell
iceboxes to Eskimos. Irwin died when Bakker was sixteen, but his influence was evident
in Bakker’s younger years when Jim began selling goods door-to-door for spending
money. 189
Bakker and a neighborhood friend first began earning money by raking yards.
Soon they discovered that they could earn more money by going door-to-door selling
melons, cantaloupes and flowers. They also collected and sold newspapers. Once they
earned fifteen dollars each by filling up half of the church bus with newspapers. When
the friend’s father closed down his freight business, they sold the leftover inventory,
taking a percentage of the profits. In high school, Jim worked at a shoe store where he
revealed his penchant for selling and showmanship. 190 As his cousin George recalled,
“He spoke well, and he had a boyish charm that appealed to the maternal instincts of
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women customers. Jim had a handle on the world. He had the ideas, he knew where he
was headed, and he knew how to act around girls.” 191
Jim’s skill at sales fit neatly with his love to perform. At the urging of his
journalism teacher, Bill Harrison, he joined the school paper, and quickly displayed a
talent for selling papers. As Harrison recalled, “Jim had so many ideas in fact, that he
needed someone he respected to curb his enthusiasm . . . Jim had tremendous energy, a
knack for selling himself and a willingness to try what others said couldn’t be done.” 192
With Harrison’s help, Jim learned how to sell advertising for the local school newspaper.
He also produced a variety show to raise funds for the paper. By his senior year he was
managing Marlene Way’s show, serving as technical director for Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, and was directing the variety show. 193
Some famous Pentecostals, of course, had merged theater and their faith. Aimee
Semple McPherson was on example, but her message usually combined ― perhaps in
contradictory ways ― the Pentecostal message of worldly entrenchment. Bakker was
different. He increasingly rejected the austerity. Although Bakker considered himself a
Pentecostal, he often ruminated about escaping the confines of Pentecostal life. 194
This changed in his senior year when Bakker abruptly decided to become a
minister. According to Bakker, the transformation was the result of a dramatic accident
where he hit a three-year-old boy with his car. Following this incident, Bakker claimed
he committed his life to Christ, gave up school clubs and work as a disc jockey. It was a
dramatic story that Bakker would use throughout his ministerial career, but it was
largely fiction. The incident took place two years earlier and did not weigh on Bakker’s
decision to become a minister.
Instead, this decision arose out of familial pressure and Bakker’s desire for
adventure. Prior to his senior year, Jim Bakker’s alienation from the church was
accepted in part because his parents knew his older brother Bob was in line to become a
Pentecostal minister. But when Bob ― who had attended and dropped out of Bible
school in Springfield, Missouri ― divorced his wife and married a nineteen-year-old girl,
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his chances of becoming a minister ended. This made Jim Bakker next and the familial
pressure was intense. “You know,” Jim recalled, “it’s like a mantle somehow has to
come down . . . This whole thing, now, has kind of slid on down, and I have to do it.” 195
Hence, he became more involved in church in his senior year. He then surprised his
friends and family by deciding to enroll in North Central Bible School in Minneapolis, a
small school for blue-collar Pentecostal youths who worked in the evening and took
classes in the morning. As friends noted, enrolling in North Central allowed Bakker to
make his family happy while providing him with a means to escape the confines of his
childhood community. 196
At North Central, Bakker still struggled to balance traditional Pentecostalism with
his love of promotion. Many of his fellow students remember his bravado and his almost
immediate announcement that he was going to win the world for Christ. His enthusiasm
needed an outlet, and he found it with a group of students called the “Holy Joes” who
had a “monastic dedication” and would pray for hours in a school basement. Bakker
spent so much time with this group praying that he would often return to the dorm to
sleep rather than attend class. As Bakker recalled, “I had turned my back on the world
completely. In fact, I didn’t even date that first year.” 197
Soon Bakker was frustrated with the school. His teachers were strict and did not
provide the supportive emotional religion that Bakker found with the Holy Joes.
Consequently, he settled for C’s, although he was a smart student and was capable of
doing much better. At times, he failed to complete his classes. He focused on
extracurricular activities and became involved in the mission play, and also became
editor of the school paper the “Northern Light.” He found outlets for his enthusiasm
and energy.198
In his second year he met a first-year student by the name of Tammy LaValley.
Tammy was engaged to be married, but Jim Bakker was enthralled. The following year,
she broke off her engagement, and Jim pursued her. It was a quick courtship. As she
recalled, “On the second date he asked me to go steady. He asked me to go out the
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third night. I did, and he asked me to marry him.” 199 Mesmerized by one another, they
spent nearly every moment together and were not shy about their affection or their
sexual relationship.200
The engagement caused numerous problems. North Central required permission
to date, which Jim and Tammy had not asked for permision. Moreover, they were
notoriously open in their displays of affection, which school policy forbade. It prohibited
ballroom dancing and other worldly practices. Even an arm around the shoulders of the
opposite sex could send a student to the dean’s office for a scolding. Students,
moreover, were not allowed to marry. If a couple married, they were suspended for an
academic term before being granted readmission. Bakker’s father also opposed the
marriage. He did not disapprove of Tammy, who came from a working-class Pentecostal
family from northern Minnesota, but worried that they were rushing into marriage. He
also rightfully feared that a youthful marriage would put an end to Jim’s ministerial
training. In spite of objections, Jim married Tammy. 201
After their marriage, Jim and Tammy left North Central, and Jim went to work at
an elegant restaurant called the Tea Room, where he was able to meet an upper middleclass social set that sported fancy perfumes, expensive cars and other extravagant
consumer goods. The Tea Room was ornate and resembled a Florentine palazzo. Its
owner, Lena Williams, gave them items that were cracked or defective. For Jim,
however, they were enthralling examples of an affluent world. Lena intrigued him with
her fur coats, long cigarettes and an apartment decorated in “ornate, Victorian Queen
Ann Style.” This was Jim’s first glimpse of a world of conspicuous consumption, and it
excited him. He was building a thirst for the trappings of the rich, searching for, as
Charles Sheppard suggested, something missing in his “inner world.” 202
The Bakkers began their married life in an apartment that Lena Willams had
presented them. They adorned it with paintings and other items donated from Lena
Williams. In particular, Jim Bakker recalled a painting of pink roses that reminded him of
the positive environment of his grandmother’s house where he had first begun to see
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beyond the boundaries of traditional Pentecostalism. It became a symbolic
representation of Bakker’s rejection of austere Pentecostalism for a more worldaffirming and cheerful outlook. Bakker was so moved by this time in his life that he later
commented that it was one his greatest regrets that Lena Williams was not alive to
witness the opening of PTL’s grand auditorium in 1985 with its custom carpet and wall
coverings. 203
Jim and Tammy’s journey into worldly pleasures inclined them toward accepting
new versions of Pentecostalism that embraced afflunce. The Bakkers began to meet
ministers who preached a more worldly Pentecostalism. Tammy Faye had attended at
least one rally of A.A. Allen, who was one of the first Pentecostal ministers who insisted
on the gifts of prosperity. “God told me,” Allen later declared, “that he had given me the
power to bestow power to get wealth. He did not say it was given to every Tom, Dick
and Harry, or to just anyone who says ‘Lord, Lord.’” 204 Russell and Fern Olsen were even
more influential. They ran the Minneapolis Evangelistic Auditorium (MEA) out of an old
theater. Fern had been a healing evangelist, but she and Russell had gravitated to a
more worldly form of Pentecostalism. As Jim Bakker later recalled, Fern loved “grand
things” and loved to display her wealth. For example, when traveling by plane, Fern
routinely used a limousine to transport her to the airport. It was a calling that
demonstrated God’s blessing upon them.205
Bakker first heard Russell and Fern Olsen preach in 1959, and they became a
model for him. Russell was a rousing preacher who projected tremendous power. Fern
was warmhearted, flamboyant, and dressed like a Hollywood starlet. Russell‘s
preaching was upbeat, with a world-affirming message that contrasted with the
traditional Pentecostalism of Bakker’s youth. Fern Olsen captured the difference when
she began services by declaring, “I’ve got a big God, and I know He’ll help me.” 206 This
was not the demanding, vengeful god that had turned Bakker away from his childhood
church. It was a “sunny faith,” which, as Charles Sheppard noted, would become the
cornerstone of Jim Bakker’s ministry. 207
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Bakker began to work for the MEA, where he claimed he got “a rich Bible School
and learned that “[i]t’s nice to have a theory, but only results will demonstrate the value
of the theory.” These experiences offered a model for his future ministries. He also
remembered, in what was a clear reference to prosperity theology, being continually
reminded that “what he [God] had promised, he was able also to perform.” 208 Now as
he preached, he soon began to ask God to pay for his grocery bills, arrange dinner plans
and provide him with prosperity, which was followed by declarations that God was
fulfilling these financial wishes. This was Bakker’s first realization that he could merge
desires for affluence, fame and material comforts without abandoning
Pentecostalism.209
It was at MEA where he first received the baptism of the Holy Spirit, a rite of
passage for Pentecostals. During this experience, Bakker spoke in tongues for the first
time. He began to hold nighttime teen rallies, which combined his love of theater, rock
’n’ roll and ministry. He brought in performers he had used for his high school talent
shows, but now he was the star of the show. He cast himself as an unsaved, sex-crazed
teen who would always repent his sins and accept Jesus. It was a performance that
mirrored his childhood. He sometimes appeared at MEA as a guest speaker, and he
often introduced visiting speakers. These experiences allowed him to meet celebrity
ministers and to learn how to enhance his stage presence. His friends began to notice
the difference between Bakker’s onstage persona and his offstage demeanor. Onstage
the sometimes shy and awkward young man took command of his audience. 210
In November 1960, Jim Bakker helped MEA organize a week-long Oral Roberts
crusade. By this time Roberts was a popular promoter of prosperity theology. Like
Russell and Fern Olson, he preached an optimistic theology that claimed that God had
both the desire and the power to provide people with wealth. While in Minneapolis,
Roberts combined these ideas with his earlier emphasis on healing as a means toward
salvation. The crusade raised 15,838 dollars, and Roberts laid hands on over three
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thousand people. Jim Bakker was impressed. He would latter describe himself as a
“General in Oral Robert’s army.” 211
Jim and Tammy’s new worldly faith was also evident in their experience with a
traveling evangelist Samuel Coldstone. While visiting the MEA, Coldstone offered them a
chance to become missionaries. Coldstone was planning to travel to the Amazon River
in “a fancy yacht once owned by Hollywood actor Errol Flynn.” It was a glamorous
adventure that appealed both to their growing taste for luxury and their desire to
evangelize the world. The journey never happened. Coldstone, they found out, was a
fraud, and Bakker had been an easy victim. 212
***
Another product of this new belief was the biography Bakker constructed for
himself. As noted earlier, Bakker’s journey to a new world-affirming theology was at
odds with his own constructed version of his youth. Although Bakker was a confident
young boy who embraced youth culture, he described himself as a shy, insecure youth
who became a confident and wealthy man through faith in God. He began inventing this
version of his life while at MEA, and he continued to do this for many years until he
provided a formal biography in 1976.213
By 1961, both Jim and Tammy had rejected the austere form of Pentecostalism
that they had grown up with. In the process, Jim Bakker invented a new version of his
youth that celebrated his economic and social rise. In the 1950s, celebrities became
increasingly adept at constructing their own images and life stories. Individuals who
aspired to “stardom” quickly learned to fit their lives into a predefined narrative. As one
scholar has described, those who became famous fit a narrative of the “American
dream.” Invariably, this story portrayed a hardworking individual who came from a
meager beginning and transformed himself or herself into a success. A variant of this
invented narrative became widely used in post-World War II Christianity. For example,
faith healers of the 1950s commonly customized narratives of their past in order to
increase their appeal as charismatic leaders. These healers built on a much deeper
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tradition of using narratives of conversion to promote their life story and theology. Jim
Bakker’s life story became a similar tool that was adapted to this new era of the
celebrity.214
Jim Bakker’s most important invention was his explanation of his decision to go
to Bible school. 215 It began when he and a female friend took his father’s 1952 Cadillac
for a ride, cruising the streets and listening to the radio. As Bakker recalled, “Some
favorites were playing — Little Richard, Buddy Holly and the Crickets, Ritchie Valens,
Fats Domino.” With the snow falling, they decided to head back to his church to
intercept the ending of the services. As Jim recalled, “I swung the heavy Cadillac into the
church’s driveway. As I drove in, it seemed as if the car bumped against something like
the curb. I didn’t think anything about the bump since one of my favorite songs was
playing of the radio . . . Suddenly, over the top of the music came a voice . . . ‘Jim you’ve
just run over somebody.’” 216 Bakker had accidentally run over a child who had slid down
a snow bank into the road, completely collapsing his lungs. Jim went into a panic and
began to scream and cry, and eventually began to pray for the boy. According to Bakker,
this led him to commit his life to God and abandon his easygoing high school life,
transforming himself from a shy awkward teen into a confident young man.
Bakker’s recounting of this story parallels the quintessential conversion
experience, a defining moment that led to the acceptance of and devotion to God.
Pentecostal narratives, because of their emphasis on the Holy Spirit, also emphasize
spiritual healing and speaking in tongues. However, Jim Bakker’s conversion story
differed from the prototypical Pentecostal conversion narrative. Instead of emphasizing
these gifts, he more often described the prosperity and self-confidence that he received
after turning toward God. 217 This was another sign that he was breaking away from his
Pentecostal past. Also, unlike many narratives where conversions are instantaneous,
Bakker describes a gradual turning toward God and a new, positive life-affirming
religiosity. 218 As Charles Sheppard has illustrated, while this story provided a redemptive
narrative that aided the promotion of PTL ministries, it was largely contrived. The
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incident with the car actually happened two years before Bakker claimed in his
autobiography, and family members and Bakker eventually recanted much of these
earlier claims.219
By 1961, both Jim and Tammy had rejected the austere form of Pentecostalism
that they had grown up with. No longer did they believe that a holy life defined by
struggle and retrenchment from the world. Increasingly, affluence was the product of
God’s will. Belief in God would lead believers to a life of happiness and peace of mind.
Over time, they gravitated toward ministers and businessmen who shared these beliefs.
Alongside these beliefs, Bakker adopted an entrepreneurial style of ministry that
supported his growing belief in prosperity theology. This prepared him to become a
leading symbol of this new religious movement.
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Chapter 5
Jim Bakker the Televangelist and the Rise of Prosperity Theology in the 1970s

Prior to the 1970s, prosperity theology had been nourished primarily by groups
of businessmen who were connected to the Pentecostal movement. They were its
primary supporters and most ardent believers. This would change. Over the next
decade, this new form of Pentecostalism mushroomed in popularity, and as it did, it
transformed American Pentecostalism. Jim and Tammy Bakker became leaders of this
movement. It was a remarkable development for this little-known married couple who,
in the span of ten years, would become major players in the world of televangelism.
They became the leading promoters of prosperity theology by blending affluence,
entrepreneurialism, and religion in novel ways. As they developed their shows and
networks, they integrated their religious message with a new style that emphasized
growth and expansion. They also became consumed with becoming celebrities. By the
end of the decade, these ideas became part of Bakker’s message and a new Sunbelt
form of Pentecostalism. Bakker combined these emphases with a family-centered
message that had tremendous appeal among the middle-class Sunbelt suburbanites
who were his most avid supporters. In this process, Bakker became a new type of
religious figure and an advocate of a new form of cultural conservatism.
This transformation linked the Bakkers to Robertson, his Full Gospel
Businessmen allies, Amway, and the Charismatic movement. Charismatics often hailed
from prosperous suburban communities and followed the leadership of the Full Gospel
Businessmen’s Fellowship Intentional (FGBMFI). They were drawn to the FGBMFI whose
message affirmed middle class suburban life and provided followers with happiness and
fulfillment. The movement thrived in communities where suburban family life and
prosperity reigned, and free market capitalism was heralded. They were drawn to a
world-affirming family-centered Pentecostalism that meshed with their middle-class
lives. The movement exploded in the 1970s. Millions of people followed and became
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members of these new amorphous groups of Pentecostals, leading the Assemblies of
God to become the fastest growing denomination in the United States. This rapid
growth and the popularity of new religious forms was made possible by a revolution in
religious broadcasting. Almost from the start, Jim Bakker was at the center of this
revolution. 220
***
Samuel Coldstone’s Amazon adventure had one important consequence for the
Bakkers. In an effort to raise money for it, Jim and Tammy headed South to live as
traveling Pentecostal evangelists. They would preach in a town for a week, and then
move on. For two years they slept on cots in church basements or lived out of their car.
Initially, Tammy’s makeup and jewelry and Jim’s fashionable suits were out of place in
the early 1960s South. 221 But in time, they became popular, and bigger and wealthier
churches began to seek them out. After one weeklong revival in North Carolina, they
earned enough money to purchase a trailer. As Bakker remembered it, “It was only a
small church, with maybe fifty members, but people were dropping hundred-dollar bills
into the offering plate!” 222
Much of their popularity also owed to a family-style ministry that won an
enthusiastic following. In addition to preaching, they used hand puppets made from
bubble bath containers to create an array of witty characters that children and parents
loved. Jim always ended the revivals with the story of how, after accidently running over
a boy, he had been transformed into a happy, righteous Christian. No longer a rebellious
teen, he became a responsible adult. It produced tears and a strong emotional response
from people of all ages who raised their hands, approached the alter and gave their
hearts to Christ. He, like his mentors at the Minnesota Evangelist Auditorium, created a
production that merged religion and entertainment. 223
The Bakkers’ growing following prompted a struggling Christian television
station in Portsmouth, Virginia to ask them to produce a Christian children’s show. The
station’s parent company was the Christian Broadcast Network (CBN), 224 which in the
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early 1960s was struggling. Pat Robertson depended on telethons and donations to stay
afloat. Whenever he preached, Robertson ended with an appeal for support. By 1965
CBN was $65,000 in debt, and Robertson needed new talent. The Bakkers, he realized,
were natural performers and their puppets shows were lively and spontaneous.
Robertson hired them to start a children’s show, Come on Over. 225 It served the
network’s major goal that was “to provide wholesome and entertaining programs for
the youth. ” It was the start of a partnership that would make both men famous. 226
The Bakkers revolutionized CBN’s programming and helped turn it into a
popular and financially secure network. Before the Bakkers, CBN ministers stood in front
of a camera and lectured on theological subjects. The format mirrored church services
and most religious radio programs. It was also akin to camp meetings where one
evangelist preached to tents full of believers. 227 Jim and Tammy were different. The
focus of their show was their puppets who would appear on a set that consisted of a
front porch and a white-framed country house. Tammy controlled the puppets while Jim
played the stoic adult who would talk to them. They tried to teach the value of good
behavior and the importance of prayer. It was a family-centered message that focused
on childrearing and marital happiness. 228
Usually, the shows were not scripted. The puppets were Tammy’s and she used
them to voice real disagreements she was having with her husband. The puppets were
more interesting than the stiff lectures of television preachers. Allie the Alligator
represented Tammy’s kinder side and Sussie Moppet expressed her anger and
frustration. Jim was often nervous to talk to Sussie because he never knew what the
puppet would say. As Tammy recalled,
Many times because of our tiredness Jim and I would be on the show arguing about something. I
would be so mad and disgusted with him and not even want to do the show. We still had to go
on, smile and act happy for the children’s sake. I’d get behind the curtain and Sussie Moppet
would be the one who would be terribly mad at Jim, and Ally would be the peacemaker . . . by
the time the show was over I wasn’t mad at Jim anymore. I guess it was therapy for me.
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Their personal banter created a form of intimacy that appealed to familyoriented Charismatics. Their show allowed viewers to peek into the Bakker’s personal
lives. They were the neighbors next door who left their windows open. Marital
problems, rather than a sign of deviance, were presented as common obstacles to be
overcome. Their ability to deal with their own difficulties resonated with viewers. Within
months, the Bakkers were receiving 5,000 letters a week from children and families.
Tammy was essential to the program’s success. Jim often bottled up his emotions, but
Tammy was a vivacious personality and the combination of the two made the show the
most-watched program on CBN. She was both bubbly and forthright. She giggled,
laughed, and cried, becoming the embodiment of Jim Bakker’s new joyful version of
Pentecostalism. 230
Jim and Tammy’s show fit perfectly the emerging Charismatic movement.
Charismatic publications had been preaching a similar message of success tied to the
nuclear family ideal for years. The formula was simple. Individual success meant happy
suburban family life. These publications were filled with stories telling how rebellious
youth, drug addicts, and radicals had given up an unfulfilling life for one of family
security and economic prosperity. Embracing success and family was the solution to the
alienation of modern society. This message reassured middle class husbands and wives
who faced a stressful workplace and the challenge of fulfillment in the home. Through
belief in God, FGBMFI Voice suggested, believers could thrive in a competitive,
narcissistic culture while maintaining an emotionally successful family life. It was part of
a larger Charismatic narrative that emphasized the adaptability of Pentecostal practice.
Charismatics such as John Sherrill had emphasized these ideas as he tried to market
American Pentecostalism to middle class audiences. For example, John Sherrill’s popular
They Speak in Other Tounges insisted that typical Pentecostals were "a suburban family
with problems much like our own." These same ideas were prominent in the
Charismatic movement’s early publications. As the husband of an important publisher
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recalled, "She[ his wife] had a special way with the people for who the magazine is
edited: the well-educated, conservative suburbanite from the denominational church."
By preaching as a couple, emphasizing family togetherness, and embracing affluence,
the Bakkers’ show embodied this message. After their daughter Tammy Sue was born in
1970, she frequently appeared as well, which further reinforced their family
message. 231
Building on the success of Come on Over, Jim launched a second CBN show
modeled after the “Tonight Show” but with a Christian theme. The show was The 700
Club which was named after a telethon that had tried to raise ten dollars from 700
supporters, and it was an instant success. From the start, some of the components that
would make Jim and Tammy famous were evident. Rather than preach, Jim spent much
of his show conducting interviews with local ministers and celebrities, who told how
embracing Christ had improved their lives. He demonstrated, story-after-story, that
Pentecostalism could thrive without its traditionally austere worldview. 232
Jim’s personality and the format were crucial to the show’s success. Unlike
Robertson, who was Yale-educated and seminary-trained, Jim had the folksy charm of a
friend sitting on the other side of a table. This informality was quite different from the
vociferous and highly emotional evangelists that he had grown up with. It was more akin
to turning on the “Tonight Show,” and, like Carson, Bakker would sit behind a desk in a
suit and tie and invite people to join him. When he did interviews, he would often sit
with a guest in a mock living room set with matching sofa and chairs and talk about how
the guest had come to Christ and had witnessed the healing power of the Holy Spirit.
The guests told stories about how their faith transformed their lives and had led to
fulfillment and happiness. Often, the interviews were followed by appeals for money.
Tammy frequently appeared on set, supplying an emotional response to the heartwarming stories. 233
Bakker also differed from other emerging televangelists such as Jerry Fallwell
who presented explicit political messages and preached sober sermons. Instead, the
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Bakkers employed entertainment and storytelling. This format was an instant success.
Bakker understood that stern messages would not work for television. As he later
recalled, “Preaching is to go to a large crowd, but when people are in their homes, I felt
they [the audience] didn’t always want somebody shouting in their ear.” He told his
staff to “look right at the camera lens and make believe he was speaking to one
individual in the comfort of their living room.” He also understood, as did Robertson,
that middle class Charismatics didn’t “want to watch hard religious programing hour
after hour.” Soon Jim and Tammy were local celebrities who became featured guests at
local parades and within the community. 234
Another key to Bakker’s success was his ability to raise money. In his first year at
CBN, when the station’s telethons were $40,000 short of their $120,000 goal, Bakker
took over. As Pat Robertson recalled, Bakker looked at the camera and said, “But we’ve
fallen short. We need $10,000 a month to stay on the air, and we’re far short of that. ”
Then his voice broke and he began to cry. Soon, viewers, many of them weeping
themselves, were calling in with pledges. The station managed to more than make up
the $40,000 gap, and this allowed it to pay its debts and underwrite a new budget. It
was the first time, Robertson said, that someone at CBN had made a personal
connection with the audience. Henceforth, the telethons became a financial windfall.
The next year, for example, CBN raised $250,000 in two days. Soon after, Bakker
became the most prominent public face of CBN’s ministry. 235
Part of Bakker’s appeal was his ability to invoke the methods of Pentecostal
healers. He would offer healing prayers to callers and some would call back and claim
that Jim Bakker had cured their disease or injuries. He also emphasized how belief in
Christ was central to a life of happiness. 236 And he realized that presenting viewers with
a crisis was an effective way of winning pledges. He learned to exaggerate crises in order
to attract funds. Over time, this tendency would become a staple of his ministry and
televangelism in general. He understood that viewers, if threatened with the loss of one
of their shows, were much more apt to donate funds and to accept the station’s use of
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repeated fundraising drives. He was also inclined to exaggerate the number of people
who had called into the ministry and whom he had healed. For Bakker, however,
fundraising meant growth and expansion. Such goals easily consumed him. 237
Bakker and Robertson also developed other fundraising methods. On The 700
Club they placed rows of “counselors” on stage. They were a combination of volunteers
and staff. Bakker would then present stories of miraculous healings while reminding the
audience that these miracles could be theirs if they would call the network and request
a prayer. The counselors would listen to prayer requests and the caller’s troubles. They
would also ask for donations. More importantly, they would take down callers’ phone
numbers and addresses to begin a mailing list of potential donors. 238
Bakker always wanted to be bigger, to expand, and this meant raising more
money. He preached growth and expansion; size, splendor, and ratings were the
barometers of success. 239 This was evident in an early CBN mailing that told viewers to
“pray that God will provide every financial need connected with the purchase,
operation, and future expansion of this work [station]”. This pamphlet also declared,
“Pray that God may burden many of his people to intercede daily for the establishment
of Christian radio and television.” God, they believed, was undergirding the station’s
growth and the ministry’s expansion. Such statements highlight that, although CBN had
not yet become an outpost for prosperity theology, echoes of these future beliefs were
evident. By donating to the ministry, viewers became part of CBN’s sanctified growth
and expansion. 240
Bakker’s emphasis on growth was buoyed by changes in Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) regulation. Prior to the 1960s, the FCC required
television networks to designate time slots free of charge to religious broadcasters. In
1960, however, the FCC decided that stations could sell broadcast time to religious
broadcasters. Fierce competition ensued. Ministers became entrepreneurs and religion
became marketing. In order to survive, religious networks found new ways to attract
funds. Bakker and CBN thrived in this environment, and with this new money, CBN
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began buying time on nearby networks. This began a wave of expansion that allowed
free-market televangelism to take over the airwaves. By 1971, independent evangelical
programming accounted for 67 percent of America’s religious programming. Over time,
this would increase to 92 percent. Evangelical businessmen who wanted to spread the
gospel saw market share as sign of success. Bakker became their leader, and he also
made money for himself. 241
Determined to benefit from CBN’s success and obsessed with affluence, the
Bakkers set up a company of their own called Jim and Tammy Enterprises. It sold songs
and story albums to fans, as well as dolls and novelty items. Tammy also supplemented
her income by selling costume jewelry from parties at their home. They continued to
receive gifts from their fans. Co-workers remembered them receiving diamond rings,
clothes, even cars. With this money they bought a waterfront home in Sterling Point
which was a neighborhood popular with affluent Jews. Bakker also bought a black
Cadillac and Tammy began wearing fur and mink coats. The Bakkers so valued these
badges of affluence that they would eat peanut butter sandwiches during the week to
afford them. Other CBN workers, meanwhile, struggled to pay bills. For the Bakkers,
affluence was a gift from God. Soon Bakker would transform these beliefs into a
message that claimed wealth and poverty were the outgrowths of God’s will. 242
Wealth and celebrity status soon became an integral part of their popularity.
Viewers were giving money and gifts to Jim and Tammy because they saw them as
personal friends. Their lifestyle, their family, and their biographies—not their biblical
teachings--became the message. Fans relished the intimate stories of their lives, their
rise to fame, and their claims of familial happiness. Bakker interjected his own biography
into The 700 Club interviews on a regular basis. 243CBN’s Charismatic audience loved it
all. Business conservatives, who had helped fund and create CBN and shaped its
message, had always stressed the importance of individual success. As Bakker became a
star at CBN, he also became one of the FGBMFI’s favorite speakers. At these functions,
he lauded his own success and business acumen. Bakker, meanwhile, also began to
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preach the ideology of business conservatism and helped popularize such ideas under
the guise of a non-partisan religious organization. 244
Between 1964 and 1972, Jim and Tammy Bakker became CBN’s leading
personalities. They worked long hours and created a host of new shows. Robertson
relegated himself to administration. He created rules and structures for his growing
organization. He also determined the programming and managed the staff. The
partnership thrived. The station expanded, adding affiliates in Charlotte and other cities
throughout the east coast. Increasingly, the network was being described as the
epicenter of the Charismatic movement, a title once afforded to the FGBMFI and their
Voice publication. 245 Tensions developed, however, because of the Bakkers’ ambition.
One of the most pressing issues was the direction of The 700 Club. While Jim Bakker
seemed to embrace traditional Pentecostal practices such as healing on air, Robertson
had begun to move away from these displays. He believed healing and speaking in
tongues should be a private matter and would turn away some viewers. Bakker also
objected to Pat Robertson’s decision to air Bugs Bunny and Casper cartoons, as well as
older shows such as Little Rascals. No doubt fearful that it would cut into the popularity
of their own children’s show, the Bakkers began to feel slighted. Robertson, however,
saw CBN’s ratings jump 400 percent when adding this secular programming; it also was
significantly less costly than producing new shows. This allegedly led Robertson to cut
Bakker’s air time. 246
Other tensions arose. Robertson decided in 1972 to take over two weekly
broadcasts of The 700 Club. Bakker also was having conflicts with CBN staffers over
issues such as long workdays. He routinely forced his production staff to work long
hours, which violated CBN’s rules. Robertson had to mediate disputes between the
Bakkers and their producer. When Robertson fined Bakker for not following rules, it was
the beginning of the end. The two made amends, but Bakker still felt constrained.
Bakker left CBN in November of 1972. It was a friendly exit that allowed Robertson and
Bakker to remain close allies, at least for a time. 247
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When he left CBN, Jim Bakker was a star televangelist and a leader of the
Charismatic movement. Robertson had been crucial to this success. He had provided
Bakker with access to business conservatives, such as Demos Shakarian, who helped
build the network. Many of Bakker’s colleagues were also FGBMFI members. Like
Bakker, they endorsed affluence and viewed it as compatible with Christianity. Over
time, Bakker would rely on these groups for economic and intellectual support. He also
would use their ideas to formulate his vision of prosperity theology. Robertson also
provided Bakker with access to the Charismatic community, wich embraced his
innovative form of ministry that mixed entertainment, family programming, and
entrepreneurialism.
***
When they left CBN, Jim and Tammy had no clear plans. They went on the road
again, this time to raise money for religious TV stations. After holding telethons in South
Carolina, Indiana, and Arizona, they hosted a telethon at a small station in Pasadena
owned by a church that had carried the “Jim and Tammy” show. The station’s manager
was a former Pentecostal minister named Paul Crouch. Raised by his mother, he had
graduated from Central Bible Institute and Seminary in 1959, and had served briefly as a
minister at Bakker’s childhood church in Muskegon, Michigan. He then moved on to
start the Assemblies of God’s Department of Television and Film Production in Burbank,
California, and had also worked in religious radio. 248
Crouch and his wife Jan formed an instant bond with Jim and Tammy. As Tammy
recalled, “We immediately fell in love with them. Jan and I were so much alike it was
remarkable. ” All four shared a love for the dramatic and the extravagant. Years later
Tammy recalled the fun she and Jan had shopping for gaudy jewelry, fake eyelashes and
home decorations. They had all grown up in austere Pentecostal families, but as adults
they celebrated wealth and consumption and yearned for a life of limos, personal jets,
and ornately decorated mansions. They soon decided to begin a religious television
network in Southern California. 249
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The prosperity of southern California after World War II made the region
hospitable to Bakker’s developing message. After the war, the automobile and
petroleum industries expanded rapidly and defense spending produced a booming
economy. In 1964, for example, 41. 5 percent of manufacturing employment was
defense-related. A substantial percentage of the region’s population consisted of wellpaid laborers or middle-class managers. This environment made prosperity theology’s
claim that success and failure were product of faith appealing and comprehensible. It
also created a corporate culture that glorified entrepreneurialism and heralded the
benefits of American consumer culture. This same culture meshed with the Charismatic
movement’s pro-military stances that were evident in their publications. 250
These transfomrations turned Orange County into a vision of prosperity where
individual success stories were abundant and the American dream was never in
question. When combined with a strong libertarian tradition that existed within
agribusiness and the middle class community, it created a culture that embraced laissezfaire capitalism. The suburban communities also reinforced this worldview. Created by
companies such as Lockheed Martin, they provided families with the means to luxury,
security, worship, and a high-class education that tied its residents to the interests of
corporate America and their vision of success. It also insulated these residents from
much of the poverty of Watts and other low-income districts. It was a perfect
environment for his message of emotional and economic fulfillment. 251
Lisa McGirr has pointed out that Orange County was a hotbed of activity for the
religious right. The evangelical churches, she argues, provided “moral certainties in a
time of change.” In her view, conservative Christianity came to meet the needs of
Orange County conservatives. This religiosity soon became a vital part of the American
conservative movement, and it was prosperity theology that drew together free market
capitalism and right wing religion. This convergence appeared early in Orange County
and made it a prime location for prosperity preachers. It was prosperity theology that
undergirded the conservative belief in laissez-faire capitalism and the meritocracy of the
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American capitalist system. Orange County had been the birthplace of the Full Gospel
Businessmen’s Fellowship International. It was also close to Van Nuys where the
Charismatic movement had begun. It was here where publications like Trinity and the
FGBMFI Voice began to target the conservative upper middle class. Like many Orange
County conservatives, FGBMFI was an organization whose members were heavily linked
to the defense industry in the 1960s and were often upwardly mobile. Also nearby was
Robert Schuler whose ministry would eventually be carried on Bakker’s network and
whose glorification of American consumer culture was rivaled by only TBN and PTL. 252
Many local Charismatic churches also became supporters of this movement.
Megachurches like Melodyland who supported TBN were known to being friendly
environments for these ideas. 253
This environment led to a boom in Pentecostal—often Charismatic--churches in
suburban Los Angeles. By 1955, this area was already the fastest growing Assemblies of
God district in the United States and Pentecostal churches were soon sprouting up in
affluent suburbs around Los Angeles. These churches were monuments to the region’s
growing affluence. These men and women saw their lives as a reflection of the success
stories of prosperity theology and the gospel of wealth. By the 1970s, wealthy
Pentecostal churches had already integrated these ideas into their weekly newsletters.
FGBMFI Voice was widely distributed to businessmen. George Otis also had a local radio
show with a similar message to his fellow southern California suburbanites. 254
Other nearby evangelical ministers also presented a pro-prosperity message. The
most prominent was Bill Bright. Like many of the early promoters of prosperity
theology, he lived in southern California and was involved with conservative political
causes. Following a call to Christ, he began Campus Crusade for Christ with the intention
of turning the world to Christ. Bright was initially reluctant to accept the Pentecostal
practice of speaking in tongues. This changed with his growing friendship with Oral
Roberts. Soon Bright was not only speaking in tongues, but promoted the prosperity
gospel and therapeutic ideas. Bright adopted Oral Robert’s terminology of abundant life
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in his teachings, which was Oral Roberts term for his belief that Christ would provide
followers with fulfillment, health, and prosperity. Bright told his audiences that belief in
God would provide financial freedom and that trust in God would relieve them from the
economic worries of daily life. He began to teach these ideas on campuses across the
country and mass rallies that were filling stadiums. He also began to merge this belief
with politics. He joined forces with John Conlan, who was connected to the Full Gospel
Businessmen’s International and was a conservative congressman from Arizona, to
create a publishing company that produced literature that attacked the federal
government for excessive spending and high taxes and celebrated
entrepreneurialism. 255
Orange County embraced prosperity and success. The suburban communities
also reinforced this worldview. Created by companies such as Lockheed Martin, they
provided families with the means to luxury, security, worship, and a high-class education
that tied its residents to the interests of corporate America and their vision of success. It
also insulated these residents from much of the poverty of Watts and other low-income
districts. It was a perfect environment for his message of emotional and economic
fulfillment.

256

The area also had its share of Pentecostal businessmen and Charismatics who
were ready to support Bakker. They included George Otis and Demos Shakarian.
Bakker utilized these connections. For example, one benefactor agreed to staff and
fund all of Bakker’s telephone lines free of charge through a third party telephone
company. Another group of businessmen helped Bakker acquire an abandoned military
hanger which became his studio. Demos Shakarian, president of the FGBMFI, also
joined Bakker’s endeavor, becoming a board member, and producing his own show. The
power of the local Charismatic movement also aided Bakker. Because they needed
equipment, Bakker and Crouch borrowed cameras from a large Charismatic church
named Melodyland.257
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Southern California was ready for Jim Bakker. The new station was modeled
after CBN and would become Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN). In 1973, Bakker and
Crouch signed their broadcast license and outfitted their newly acquired airplane
hangar. Jim and Tammy created another children’s show and they began a new talk
show with the name The PTL Club. Despite their advantages, they were short of funds,
but, as Bakker recalled, God’s gifts of prosperity kept them on the air. As word of the
Christian TV station spread throughout the Los Angeles Charismatic community,
donations began to arrive. 258
Bakker shared the region’s entrepreneurial values. He heralded the growth and
expansion of his ministries as symbols of providence. He described donations as an
“investment in the growth of the ministry.” He also began characterizing TBN’s
expansion as a sign of divine intervention. Preaching that businessmen were heroes
made Bakker and Crouch extremely popular, and it fueled TBN’s early funding. 259
The importance of California can also be seen in the style of the ministry. Unlike
southern rural Pentecostals, California Charismatics were not comfortable with speaking
in tongues and healing on camera. As Jean Stone, a leading figure of the California
movement, declared in 1964, “Speaking in tongues is not spooky; it’s wholesome, good,
clean, beautiful. We use no weird positions, no peculiar gymnastics. Don’t add your little
goodies to it. If you make it sound peculiar, you’ll scare people pea-green. ” It was this
difference that led some of the early investors to question whether Bakker’s emotional
style was too southern for Orange County. Speaking in tongues, they thought, should be
confined to the privacy of a Pentecostal church. 260 This more refined form of
Pentecostalism was clearly a reflection of the growth of the Charismatic movement in
Orange County and its popularity within the conservative, and prosperous, Sunbelt.
Raising money was essential to their early survival and this meant telethons and
Jim’s emotional pleading for donations. Jim looked at the camera and said: “We need to
pay these people. We need to pay some bills as well. We need a lot of money. If you
want to mail it, that’s fine. But if you want to bring it down tonight, you can even do
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that. ” They turned to new techniques as well such as matching pledges. The telethons
worked. They were proof, as Crouch recalled, that a “Thirty-, 60- and 100-fold blessing
is, indeed, a glorious truth and blessing for those who will simply obey the word of the
Lord!"261 They began to tell viewers that if they send money into TBN, God would more
than double this donation with economic blessings the way the station had been
blessed. It was proof that God was the key to economic prosperity. Here was prosperity
theology. Over time, this idea thrived at TBN and would be promoted by over ninety
percent of the ministers who appeared on TBN’s networks. 262
By 1975, the weeklong telethons were pulling in over one million dollars. Both
Bakker and Crouch used this money to create a network of TV stations. They also moved
into a gaudy white mansion that was filled with gold gild and precious antiques, and
began broadcasting twelve hours a day rather than six in 1978. It was the beginning of
TBN’s climb to the sixth largest broadcaster in the United States and the largest
Christian television network in the world. Over the next decade, it acquired twenty
independent cable stations and a satellite. By 1990, it was the most powerful religious
television network in the world and had revenues of sixty million dollars from donations.
By the spring of 1973, Ted Turner was interested in affiliating with TBN in order to
compete with Pat Robertson, whose secular programming had begun to encroach on his
Atlanta market. 263
Pat Robertson noticed the power of TBN’s message as well. He began to preach
these same ideas on The 700 Club. Soon, nearly all Charismatic ministers and
televangelists began preaching similar ideas across the country. Charisma, the
movement’s leading periodical in the 1970s, became awash with stories about how God
provided the faithful with happy and prosperous lives. One article, for example, began
by declaring, “God is rich! Philipians 4:19 gives us a clue to how rich God really is. It says,
‘But my God shall supply all your need[s] according to His riches in glory of by Christ
Jesus. ’” 264 Another southern California Charismatic described how this message of
prosperity inspired him: “Suddenly, I saw God not as a cruel taskmaster but as a living,
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divine Heavenly father who loved me. The picture of a Judgmental God evaporated.” 265
As this author declared, “learning to think positively” and having faith allowed them to
live a happy prosperous family life. Whether it was a home sale, job promotion, or a
new Cadillac, Charismatics viewed these financial matters as symbol of God’s presence
within their lives and the world. As one historian noted, nearly every financial success
story was described as a miracle. 266
As Pat Robertson’s own research discovered, the Charismatic audience wanted
to “see God’s miracles of today’s world” which was a euphemism for prosperity
theology and Bakker’s new world affirming form of Pentecostalism. It led to a 30
percent increase in The 700 Club viewership and a 67 percent increase among men.
Donation revenue also increased 47 percent. These numbers signaled that Charismatic
men in particular were gravitating to this developing message.

267

To California Charismatics, Bakker, Crouch, and TBN were not preaching greed,
but the virtues of success. The problem with America, they believed was not excessive
greed, but rather the fact that too few people were not driven to accumulate wealth.
Tammy’s fur coats and Jim’s Rolex watches signaled that they understood this vision.
Capitalism was a Godly system and refusing to follow its competitive precepts would
lead to moral and economic disaster. They also, like Bakker had done at CBN, broadcast
stories about the financial success of their ministries, claiming that these successes were
evidence of God’s blessing upon the ministry. Crouch even declared, “I believe that
someday historians will look back [at the growth of TBN] (if Jesus tarries) and compare
the events of that December 23, 1976.” 268
During this time Bakker began to translate these ideas into his own version of
prosperity theology. In October of 1973, he wrote to TBN supporters in a promotional
mailing that God wants “above all things that thou mayest prosper and be in health.”
These ideas became prominent at TBN. Bakker would use this same claim throughout
his career when defending prosperity theology. Within his organization there were
others who had begun to promote these ideas. Demos Shakarian was on the board of
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directors. George Otis also had his own show on the network. The connection between
this pro-business conservatism and the idea of positivity was not the only place Bakker
picked up these beliefs. Many others within the Charismatic movement and the
Christian Right were expressing similar ideas. Bakker was close to many of these
individuals. In the early 1970s there was a plethora of Charismatic writers who began
defending laissez faire capitalism as the positive solution to a negative society and most
of these people were connected to corporate America through groups like the FGBMFI.
Bakker was no exception. In 1977 Bakker wrote, “What happens to people who are
always grumbling and complaining? If they’re sick, they stay sick. They may even get
worse and die. Why? Because the have failed to praise God. They have actually become
slaves to their enemies—sickness, poverty, death and all the rest. ” 269 He began to
almost exclusively present stories on how faith had led individuals to a life of prosperity
and happiness and associated poverty with individual failure. 270
This environment was important for Jim Bakker. Although he would leave
Orange County after two years, California would always provide Bakker with his largest
base of support. His subsequent TV sets paid homage to this background which one
commentator called “California casual.” This environment was an ideal place for Jim
Bakker when he began to fully express his ideas on prosperity theology. Like Southern
California, he also never forgot the popularity of the nearby Disneyland. This park--that
combined nostalgia for the American past and optimism for the American future--was
an ideal model for the expression of his prosperity beliefs. It led Bakker to send his
designers back to Orange County more than 10 times a year after he began the
construction of his Christian theme park. It was an environment that clearly molded Jim
Bakker's vision of an exclusive Christian theme park that merged the promises of
exclusive southern California suburbs that surrounded his ministry with a vision of
America that mirrored the hope and optimism of Disneyland. 271
Bakker’s pro-family message was also suited for Southern California’s
conservative social values. It meshed with families whose fathers were most often
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professionally employed and whose mothers were most often housewives. 272 As
Kristian Luker’s study of socially conservative California women illustrated, housewives
like those in the Charismatic movement viewed feminism and pro-choice movements as
an attack on their roles as mothers. In turn, they glorified family life in defense of their
social—and economic--world. These feelings were most prominent in women who were
married to small businessmen or low-level white-collar workers. These same suburban
families flocked to the Charismatic movement in the 1970s. Abortion, liberalization of
pornography laws, a vibrant youth culture, and the feminist movement tore at what
they believed were core American values. Although they lived in affluent suburbs, they
could not block out the influence of these issues. In 1970, for example, Yippies took over
Disneyland. Unlike Charismatics, the Yippies 273 decried American capitalism and viewed
southern California prosperity as a sign of social decline. Charismatic children,
moreover, were frequently exposed to the nearby counter-culture movement. They
embraced the family unit as shelter from these threats. Faith would strengthen the
family, protect their children, and provide them with personal happiness and economic
prosperity. 274 As they saw it, familial happiness, like prosperity, was a sign of God’s
presence in their lives. 275
Bakker and TBN embraced these ideals. The Bakkers and the Crouches frequently
presented themselves as happily married couples--as mothers and fathers, rather than
as ministers. This focus was also evident in the networks inaugural newsletter’s cover
picture, with the title “PTL! Christ is Born” where well-dressed smiling children were
placed in front of staff. In another early newsletter they juxtaposed two photos of
children with the statement “TV, No. 1 influence in the World Today!” Bakker and
Crouch presented a combined message of happy families and prosperity in a cheerful
Sunbelt demeanor. Reflecting this focus, their early lineup included “Happiness Is,” “The
Californians,” “The Happy Hunters,” and “Faith For Today,” along with photos of
cheerful hosts. 276
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Another factor that increased the appeal of this message was the Watergate
scandal and the oil crisis. Watergate increased Charismatics' fear that the nation had
lost its moral compass. Adding to these fears, the oil crisis and the national calls for
individual austerity led many Charismatics to believe the country was undergoing a
moral and political crisis. They believed the Sunbelt middle class family was at risk.
Rather than embrace austerity and limits, they turned to Bakker’s message of familial
happiness and individual prosperity, which they saw as a defense of traditional
American values. This vision was evident in a thank you letter from TBN’s “Happiness Is”
staff. 277
Maybe someday the Lord will send us a secretary; but in the meantime with 8
children, 2 husbands, 2 homes and many speaking engagements to be kept up
between us, we read each letter, send out the books & recipes, pray for each
need, and believe God [will be] with you for the answer for all your needs! 278

It was a positive world-affirming version of Pentecostalism that combined earlyPentecostalism emphasis on the individual with cheery Sunbelt theology. God created
happiness and happiness should be the objective of good Christians. 279
Despite TBN’s success, the Bakker-Crouch partnership fell apart in less than
three years. Bakker was increasingly frustrated with Crouch’s refusal to expand the
network outside of California. This conflict was further exacerbated by a growing
number of investors who were trying to assert control over TBN. Some of these
investors were also leery of Jim and Tammy’s power. They saw the Bakkers as
interloping outsiders who did not fit in the Southwest. Some of Bakker’s detractors saw
him and his allies as a “bunch of dumb country folks.” It was a conflict that led to a
dramatic break up and a failed boardroom coup that would split much of the staff into
pro and anti-Bakker camps. After the fallout, Bakker left the studio with twenty-five
staff members by his side. 280
***
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In a period of ten years, Jim Bakker had helped create the two largest religious
television networks in America. By the 1976, these stations were able to purchase over
100 affiliates. Although his relationships with these networks faltered, his experiences
with these organizations and his connections to the Charismatic movement allowed him
to begin to develop his vision of Christianity. Jim revealed his ability to raise money and
grow his ministry. His marriage, their wealth and their entrepreneurial drive became
symbols of holiness. It was a sign to his audience that the good life was available for
anyone who had faith in God. He and Tammy had also become superb fundraisers. They
learned how to use emotion, storytelling, and simulated crisies to raise millions of
dollars.
It meshed with and justified Bakker's ostentatious lifestyle which he increasingly
saw as evidence of God's gift of prosperity. With these influences, Bakker began to
develop a new entrepreneurial approach to ministry: growth equaled success; success
signaled divine providence. Reflecting the interests of suburban supporters, he merged
this emphasis with family-centered programs. These ideas melded with Jim Bakker’s
environment in Orange County and the growing popularity of his message in the
affluent suburbs near his broadcast center. Following these successes, he used these
messages to create a thriving ministry and theme park in Charlotte, North Carolina.
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Chapter 6
Jim Bakker and the Rise of PTL Ministries

Jim Bakker had made CBN and TBN popular networks by developing a worldaffirming, family-centered gospel that appealed to Sunbelt suburban audiences. This
was a form of Pentecostalism that was radically different from what he had known as a
youth. But this was just the start. After he and Tammy left California, they made their
way to Charlotte, North Carolina where he was well known and had close ties. There, he
created a third network for a televised ministry known as “PTL” or “Praise the Lord.” Jim
and Tammy were the stars of the network and the networks leading show “The PTL
Club.” It made them megastars of religious television and leading figures in the rapidly
expanding Pentecostal and Charismatic movements. Within a few years, one million
viewers were watching the network’s shows each day. Eventually, PTL had over 170
affiliates in the United States, making it the fourth largest network behind ABC, NBC,
and CBS, and its shows were airing outside of the United States as well.
Charlotte was an ideal location for Bakker’s new venture. It had once been a
center of North Carolina’s textile mills and the mill workers who had flocked to
Charlotte’s old-style Pentecostal churches. But now it was a booming financial center
that lured white-collar migrants to its businesses and banks and to its sprawling suburbs.
These men and women – like millions of others – wanted a soothing, reassuring religion,
and Bakker and PTL supplied it hour after hour. In addition, Charlotte’s business leaders
had close ties to FGBMFI and these men quickly allied with Jim to turn PTL into an everexpanding empire dedicated to positive thinking.
By 1974, Jim and Tammy had developed an immensely-appealing style of
performance that drew viewers to their shows and kept them entranced with their
interviews, the singing, and the personal revelations. Above all, however, the Bakkers
had developed a religious message that promised a relationship with Christ while
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protecting the family and embracing consumption and prosperity. PTL dedicated itself to
Bakker’s Pentecostalism and prosperity theology. Bakker’s ability to sell this message
was vital to his success. To understand how and why Jim Bakker came to represent the
excesses of the 1970s and 1980s and how and why he came to embody a massive
religious movement that has only gained strength since the 1970s, we must understand
Bakker’s move to Charlotte and the building of PTL.
***
For much of the twentieth century, Charlotte would hardly have been an inviting
location for a ministry dedicated to prosperity theology and positive thinking. In and
around Charlotte, and especially in mill towns such as Gastonia, the older, anti-worldly
form of Pentecostalism had flourished in the 1920s and 1930s. It was strongest in the
hill country and the Piedmont where farmers and workers resisted the New South vision
of industrialization. These men and women called for simple living and decried
decadence and the growth of commercial society. They sought a religion that
condemned movies, new clothes and other forms of conspicuous consumption. Often,
they had turned away from the formality and status-consciousness of mainstream
churches to the Pentecostal churches and their emotional, enthusiastic services led by
lowly ministers with social backgrounds much like their own. They paid their ministers
meager salaries, built simple meeting halls, and attended services in their day-to-day
clothes. They also focused on community betterment and they backed millworkers in
labor conflicts. 281
The older Pentecostal churches were still an important part of western North
Carolina in the 1960s when the region’s economy began to change in profound ways.
Charlotte had been a modest regional industrial center, but in the 1960s and 1970s it
became a center of banking and finance and a major trucking and railroad hub for the
southeast. Once the region’s cotton mills had been vital to Charlotte’s economy, but by
the 1970s IBM, Wachovia, and other service- and information-related businesses had
made Charlotte a booming city and had brought to it well-to-do white collar
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professionals and their families. 282 The most important employer was IBM, which by the
1970s was producing over three-quarters of the world's computer systems. Its decision
to establish a research facility and corporate offices in Charlotte meant 10,000 jobs in
the city by 1980. IBM headlined Charlotte’s new research park, which soon became a
center for research-oriented businesses. Eventually Charlotte’s banking industry
supplanted IBM as the city’s largest employer.283
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Charlotte was a New South success story. Its
downtown became a corporate center dominated by glistening skyscrapers and its
suburbs housed ever more affluent salaried professionals who had moved to North
Carolina from across the United States. Increasingly, these suburbs were self-contained
communities. 284 One example was Myers Park, which was located in the southern end
of Charlotte, and was dominated by men and women who worked in the banking and
technology industries. It had its own shopping district, which was underwritten, in part
by tax incentives from the local and federal governments. A mostly white community, it
was an enclave for families that wanted no part of school bussing. 285
As it prospered and emerged as a “White Shirt City,” Charlotte developed a new
ethos and outlook. 286 Increasingly, it was a city of rootless nomads whose only ties were
to business, conservative politics, and to making money. “At the bottom, materialism is
his [a Charlitonian] life philosophy, [and this translated] thought into political maxims
[such as] free enterprise, fiscal sanity and balanced budgets.” 287 What emerged, of
course, was very much like Southern California. Marshall Fray, for example, noted: “The
South has been mightily laboring to recreate itself into a tinfoil-twinkling simulation of
Southern California, and has unwittingly worked on itself a species of spiritual
impoverishment." As in Southern California, suburban prosperity encouraged an
unwavering faith in free market capitalism and the idealization of suburban life. 288
The banker Hugh McColl embodied much of what became the new Charlotte.
Born in Bennettsville, South Carolina, he became the driving force behind the
consolidation of a series of southern banks that led to the creation of Bank of America,
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the largest banking consolidation in American history. McColl’s Bank of America and its
rival Wachovia bank turned Charlotte into a worldwide banking and financial center. In a
city where businessmen were better known than politicians and celebrities, McColl
became an iconic figure, and also achieved great influence over Charlotte’s politics.
When building projects or major zoning changes were proposed, developers and city
officials invariably sought McColl's opinion before bringing these to the public. 289
McColl was the symbol of freewheeling, aggressive Sunbelt capitalism that
shunned any talk of limits and the negative effects of capitalism. For McColl, business
was a battle; he saw himself as a banking cowboy, and he soon gained a reputation as
autocratic, harsh, and merciless. Equating the fight to acquire a bank with an invasion by
a conquering army, he had a glass grenade at the center of his desk and stock
certificates of conquered banks displayed across his office. After he acquired a series of
Florida banks in 1982, his staff planted a Florida state flag in his office while they and
McColl, who was wearing an "Iwo Jima" style helmet, posed in front of the flag. He then
fired the Florida bank executives because they were “lazy.” McColl’s example came to
characterize Charlotte’s business community and a new southern style of capitalism that
worshiped growth. For businessmen such as McColl, growth depended on private
enterprise to transform society, and this, in turn, demanded limited government. This
formula seemed an obvious path to prosperity. 290
***
Another product of this free-wheeling southern capitalism was Dexter Yager who
had strong connections to conservative evangelical groups. Yager was Amway’s
promotional guru who settled in Charlotte and began to describe himself as an
“adopted southerner.” He was a master at creating materials and designing seminars
that encouraged people to join Amway. These skills made him one of the wealthiest
men in North Carolina. He also had close ties to the FGBMFI and to the prosperity
theology movement. Frequently, Yager brought prosperity theology ministers to Amway
meetings in order to highlight how God and Amway would make believers wealthy.
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Amway also had other connections to the Charismatic movement. Members of FGBMFI
were often encouraged to join Amway at their weekly gatherings. In turn, Amway
supported conservative evangelical groups.291
Yager had grown up in upstate New York and after high school had become a
beer salesman. Deeply ambitious, he sought new opportunities without having to attend
college. This led him to Amway in 1964. He “ate, slept the business seven days a week,”
and in 1969 moved to Charlotte where he had developed a growing line of distributors.
While in Charlotte, he quickly became an Amway star and was a millionaire by age 30.
He was soon a “Crown Ambassador,” which was rank held by only one other Amway
associate. He had also become a charismatic champion of free market capitalism and
positive thinking. In the years that followed, he became one of Charlotte’s leading
developers and dealmakers—and also a prominent Republican.292
Yager’s success owed to his mastery in the marketing of Amway’s motivational
material that preached the promise of wealth and familial happiness. By 1990, one
million Amway associates were selling his materials and he was earning as much as
thirty million a year. Each distributor was expected to purchase a tape each week and a
book every month, and they were expected to attend Yager’s conventions and
workshops. His tapes and materials were filled with Horatio Alger-like stories about how
positive thinking could bring wealth and success. Yager also emphasized how believers
could have happier family lives, and live the American dream. His seminars became
highly emotional meetings where participants were encouraged to release their stress,
think positively, and praise God in order to become happier and wealthier. This message
flourished in Charlotte where, as Peter Applebome, a local historian, said, "the desire to
do good and a desire to do well are knitted together.” 293
Yager preached another message as well and that was to “defeat liberalism.” He
filled up the Charlotte Convention Center to hear Ronald Reagan, Jessie Helms, and
other promoters of free market capitalism. He also brought in ministers such as Oral
Roberts and Charles Schuler who preached prosperity theology. He welcomed visitors to
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his ostentatious mansion which became a shrine to the Sunbelt vision of progress. Yager
also wore two 10-carat diamond rings, a Rolex, and a matching diamond bracelet that
spelled out DEX. His message was his ingenious blend of Dale Carnegie, Ronald Reagan,
and Oral Roberts that merged positive thinking with conservative politics. Stop
"harboring beliefs of scarcity,” he said, and embrace the promise of American
capitalism.294
***
As Charlotte changed, so did its religious communities. The region's Baptists had
often shared many of the religious values of North Carolina's Pentecostals. They had
united behind a set of moral standards to shield their families from the moral laxity that
they associated with urban life. In the late 1960s, however, suburban growth began to
challenge these ideals. Carlyle Marney, a prominent Charlotte Baptist preacher, found
that increasingly the church-goers were from a different social world with a different
outlook. Marney described the people around him as "rich enough to be social leaders;
powerful enough to feel no social pressure; pious enough to feel no conviction for their
sin and complacent enough to feel no responsibility anywhere." With this social base,
the churches were indifferent to community development. As one scholar described,
"Marney believed that this Southernfried mystic individualism fostered a culture of
indifference and allowed prejudice to flourish in the church and he needed to fight this
infiltration of 'vicious individualism."' Marney also observed that many of his church
members were seeking a faith that would boost their individual aspirations and selffulfillment. Their main social concern, he lamented, was the maintenance of their
families' private lives. His congregation, he thought, seemed to attempt to "Make . . .
[Christ] just like us and he won't bother us." 295 Marney tried to resist these pressures,
but by 1970s the changing nature of Charlotte had rendered him less and less in tune
with a new evangelical mood. Charlotte had become much more like southern
California, and by the 1970s it had a growing Charismatic following that was younger,
less southern, more educated, and less concerned about restrictions on worldliness. 296
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In fact, North Carolina's Assemblies of God churches grew faster than those of any
region of the country except California. Here was an audience eager for Jim Bakker's
message. 297
***
When Bakker left TBN and California, he headed for Charlotte, which he declared
was "ripe for a revival." 298 He had become well known in Charlotte during his years with
CBN. His shows had been carried over WRET, a CBN affiliate and a religious television
station with close ties to the Charismatic movement. Bill Flint, WRET's owner, had often
arranged for Bakker to make speaking engagements in Charlotte and he had also aired
reruns of Bakker's shows after Bakker had left CBN for California. During his visits to
Charlotte, Bakker had quickly won a following with the city’s well-to-do Charismatics. An
owner of a cosmetics company, for instance, had provided Jim and Tammy with gifts
such as clothes and a new Lincoln. In addition to its suburbs teeming with Charismatics,
Charlotte offered another advantage: Dexter Yager. As soon as Bakker arrived in
Charlotte, Dexter Yager was there to greet him. They had already established close ties
through FGBMFI, other prosperity theology ministers, and Amway. Yager would emerge
as one of Bakker’s most important allies and financial underwriters. As Bakker's chief of
security later recalled, Yager's "nod" was "worth a ton" in the Charlotte area and
"whatever he endorsed became . . . [He was] like Oprah endorsing your product in the
South." Bakker was mesmerized by Yager's success and quickly arranged a seat for him
on the board of what would become PTL. Preaching a similar message, Yager viewed
Bakker as a natural ally. Over time, Bakker and PTL provided Yager with many recruits
and vice versa. One former employee took note of this relationship, recalling that “it
seemed that all of my PTL friends’ parents were in Amway.” 299 Bakker also promoted
Amway as a means to success within PTL’s charities. In the 1980s the two organizations
even planned to share a proposed convention center. 300
Bakker was especially interested to learn how to apply Yager's inspirational
messages and techniques to his own ministry. In fact, he was so enthralled with Yager
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that he became an Amway sales associate and attended weekly meetings with Yager,
Doug Wead and other important members of the Amway organization. These meetings
and the connections with Amway and with Yager inspired Bakker to make prosperity
theology an even more important part of his ministry and he began to learn from Yager
how to market and sell his message. Yager, meanwhile, endorsed PTL and encouraged
his distributors to support Bakker's new network. He also liked to flaunt his own success
with PTL employees by walking around the offices with a shoulder satchel containing
$20,000 of "pocket money." More importantly, Bakker began to embrace Yager’s
message of wealth and success. In doing so, Bakker tailored his message to the
wealthier Charismatics who could provide more funding for his young ministry. This in
turn tied him more closely to the emerging Sunbelt conservatism.301
In late 1975, Bakker began his new ministry at WRET. He had many resources at
hand. First, Yager donated all proceeds from his first book to help underwrite PTL.
Second, WRET had access to a network of Charismatic businessmen. 302 Third, as Bakker
highlighted, this ministry depended heavily on donations from other Prosperity theology
ministers. In particular, he gave credit to “General Oral Roberts,” Rex Humbard, Pat
Robertson, and Paul Crouch for providing much of the seed funding for his young
ministry. He also brought with him twenty-five employees, many of whom had been
with him at CBN and TBN. 303
What began at WRET soon became America's fourth largest broadcast network
with one million daily viewers and 170 affiliates. In turn, Christian broadcasting and
prosperity theology became a cultural phenomenon and Jim and Tammy became
symbols of the growing power of the Charismatic movement. His station became one
the most important purveyors of prosperity theology and home to Robert Schuler,
Kenneth Hagan, and others. Moreover, his ministry supported a large array of ministers
who helped expand his vision across the globe. For example, he was the sole supporter
of Robert McAlister, creator of the Universal Church of the Kingdom of God which grew
to over seventeen million members worldwide. The Bakkers became national figures
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with features in the New York Times, Washington Post and The Saturday Evening Post.
Their ostentatious habits gained as much attention as did their booming ministry. 304
The foundation of the new network was The PTL Club show which Bakker had
made a success in California. As with his shows at CBN and TBN, The PTL Club was
presented in a relaxed style of Christian television that emphasized PTL’s message of
prosperity and fulfillment. Bakker, wearing his flamboyant plaid jumpsuits and loud ties,
usually entered from the back where he chatted with the audience on the way to the
stage. The show opened with the song, "Praise the Lord, see what we have done," and
then Jim and Tammy would begin the show with fundraising offers. Much like PBS, they
encouraged viewers to become PTL members and offered “gifts” for donations.
Oftentimes, they would follow their appeals for contributions by bringing guests into the
audience for informal discussions about their lives. 305
The new version became an instant hit. As he had done at CBN, Bakker
interviewed guests who described how their faith had led them to become happier and
more successful. Increasingly, however, he highlighted economic success. He promised
viewers that God would give them control over their lives despite their circumstances.
He presented upbeat, encouraging musical numbers that were accompanied by
promises of an abundant life and reassurances that “God loves you.” Then he would
move to the mock living room set to banter with the support staff before introducing
their guests. Much of the banter was about Jim and Tammy's family life. For example, in
one episode Jim described Tammy Faye's obsession with wrapping gifts, while Tammy
mocked Jim's unwillingness to wrap his own presents. On other episodes, their
children—Jay and Sue Bakker-- came on stage and Jim and Tammy would talk about
their family vacations and their childrens’ various interests or the latest flu bug that was
going around the home. They projected an image of an idealized Christian family. They
allowed the audience, of course, to see an ideal vision of a happy Christian home. They
would also devote entire shows to celebrating the Bakkers’ anniversaries, birthdays, and
other familial events where they would put together montages of family scenes. During
breaks, PTL would advertise other ministers who had shows on the network, as well
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other Christian authors. Jim and Tammy also created commercials that promoted giving
to their ministry. 306
In order to reinforce this relaxed style, Bakker interlaced the show with upbeat
musical numbers. Many of these musical numbers were performed by Tammy and some
by her daughter Tammy Sue. PTL band members also sang original songs and Christian
hymns. Christian artists such as Pat Boone and David L. Cook were also featured. Nearly
every song focused on overcoming fear and adversity, along with the importance of selffulfillment. Some of Tammy Faye's most popular songs, were "Don't Give Up" or "You
Can Make it." In her emotional style that signaled to the audience that she understood
their struggles, she told the audience that they were not alone and that things would
get better if they trusted in the Lord. 307
An important part of the show was Bakker’s assistant Henry Harrison. Harrison
had been with Bakker since his days at CBN, and they had become close friends. Bakker
was best man in Harrison’s 1972 wedding, and Harrison rented a room from the
increasingly wealthy Bakkers. Harrison also became Bakker’s co-host, earning the title of
the Ed McMahon of Christian television. He was a perfect match for Bakker, who loved
the limelight, because Harrision was willing to play second fiddle. His job onstage was
primarily to tell jokes, give hugs, and keep guests smiling, ensuring that the show never
veered away from its positive message. His role, however, had other important aspects.
Over time, Harrison’s was transformed into a good-old-boy southerner. Bakker would
often prompt him to give a folksy response to questions that provoked laughter.308
Along with musical numbers, The PTL Club included interviews with guests.
These usually took on three common formats. One of the most common guest were
evangelical Christian who had written a books on evangelical family issues that focused
on emotional difficulties surrounding marriage or raising children. Other guests were
Charismatic preachers, some of whom had programs during other timeslots on the PTL
network. These included Robert Schuler, Oral Roberts, and Rex Humbard, and most
were prosperity theology ministers. Famous evangelical Christians were also frequently
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on the show. These included Mr T., Pat Boone, and Gary Paxton. Invariably, they would
describe how Christ had made their lives better or more prosperous. Bakker also
interviewed less famous people who had stories about how Bakker’s message had
transformed their lives.
Bakker also frequently featured phone banks on his show. Bakker had begun
using these while at CBN but at the time he used them in the manner of a Pentecostal
healer. Now they became a fundraising tool. During many broadcasts, the phones were
to the right of the stage and staffed with 60 volunteers who managed viewer prayer
requests and donations to the ministry. As telephone counselors recalled, individuals
phoned in seeking help for a wide range of problems. Following these confessions,
counselors usually provided the callers with prayers and prompts for donations—along
with promises that their wishes would be fulfilled. Bakker also used these phone calls to
gather mailing lists so that he could promote his motivational materials. Like Yager,
Bakker developed a series of tapes and books that promoted positive thinking. In this
material, witnesses would testify how giving to Bakker’s ministry had transformed their
lives. It was a business practice inspired by Yager’s own motivational strategies. 309
Bakker’s version of prosperity theology was designed to meet the needs of
Sunbelt migrants who often felt alienated and alone in their suburban enclaves. This led
many of them to call Bakker’s telephone lines in search of a friendly voice that would
sooth their anxieties and promise them happiness. To each caller they provided a
reassuring, therapeutic voice regardless of the issue. Sometimes Bakker would discuss
calls on the show. One Sunbelt migrant recalled how these phone lines appealed to her.
“[While my husband was at work at IBM] I would run into problems and I did not know
many people in the area. I called my family a lot, it was just that [at PTL] there was
someone I could talk to . . . they were just so friendly and nice.” 310
On the air Bakker would highlight how God had answered his followers’ prayers
and alleviated people’s stress; with faith they were given wealth, health, and happiness.
For Bakker these proclamations were proof of God’s glory. Bakker even claimed the
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verse “Faith without works is dead” should not be used to hold Christians accountable
for charitable acts, but rather to hold God accountable for the gifts he promised the
faithful. Christians, he claimed, should not obey God based on blind faith. They should
praise God for what he does for us (works), and not just on faith alone. 311
Bakker’s Sunbelt supporters, in turn, viewed God as the creator of their
prosperity and happiness. One supporter who described herself as a housewife
declared,
Why should you believe in a life of miracles? Because if your anything like me,
you’ll be tempted to take credit personally for many good things in your life—
unless you’re sure the heart of God really did them. But if you ask God to fill your
life with wonderful events and happenings, better than you could expect on your
own, when they happen, God in His love gave you those things, not because of
how great you were but because He loves you. And that’s where your deepest
joy will be found—in what God in His love has done. 312
This encouragement led people to call for nearly every possible ailment or
problem, promoting Bakker’s belief that one should turn to God for every possible
desire. He also encouraged viewers to overcome their timidity and ask God for help no
matter how small or mundane the request might seem. And viewers responded by
calling about economic problems, marital problems, psychological problems, behavioral
issues and physical ailments. They found someone who would listen to their difficulties
and offer them their prayers. Some counselors fielded calls about alcoholism while
others specialized in financial matters.313
These calls also included many requests that were clearly a response to Bakker’s
sermons on God’s gifts of prosperity. One person from Virginia, for example, wrote that
“after sending in our seven requests to PTL, we stepped out in faith that God would
answer them. We signed a contract to build a new house knowing God would have to
sell our previous home first. God sold the house with perfect timing to see we got into
our new home on time.” In all situations, the counselors promised that God would fulfill
their wishes no matter how trivial. 314
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The television show, the phone banks, “The PTL Club”---these all made Jim
Bakker a famous televangelist. More importantly, they signified his commitment to a
new form of Pentecostalism that emphasized wealth, health, and happiness. This was a
development that had begun at CBN and was increasingly evident. With Bakker’s
ascendancy, Pentecostalism took on a new form. Poverty was no longer a righteous
state, but rather a sign of a lack of faith. Prior to the 1970s, prosperity ministers were
considered heretical to most Pentecostal denominations, and especially to its largest
denomination, the Assemblies of God. By the mid-1970s, the influx of Charismatics into
Pentecostal churches changed this. It was, as Edith Blumhoffer suggested, a populist
middle-class rebellion that was due in part to Bakker’s promotion of this new form of
Pentecostalism. By the end of the decade, sixty percent of the Assemblies of God was
comprised of Charismatics who came from upper and middle-class backgrounds with
very little connection to traditional Pentecostalism. In turn, the Assemblies of God
became a clearinghouse for prosperity ministers, and it also became the fastest growing
denomination in the United States. Its members flocked to Bakker, who promised
prosperity and happiness within a family setting. 315
Bakker’s prosperity message was well-suited to Charlotte. Show-after-show
followed a standard narrative that reinforced his family-centered version of prosperity
theology. Guests began by describing their lives, which were complicated by traumas,
economic difficulties, guilt, and insecurity. The guests then began to describe to Bakker
how their turn to Christ removed these personal roadblocks. In all cases, their guests
overcame these trials and tribulations with prayer and positive thinking. Problems that
seemed overwhelming had been conquered. The outcome was always prosperity and
happiness.
The theme of every show was that anyone could be seen as a victim and
everyone could overcome. In particular, Bakker suggested that the real victims of
American society were middle-class men and women trying to enjoy God’s prosperity.
Problems were usually personal and self-generated and were overcome by a new
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willingness to be happy and to undertake a life-long journey of self-discovery.
Oftentimes, stories combined these psychological issues with economic troubles in
order to explain how trust in God and positive thinking had led to a life of wealth and
happiness. Bakker latter explained: "On our television network I did not want to hear
any bad news. I would not allow my staff to book a guest who was sick or having severe
financial, emotional, or spiritual problems. If a guest had not come out on ‘the victory
side of life,’ he was not asked to be on the air. I was not being cruel; I just wanted
everyone to praise the Lord and be happy." 316
One example was an interview with Ruth and Doug Glass. Doug Glass was the
chief executive officer of Wal-Mart, and Wal-Mart, of course, depended heavily on
Sunbelt prosperity. Doug and Ruth were also Charismatic Christians and Ruth had her
own ministry. Bakker had read Doug’s “search for excellence,” which he described as a
guidebook on how to be a Christian entrepreneur. Doug Glass's success, he told the
audience, was a symbol of his close relationship with God. Ruth Glass concurred, but she
also described how her early life had been dominated by poverty, homelessness, and
drug use. She overcame these problems by "turning to the Lord." As she and Bakker
explained, the key to this transformation was her "willingness to accept success," which
allowed her to overcome her fear of failure. Rather than viewing poverty as the
outgrowth of social circumstance she, like Bakker, viewed it as an outgrowth of
incorrect thinking. With a positive outlook, her troubles subsided and she became both
wealthy and happy. Bakker applauded this story and emphasized that Ruth had been
able to obtain prosperity and happiness by removing both drug use and poverty from
her life. With similar language Bakker described how he succeeded by breaking his
“spirit and mindset of poverty,” leading to life of “faith and joy.” At other times, he
praised the heads of wealthy corporations whose prosperity he believed was a sign of
God’s blessing upon them. They were giving back to society by hiring people, and God
was rewarding them for this favor. Their life contrasted with the “loser” of society who
lacked faith and gave up their dreams. As he argued, most ghettos are “ghettos of the
mind. The gospel will bring people to a higher standard than they’ve known before. I’m
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convinced that Christianity is a lifestyle—a way of life—not a religious experience. And I
believe the scripture says, ‘Delight yourself in the lord and he’ll give you the desires of
your heart.” 317
Other less-famous guests expounded on this message. For example, after Bakker
reminded his audience to give to his ministry, Judy Chavez described how she had risen
out of a childhood of hopelessness to a life of happiness and prosperity. She then
declared that in a country where “children were being discarded in garbage cans,” the
country desperately needed Jim and Tammy’s uplifting message. Tammy followed by
reminding the audience that she grew up in a family without much money, but through
faith she had been able to overcome hardship and succeed. Tammy then sang her
inspirational song “You Can Make it.” 318
When Bakker interviewed guests, he often interjected to describe how he and
Tammy had fared with similar problems. This combined a sense of intimacy with the
show’s emphasis on positive thinking. As always, Bakker invoked the narrative of a life
he had constructed. He reminded the audience how he had grown from a shy, poor,
insecure boy into a happy, successful preacher. He and Tammy also discussed their own
problems and how changing their thinking had allowed them to overcome hurdles. This
was a demonstration of struggle and triumph that could be displayed on a daily basis. In
one case, a guest described his struggles with agoraphobia, which led nearly everyone
on stage, including Jim and Tammy, to declare that they too had overcome this fear of
leaving their house. Through these discussions they repeatedly demonstrated that
although negativity, poverty, anxiety, and fear abounded in American society, positivity
and faith in God allowed people to overcome these roadblocks. 319
Other guests merged conversion stories with a conservative message and
prosperity theology. This was evident in Jim Bakker’s extremely popular interview with
Chuck Colson who is known most infamously for his role in Watergate. After a meeting
with Thomas L. Phillips, the chairman of Raytheon, Colson gave his life to Jesus. Soon,
he began looking back on his life, realizing how “the lord was blessing him” with success
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and prosperity. Then he met with other leaders of the Charismatic movement who
helped him publish a book about how his faith in Christ had reinvigorated him and given
him “peace-of-mind.” No longer was he preoccupied with worldly achievement. He
then declared that the country should “praise God for Watergate.” It shattered the
“false idol of government worship which had been so prevalent in this country for thirty
years.” Both he and Bakker began to discuss how faith was transforming radicals and
everyday people into productive members of society, convincing them to stop pushing
equality upon a “fallen world.” Colson declared, “there is no utopia on earth” while
Bakker quoted from scripture in order to support his message. 320
Not all of Bakker’s guests had an explicitly conservative message. They all,
however, presented a message that supported Bakker’s vision of prosperity and
happiness through faith. This message also permeated the show’s musical numbers. For
example, Tammy's popular song "Enough is Enough" declared: "I’m taking back what is
rightfully mine. My health, my joy, my peace of mind. Enough is enough." The chorus of
another song was: "What in the world do you want my God can get it for you." Bakker
often introduced these songs alongside a sermon in which he would lambast ‘outsiders’
who hated God and want to deny Christians what was rightfully theirs. 321
Jim repeatedly told his audience that God wished a life filled with prosperity and
pleasure upon those who believe. For example, he usually explained how important
God's gifts of prosperity were to his ministry and his vision of Christianity, followed by a
declaration that through positive thinking his followers could have anything they
desired. It was sinful, he insisted, to not accept that God gives prosperity to those who
believe. He said, "God wants to give you good things, and forgive you if you turned away
from the things of the world." He then lambasted ministers who talked of hell and not
enough about God's gifts, declaring that this message made PTL special and unique.
Other times he was even more specific, proclaiming to the audience that they should
not settle for Chevys if they wanted Cadillacs.322 At PTL, he reminded them, the good life
was available for anyone who absorbed his message. 323
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Bakker also defended prosperity theology with biblical passages. Bakker’s critics
and advocates of liberation theology had used the same passages to claim that true
Christians should live among the poor and practice simple living. However, Bakker’s
interpretation of Luke 18:18-23 argued that Christ offered prosperity to his followers
and hated poverty. 324
The Charlotte Observer showed a cartoon bag holding money and me holding
the cameras and Jesus Christ in tattered robes telling to give money to the poor
and follow me. If the cartoonist would take a look at the Bible instead of taking it
out of context and tell the whole story. Jesus Christ said I am not going to let you
outgive me. I am not going to let you be in poverty. He would have given that
rich young ruler 100 times more than nobody that is giving up houses will not
have a bad time. I am not going to let you outgive me. I am not going to let you
be in poverty. He would have given the rich young ruler 100 times his original
donation. Mathew said manifold and Luke said 100 times. You will receive 100
times in the present world and eternal life. God was trying get the rich young
ruler to get rid of the god money and Jesus would reward him back again. God
would get all the glory and give you the desires of your heart.325

Occasionally, like a traditional Pentecostal, Bakker talked about the presence of
the devil in the world. His version of the devil, however, was novel. Unlike traditional
Pentecostals who emphasized the devil’s role in creating evil and sin, Bakker
emphasized how the devil created stress, destroyed dreams, and caused poverty.
Thinking positively, having faith, and supporting PTL was not only the key to happiness
and wealth, it thwarted the devil’s plans to make people anxious and poor. With this
understanding, he often described PTL’s problems as a devilish plot to destroy
prosperity and happiness. For example, later outlining why PTL fell apart he declared, "I
think the devil was mad that something so beautiful was being built. . . . I believe the
devil said, 'I have to smash Jim and Tammy Bakker.' " 326
Bakker also used his prosperity message to encourage donations to his ministry.
As he told supporters in one of his publications: “As people began to send in their gifts
to become Lifetime Partners, we started hearing about dramatic victories in their lives.
As they do to the Lord’s work, God began pouring out amazing and unexpected
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blessings! Daily, I read miraculous accounts where families that had houses or
properties that wouldn’t sell for years suddenly sold after they gave. Others had their
dream home provided . . . their businesses suddenly double, triple, and even increase
tenfold. Others had unexpected checks arrive in the mail; people were given new cars,
new homes.” Bakker followed this declaration with over one hundred pages of
supporter testimony about how giving to PTL and faith in Christ improved their lives and
led to prosperity. Bakker claimed Christians should embrace prosperity and resist the
Devil and his supporters who attempt to deny Christians these unlimited blessings. With
the aid of Yager, Bakker began producing cassette tapes and pamphlets that embodied
this message. If one thought positively, had faith, and gave to his ministry, God would
provide that individual with unlimited riches. On the show and through his mailings he
promoted this material incessantly, promising his followers that he held the keys to
success and happiness. 327
PTL was carving out an alternative culture that was built on a vision of God that
served believers’ needs and aspirations. As Christianity Today noted, these ideas were
rapidly replacing Bakker’s earlier promotion of healing. This new type of Pentecostalism
was replacing the beliefs of Bakker’s youth which he now described as a religion of
“can't.” Instead, Bakker had created a church that provided blessings, healed families,
and provided prosperity. He had integrated Pentecostalism with 1970s middle-class
Sunbelt culture.328
In the 1970s, as sociologists have shown, membership in PTAs, unions, and other
associations was declining, leading many people to more private, individualized lives.
This was accompanied by a rapid decline of the extended family household and the
migration of middle-class people from ethnic neighborhoods to suburbs. Consequently,
many of the rapidly growing religious movements of the 1970s focused on serving the
needs of suburban migrants. As scholars of this phenomenon have noted, this religious
awakening coalesced with 1970s American culture’s turn from social justice issues to a
greater emphasis on self-gratification. These new religious movements demanded little
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commitment, yet they filled a vacuum in the lives of many men and women. Bakker’s
phone lines illustrated how PTL had adapted to the decline of associational life in the
1970s. It gave lonely people access to inspirational messages twenty-four hours a day
that promised to solve problems, grant wishes, and alleviate their loneliness. 329
It was an appealing message for the Sunbelt’s highly mobile—and often
alienated--middle class. This was highlighted by a supporter who worked in commercial
sales and marketing for a television staion in Richmond, Virginia.
Well, the Christian television helps me when I’m shot, when I’m worn out and I
need uplifting. As many of the media are here today, they know the pressures,
the deadlines, the struggle, being on line and like many jobs today at this time,
the demands are massive and I get home and I live by myself. I don’t have
anybody else and this sort of helping me along and continues today. 330

Bakker coupled his message of prosperity with the family-centered themes on
his show. These had been part of his ministry from his earliest days at CBN and they
merged easily with his prosperity message. Bakker described PTL as a family and told his
viewers that their donations would allow them to join “our family.” Jim and Tammy
presented themselves as a happy, fulfilled, prosperous family whose faith in God
allowed them to live an affluent life. Many guests also articulated these themes. Many
had written ‘how-to’ books on raising happy Christian families and how the Bible could
be a guide to successful relationships. Many of these books helped parents
communicate with their children and emphasized the importance of character
development and faith. Others wrote guidebooks on how to protect children from a
dangerous and profane outside world. Marriages were also often book topics. Bakker
hosted many authors who had written books on how to nurture successful Christian
marriages by improving communication and relying on the Bible. Along with his
prosperity message, this created thriving ministry. 331
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Some guests merged positive thinking with promises of family protection. One
example was Zig Ziglar. Ziglar was a businessman who became an extremely successful
motivational speaker in the 1970s. At his speaking engagements, Ziglar preached
positive thinking, and emphasized his faith was key to his business success. Soon he
became popular within the Charismatic community. This led him to repeat appearances
on The PTL Club. In 1986, he presented ideas from his book Raising Positive Kids In a
Negative World. Sitting across from Tammy, he lamented that America was in
downward spiral that began in the year after the 1940s, leading to teenage alcohol
abuse, abortion, and drug use. The chief cause was the secularization of American
culture which he associated with negativity. As he declared, “If you read some of the
earlier definitions of negativism, it is a secular belief, it is anti-scriptural . . . it was sinful,
it is a sinful approach to life. “ 332
The solution was embracing positive thinking and Christianity which he viewed
as one in the same. Ziglar argued that instilling children with a “positive Christian
message” was key to raising successful, productive children and thwarting the
secularization of society. Children needed to be protected from negative secular culture
which he and Tammy associated with drug use, immorality, and teenage apathy.
Parents needed to spend time with their children to instill “positive values” upon their
children. They needed to help their children focus on the positive events in their lives
and the world. This, he and Tammy believed, would help Christians raise happy,
productive, moral children. Both discussed how The PTL Club’s message was a shining
example of how “positivity” can transform the world. 333
With the success of his show, Bakker began to expand beyond television
production. Bakker didn’t just preach prosperity, he wanted to display it. Bakker had
always pushed to be bigger at CBN and TBN, but now he made growth and expansion an
all-consuming obsession. For example, he wanted a new studio and when a
businessman found a Georgian brick mansion in suburban Charlotte, he fell in love with
it. It had been built on twenty-five acres of land, had fixtures of carved brass, and an
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indoor pool with Roman columns and mirrors. Bakker spent over 2.8 million to enhance
the grounds and buildings. He then turned it into a tourist attraction for the PTL faithful.
He added a visitor center that displayed PTL gifts, Bakker’s tapes, and books. Tour
guides in colonial attire took visitors through classrooms, the butler’s pantry, the
television studio, the indoor pool area, a meditation garden, the mahogany-covered
living and dining rooms filled with vases, imported quilts and pictures of the first three
presidents, and the heritage house. The PTL Club guests enjoyed even more privileges.
They had free access to the pool and the built-in sauna, and were served dinner on red,
white and blue plates. Bakker added an adjacent studio with a set that looked like a
modern high-end living room with tennis racquets on the wall, crown molding, and glass
cabinetry. Outside the studio the landscaped grounds featured walkways and white
picket fences. 334
According to one staff member who had come with Bakker from Orange County,
this mansion was designed with a Hollywood-like appeal to create a storybook world or
what PTL staffers described as “enhanced reality.” Bakker’s storybook world was
inspired by the Carters Grove Plantation located in James City County, Virginia, and by
Dexter Yager’s red Geogrian-style brick mansion. Like Yager, Bakker kept a fleet of
luxury automobiles for visitors to see on their way into the building. Bakker also used it
as a symbol of the veracity of his prosperity message. In one of his promotional books,
he highlighted how he was able to expand his ministry during a time of economic
pullback and outside criticism. He then declared that this expansion was possible
because he gave to the ministry and God blessed him. In turn, PTL became “the greatest
and most blessed” ministry in the world. The more he built, he believed, the more God
would bless him financially. He was giving to God and God was rewarding him for it. 335
In order to present this message, Bakker tied his mansion to a nostalgic vision of
the southern life. Bakker repeatedly told his tour guides that they needed to be well
dressed, pleasant, and courteous. They were to embody the sort of Southern suburban
lifestyle presented by Southern Living. This was part of a larger reworking of southern
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history designed to romanticize the Sunbelt in the 1970s and to minimize the South’s
social disparities. 336 In this imagined South, racial conflict played no role. Like other
Sunbelt promoters, Bakker marketed a new vision of the South where leisure and
prosperity abounded for all and the suburban family was the center of daily life. He
created a world where it was easy to imagine how faith could lead to a life of prosperity
and happiness. 337
Bakker’s ideas melded with the suburban Sunbelt vision of a color-blind society
that supported individual economic choice and defended consumerism during a time of
economic recession. This ideology was predicated on their construction of southern
history and their belief in the reality of racial and economic equality in American society,
which PTL reconstructed plantation helped to reinforce. This was evident to two
observers who noted that guests were quick to remind them that at PTL race did not
exist. Bakker also expressed these principles when he declared on a “PTL Club”
broadcast that God’s promise of prosperity and happiness was available to all whether
they were “red, black or brown.” In Bakker’s world prosperity was simply the outgrowth
of one’s mindset, not socioeconomic factors, and anyone who believed could achieve. 338
This romanticization of southern history was both a critique of the present
conflicts over race and an alternative construction of a mythic past in which challenges
to privilege did not exist. Merging images of historic privilege with a celebration of
modern family consumption, PTL created a history and a future dedicated to prosperity.
Bakker’s mansion represented the ideas promoted by George Otis, Richard DeVos and
other pro-business conservative Charismatics. They interpreted American history as the
story of how American Christianity had created an egalitarian, high-consumption,
family-oriented world. In this world prosperity was available for all, and all groups
benefited from it. These ideas were also embodied in the image of Charlotte put forth
by its most aggressive boosters, and aided Bakker’s presentation of world of unlimited
prosperity. 339
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Bakker’s own lifestyle embodied his prosperity message as well. After arriving in
Charlotte, he told his co-host, Tim Kelton, that if ministers drove ‘worn out cars’ they
would get ‘worn out offerings.’ Hence, Bakker drove luxury automobiles, lived
ostentatiously and spent audaciously. His frequent weekend trips were known to cost
more than $10,000, as Jim and Tammy would buy the most expensive clothes and
jewelry they could find. The couple also had vacation homes throughout the country
which they flew to on PTL’s private jet. Like his mentor Yager, he also wore expensive
watches and jewelry. While critics equated this with greed, Bakker and his followers
viewed it as an outgrowth of God’s blessing upon the couple and a sign of their success.
He would regularly travel throughout his theme park in a limo with a trailing entourage
that some noted made Jim and Tammy appear more like move stars than ministers.340
With Bakker’s skyrocketing popularity, American Pentecostalism was
transformed in the 1970s. Prosperity ideas had always been strong within the
movement, but they also faced opposition from people who came from traditional
Pentecostal denominations who viewed the pro-prosperity preachers and their
Charismatic supporters as outsiders. With Bakker’s esteem, however, the popularity of
these ideas among Charismatics, televangelists, and many Sunbelt Pentecostals largely
eroded this opposition. As Edith Blumhoffer, a leading historian of the movement,
wrote,
The religious experience that had often brought their [Pentecostal followers]
grandparents’ social ostracism seemed a ticket to health, wealth, prosperity, and
general well-being. God commanded them to live out the American Dream, they
insisted. Pentecostalism became a means to an essentially selfish, individualistic
end.341
Bakker was directly responsible for this new form of Pentecostalism. He transformed
free-market ideas into a cultural movement and he helped make the Assemblies of God
the fastest growing denomination in the United States. 342 In turn, as Jay Bakker, Jim
Bakker’s son, remembered “the words ‘God wants you to prosper’ became as common
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as the message ‘God wants you to do good’ became inseparable.” Another writer also
noted that these ideas became so prominent that it became nearly impossible to find
Pentecostal preachers who still emphasized the traditional doctrines of sin and
redemption. 343
***
Bakker’s Sunbelt followers embraced his ministry. Living in prosperous suburbs,
they were drawn to Bakker’s message of happiness and prosperity. His message of
family happiness resonated with these suburbanites whose lives revolved around workachievement, and suburban family life. They wanted a world with no limits that glorified
domesticity. Because of their prosperity—and unlike in many other parts of the
country—they still maintained a one income home, and viewed Bakker’s glorification of
domesticity as an endorsement of their lives. Day-after-day, Bakker presented them
with stories of individuals who overcame poverty and had risen to lives of happiness and
wealth. Consumption, in their view, was not an affliction. They viewed the consumer
society as the basis of American prosperity. Rootless, but craving community, they
turned on their televisions to Jim and Tammy, who promised them peace of mind,
prosperity, and familial happiness.
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Chapter 7
The Politics of Limits: Jim Bakker and the Rise of a Cultural Conservatism

In the 1970s, Jim Bakker constructed a Charlotte-based ministry that made him a
national star. In turn, his message of prosperity and family togetherness became a
Sunbelt sensation. It was a perfect match for a booming Charlotte and its white-collar
workers. Hungering for community, they endorsed Bakker’s and his promises of a world
without limits and family togetherness. Consumption was a rightful product of faith in
God and positive thinking. This popularity transformed American Pentecostalism and
the Assemblies of God denomination with a massive influx of middle class Charismatics.
Increasingly, too, this message took on political undertones. As the United States
confronted the traumas of Watergate, the end of the Vietnam War, inflation, oil
shortages, and other crises, American liberals began to assert that consumption was an
affliction. The quest for more of everything, the assumption of limitless prosperity, and
the equating of the American dream with economic growth was destroying the
economy and environment. Increasingly, liberals preached restraint and the virtue of
limiting desires and wants. Both internationally and domestically, Americans had to
accept that they lived in a world of limits. The FGBMFI had been fighting this message
since the 1950s and now they were joined by a grassroots movement of Pentecostals
and Charismatics. Deeply influenced by businessmen such as Yager, Jim Bakker joined in
the attack on liberalism and he came to preach this message with vigor and brilliance. 344
***
The Charismatic movement’s hostility to a liberalism of restraint had
longstanding roots. As noted in earlier chapters, the prosperity theology movement was
the outgrowth of businessmen who were searching for a faith that matched their
conservative economic worldview. Since the 1960s, they had supported ministers who
preached the value of free market principles. They had helped form TBN, CBN, and PTL.
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By the mid-1970s, their influence pervaded the Charismatic movement. Bakker regularly
featured these evangelical businessmen on his broadcasts. In turn, Bakker looked to
these groups to cultivate his ideas. He became part of a broad conservative, evangelical,
Sunbelt-centered, cultural backlash against 1970s liberalism. Demos Shakarian and
Richard DeVos, he often said, were the primary influences of his religious worldview. 345
One of Bakker’s closest connections to this movement was his mentor Dexter
Yager, who preached prosperity theology and sought to “defeat liberalism.” Yager
regularly brought conservatives such as Ronald Reagan and Jessie Helms to Charlotte to
promote free markets. He also brought ministers such as Oral Roberts and Charles
Schuler to preach prosperity theology. Bakker was quick to join the cause as his
preaching carried important political implications. 346
These implications were quite explicit when he delivered his keynote speech to
the Full Gospel Businessmen’s Annual convention in 1979. He proclaimed, “When I hear
our nation say cut, do this. We are going to dine in the dark and cold I say hogwash, the
same God that inspired our forefathers . . . the greatest inventors in the world can
inspire them to have new means of power; I mean petroleum; new means of
communications; new ways to power our cars. We don’t have to sit down and die. If we
confess negative we will receive negative.” 347 This emphasis on positive thinking was a
direct outgrowth of Devos’ Believe! and a retooling of Peale’s theology, both of which
had earlier roots in Dale Carnegie’s business motivational messages of the 1930s. Bakker
acknowledged this in 1979 when he admitted there was very little difference between
his religious message and that of Carnegie. 348 Invoking positive thinking, Bakker argued
that America should not try to restrict consumption but should embrace it. For Bakker
and his followers, these ideals became indelible features of American society,
increasingly making alternative economic visions both unpatriotic and ungodly. 349
Bakker’s speech was a critique of Ralph Nader and others who were trying to
regulate and restrict American capitalism. These defenses of a high-consumption society
were increasingly important during the energy crisis of the 1970s. Bakker dismissed
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“America’s enemies,” those who declared that the country “will be “dining in the dark”
because of fuel shortages. Like increasing numbers of Americans, these commentators
argued that widespread fuel shortages, environmental degradation, global competition
and rising prices ended the era of unlimited economic expansion. Instead, America was
entering an era of regulated growth and conservation. 350
Jimmy Carter, who was the first president to campaign on environmental issues,
quickly adopted many of these beliefs. He also embraced liberal intellectuals who had
come to challenge America’s unquestioned embrace of consumption. In his inaugural
address he had told the American people, “We have learned that ‘more’ is not
necessarily ‘better,’ that even our great nation has its recognized limits.” This
understanding, as scholars have noted, explained Carter’s strong commitment to fiscal
conservatism, moralism, and conservation. Carter did not see economic limits as
temporary and easily overridden by technological ingenuity. This was a change. Liberals
and conservatives during the 1960s, for example, accepted corporate and consumer
expansion. Carter did not see limits as temporary and easily overridden. Increasingly
Carter, various intellectuals, and other Americans began to envision how the country
would function in this new age of limits. 351
Charismatics and conservative business groups viewed these ideas about limits
as anti-American and anti-Christian. In the Sunbelt in particular they challenged
suburban prosperity. In these states, job growth was strongest and many governors and
politicians had linked their political success directly to expanding investment. Bakker
reflected these concerns in 1979 when he spoke in front of the World Harvest Club. He
declared:
There is a mounting fear and anxiety in our nation as perhaps never before in
our history. Our president has termed it a “crisis of confidence,” but there is a
questioning, a concern, a lack of trust in our political leaders, in our government,
in our businesses and in ourselves . . . However, I believe the answer to our
questions and every problem we face in life is the Bible rather than experts. Just
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months ago, all the experts predicted that PTL would fall from attack of certain
people and because of some money problems; but God said, “No weapon
formed against thee shall prosper.” PTL has not only thrived; it has prospered. 352

This speech was a direct challenge to Jimmy Carter, who asked Americans to
adapt to a new age of limits, sacrifice, and practice conservation, challenging the highconsumption society that was supported by Sunbelt prosperity. Carter also admonished
the country by declaring, “In a nation that was proud of hard work, strong families,
close-knit communities and our faith in God, too many of us now tend to worship selfindulgence and consumption.” 353 Bakker presented an alternative vision in which people
lived without limits and the pursuit of self-interest served public needs. These ideas
quickly reverberated through the conservative Christian movement, leading to counter
rallies that praised America and characterized Carter’s emphasis on limits as antiAmerican. Bakker’s vision was becoming an article of faith for the conservative
movement. 354
Bakker’s challenge to the politics of limits tied him to a broader conservative
business reaction to 1970s America’s emphasis on regulating and limiting America
capitalism. In the 1970s conservative evangelical businessmen and Charismatics
proposed laissez faire capitalism as the solution to national problems. One example was
George Otis’s, Pat Boone’s and Harald Bredesen’s book, The Solution to Crisis-America.
All three were close friends of Jim Bakker, and Bredesen and Otis were both founding
members of FGBMFI. In their book, the three depicted Ralph Nader as a symbol of the
negativity that was taking over America. As they wrote, “Nader’s Raiders attacking our
business with a broad ax leaves me with mixed emotions. Anyone can criticize and tear
down, but not everyone can build up. It would frighten to trust my land to the don’ters
instead of the doers.” They were especially concerned with “the dull cloud of
pessimism” that seemed to be infecting young people with a more critical view of
American corporations. 355
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Richard DeVos also echoed these sentiments, describing Nader as a virus that
was infecting America’s youth with a negative view of capitalism and
entrepreneurialism. He then declared, “The real heroes are the men who have been
providing America with goods and services for seventy years—the executives, scientists,
designers, and workmen who make something good and positive. “ He also
characterized these problems as both economic and religious. Tracing back through
American history, he argued that God blessed the American people with prosperity
when they followed the precepts of free market capitalism and obedience to God. He
even claimed, without discussing slavery, that the Civil War was punishment for straying
from these principles. 356
These authors all argued that their vision of American capitalism would liberate
Americans from the ‘negativity’ and guilt that pervaded America. These problems were
the product, they argued, of the liberal obsession with oppressed peoples and the
negative impacts of capitalism. This led, as DeVos described, to a "neurotic guilt" that
was the source of much of America's poverty and the declining power of American
society. This guilt was also causing American underachievement and poverty. Unlike
liberals, they sought solutions that would not change the fundamental structure of
American society. They promoted prosperity theology in order to inspire a more positive
vision of capitalism. This, they argued, would lead to growth and affluence. Liberals, by
contrast, emphasized education, anti-poverty programs, and economic redistribution,
which would force equality in an inherently unequal world, and thereby destroy the
nation’s entrepreneurial spirit.357
Although DeVos and Otis wanted their movement to rise above politics, their
defense of laissez-faire capitalism moved them closer to the Republican Party. Wealthy
conservatives who increasingly viewed this religious movement as a cornerstone of
modern conservatism, poured money into their cause. For example, Joseph Coors
shifted his heavy donations from anti-union efforts to funding pro-prosperity Christian
groups. He also became a member of the FGBMFI and featured speaker at
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conventions.358 These trends were also evident among individuals close to Bakker.
DeVos, already a leader of the conservative movement, invited Ronald Reagan and
Jessie Helms to give keynote speeches at Amway rallies. Otis, Boone, Bredesen, and
other FGBMFI members were also developing links to the conservative movement. As
Pat Boone recalled,
A bunch of us Christians, including Shirley and George Otis, founder of Voice of Hope
Radio in the Middle East, and some others from our church had gone up to attend a
gospel rally and were invited by Ron and Nancy to come to the mansion after the event
for a short visit. We happily did. The Reagans were very hospitable and eager to hear
about the rally. As we started to leave someone asked the governor if he’d mind if we
prayed with him. He welcomed the idea and we joined hands in a circle. We each took
turns praying briefly but then something happened that no one expected: George began
to prophesize. That is, with our heads still bowed and hands clasped he spoke as if it
were a message from God directly to Ronald Reagan. “My son, I am pleased with
you. If you continue to walk uprightly before me, you will reside at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue.” 359
Reagan viewed Amway as the embodiment of his vision for free enterprise.
Amway’s stories of upward mobility represented a vision of pro-corporate populism that
linked his conservative business worldview to personal stories of success and prosperity.
Reagan, like Otis and Devos, spent much of the 1960s and early 1970s spreading the
conservative free enterprise message, honing his presentation while a spokesman for
General Electric. By 1966, in order to separate himself from the dour anti-Communist
wing of the Republican Party, he began to focus on “self-help and the efficacy of private
enterprise.” It allowed him to become a conservative celebrity for the Orange County
businessmen. This created an implicit bond with business leaders such as Otis—who
became an advisor for Reagan--who were frustrated with the oppressive regulatory
environment promoted by Nader. 360
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Although the businessmen who led the Charismatic movement focused on
Nader, their critique of American society in the 1970s was a response to a broader
retreat from the embrace of unlimited growth. As they saw it, rising levels of individual
consumption after World War II had signaled social progress. During the 1970s, critics of
unlimited consumption and corporate expansion and power challenged this view. They
attempted to re-envision the future in an era of stagflation, limited resources, and
environmental problems. The key to this transformation, they argued, was a new
mindset that would minimize these materialistic drives from the psyche of the American
people. David Riesman described this phenomenon as the growth of “post-industrial
attitudes” while Ronald Inglehart described it as a “post-materialist” mindset. Charles
Reich labeled this development as “Consciousness III.” This cultural shift also made
Christopher Lasch’s and Tom Wolfe’s books on narcissism bestsellers. 361
One of the most important factors in this cultural shift was the growth of the
environmental movement. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring vividly revealed how unlimited
growth damaged the environment. There followed a slew of books that predicted the
rapid depletion of the world’s resources. It was an argument that dovetailed with the
counterculture’s anti-materialist attitudes. The environmental movement, moreover,
was buttressed in the late 1970s by the oil crisis and stagflation, which reinforced the
belief that resources were limited.362
For Devos and Otis, these beliefs were an attack on the American capitalist
system and God’s laws. Otis declared, “We appear to be in the early stages of the
breakup of commercial Babylon. We read in the Bible (in Revelation 18) that rich men
will weep and howl for their silver and gold, and that they will weep over the ‘great city’
as she collapses. This is a picture of the best man-made economic systems and
institutions failing because of their disharmony with God’s laws.” DeVos shared similar
fears when he told a story about a group of American soldiers who were captured by
communists in North Korea and did not try to escape. He believed that these soldiers’
lack of will was the direct result of a culture that had become complacent and lost its
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drive to accumulate wealth. He believed they had become complacent with their
modest suburban homes, losing the drive to become successful American capitalists.
Complacency, DeVos believed, allowed many Americans to lose hope in the American
system, making them vulnerable to Communist seduction. The result was a society that
was negative, weak and unpatriotic. 363
The solution was to instill optimism, which would bring the country back in line
with God’s laws. These leaders of the movement began to argue that the best way to
solve the country’s economic problems was to promote positive thinking and prosperity
theology, which would revitalize the desire to succeed and acquire wealth. They applied
Norman Vincent Peale’s ideas to defend their vision of American capitalism. As DeVos
argued, these ideas would lift individuals and, by proxy, the entire nation out of the
economic recession. Moreover, it would improve family relationships, reduce crime and
lead to a more moral society. This was the same argument that Amway had used when
recruiting new distributors. He also viewed these beliefs as a tool to return the country
to laissez-faire Christian capitalism, creating what one sociologist described as a
“church-centered solution to the welfare state.” It was an ideological shield against
Ralph Nader and others who were questioning the benevolence of corporate capitalism
and unlimited growth. 364
***
Jim Bakker integrated these ideas into sermons and his theme parks. Where
American society emphasized the need to live simply, Bakker lived and built audaciously.
Bakker presented a God who would fulfill indulgences and material wants. Whether one
hoped to be cured of a disease or to become a millionaire, Bakker presented a God that
would fulfill these wishes without sacrifice. This led one Charlotte reporter to describe
Bakker as the “an apostle of instant gratification.” Tutored by Yager, Bakker began to
sound like DeVos who had used positive thinking to defend his belief in laissez-fare
economics. This was evident in the story about Mr. and Mrs. Negative, which Bakker
repeated on the air, and also in his writings. As he explained,
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Have you ever meet Mrs. and Mr. negative and little negative Jr. Even their cats
are negative, their dog is negative. They have a fence around their and its ugly
broken down fence. You knock on the door. They are always sick; their kids
always have runny noses. He lost his job again, can’t hold down a job. The kids
are on drugs. They are going to stay in that negative realm until they get the
word of God, confessing to the lord and realizing there is a positive way out. 365

Soon after, these ideas appeared throughout his sermons. His attacks on the
liberal emphasis on limits had the effect of soothing and reassuring his Sunbelt base
about their own affluence and upward mobility. As he told an audience, “stop
apologizing for your wealth” and embrace God’s blessings upon you. 366 His reference to
the fence illustrated the importance that Bakker placed on appearances, and how he
linked this to positive thinking. To Bakker, appearance and belief in God were the source
of family happiness and prosperity. The only ghettos that existed, he declared, were
“ghettos of the mind.” 367 These ideas meshed with conservative principles because they
celebrated the essential fairness of American society. While Bakker acknowledged that
poverty existed, his emphasis on faith and positive thinking downplayed socioeconomic
causes of poverty. As he told one audience, “You say everything is against me. The
system is against me. The recession is against me. God has a special kind of math that
has nothing to do with the systems of the world.” He added that by affirming through
faith and positive thinking anyone could become successful and wealthy. He then told
his audience, “It is time to stand against government when government stands against
God.” 368
Bakker’s theology became remarkably similar to the earlier rhetoric of
conservative business groups. Positive thinking and faith, they argued, made for happy
and prosperous family lives. He also lamented “urban populations” and hippies who
were the antithesis of his vision of Christianity. He repeatedly told his audience that
those who were critical of his and his followers’ lavish lifestyles were simply jealous of
their success. With this emphasis, Bakker’s message became a defense of unregulated
free markets and privatized suburban lives. 369
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Bakker made his network and Television show into a stage for prosperity
theology ministers, and he reminded his audience many times that his ministry was
working lockstep with such ministers as Oral Roberts, Rex Humbard, Pat Robertson, Paul
Crouch, Pat Robertson and others. It was an in-kind payment for these ministers who
had provided seed funding to help Bakker start PTL ministries. Bakker also viewed
himself as part of the conservative business community, and he used language that
mirrored the aggressive Sunbelt style of capitalism. For example, on his show, he often
described himself as an entrepreneur and bragged about his success. He did the same
when he spoke to an FGBMFI convention. He could out-entrepreneur many of the
people in the audience, he said, and then declared that if he had not become a preacher
he would have given the businessmen a “run for their money.” He boasted that when
combined with the ministries of Billy Graham, the Charismatic movement was larger
than GM and Chrysler combined. This power, he said, would show the world that they
were “no longer the tail of the donkey.” He followed these declarations by exclaiming
that the movement had some of the largest ministries, networks and technologies,
which “should make the secular world fear us.” This mixture of hubris and celebration
was the perfect religious message for a city that was obsessed with corporate growth
and business success. 370
Bakker’s faith led him to insist that God would ensure the success of his ever
more grandiose ventures. He began plans for a home for retired ministers, a convention
center, a golf course, a liberal arts university, and a campground—all of which would
have cost well over $100 million. This was all designed to tie in with historic homes,
picket fences, and shopping centers that mixed a Victorian motif with idealized
representations of 1950s suburbia.371 It would become a real-world example of God's
gift of prosperity to believers. As he told a group of businessmen,
I got up on national TV and said this is what I’m going to do [build Heritage
Village]. They would say Jim where are you going to get the money. The same
place where we got the money for the Heritage Village of broadcasting for world
evangelism. They say our studios are the most beautiful in the whole world. We
started in recession when it’s crazy to build. All the builders were going
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bankrupt. Good men. I broke my heart to see them going bankrupt during the
recession. God said build it and spoke the words and God did the rest. Two
weeks ago we had our final payment. It is debt free tonight. It happened during
recession; we gave them an unbelievable deadline because our lease was up in
the furniture store . . . to the finest studios is one big jump. I told him the
deadline but you better talk to the man upstairs about the deadline because it
was winter and we worked 24 hours and we did not miss one day for 70 straight
days. When God is in it all hell can’t stop it. 372

Bakker’s vision of prosperity was increasingly tied to the future growth and
development of PTL ministries. To demonstrate the power of his message, Bakker felt
he had to build, and he had to raise money. It became a never-ending cycle. This tied
Bakker to what Darren Dochuk described as a corporate formula that equated success
with growth and used growth to appeal for funds. In a commemorative book for PTL
donors, Bakker described PTL as a miracle from God, and then followed with hundreds
of pages of photos of the construction of PTL studios and the Georgian Mansion that
was PTL’s headquarters, and other ventures. As Bakker’s book suggests, the growing
expansion of PTL had become an important sign of God's blessing. This message was
extremely popular in the suburban Sunbelt and highlights how his incessant growth was
meant to challenge liberalism’s emphasis on limits. 373
Both Jim and Tammy embodied these ideas onstage and in their private lives. By
1977 the couple had acquired over $800,000 in jewelry and a large mansion. During this
same time, Jim Bakker frequently went on shopping sprees in which he would spend
more than $4,000 on a single suit. Onstage, he showed off Rolex watches, while Tammy
wore jewelry and makeup that would become part of her distinctive look. This emphasis
on showy display was another rejection of conservation. They were not about to wear
cardigan and jeans as had Jimmy Carter. The clothes and jewelry told their followers
that through faith it was possible to succeed. For his Sunbelt supporters who lived in
prosperous neighborhoods, and who remembered the 1970s as a time of prosperity,
these ideals became a more palatable means to understanding their lives.374
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These promises of prosperity were not the only focus of Bakker’s message. Jim
and Tammy continued to present themselves as the epitome of the American middleclass family. They viewed the sexual revolution and a series of federal laws that
restricted religious practices within schools as an attack on their understanding of family
and an intrusion into their family lives. American culture, they thought, had abandoned
its commitment to domesticity and family life. For Bakker’s followers, American
society’s increasing acceptance of gay rights and abortion heightened these fears.
Increasingly, they began to describe this acceptance as a sign that the Protestant code
of morality was in decline. These beliefs propelled many of his followers into the realm
of politics because they believed the government had intruded on their rights to raise
their children as they saw fit. 375
Bakker became a champion of this movement by his opposition to
homosexuality and support for school prayer, but these issues were also important to
his followers. Most Charismatics had established ties to the Republican Party and the
business community as early as 1964--well before the 1970s--and they were
predisposed to favor “family values.” They feared that the post-World War II dream of
“a heterosexual nuclear family with a working father and a stay-at-home mother living
in an upwardly mobile suburban neighborhood was under attack in the
1970s.” 376Liberalism, in otherwords, was anti-family. 377
Charismatics were also frustrated by what they saw as their inability to protect
their families from broader social changes. With access to television and automobiles,
their children were exposed to alternative cultural values and an increasingly pervasive
youth culture. This exposure was amplified by the prosperity of their communities,
creating numerous avenues for their children to seek out alternative lifestyles. Partly as
a result, Sunbelt suburbanites were drawn to a transformed evangelical message that
deemphasized sin and redemption while focusing on the joy, protection and comfort of
privatized family life.378 This vision of family life was also important to Dexter Yager,
who saw his militant capitalism and promotion of positive thinking as the economic
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means to restore the traditional family. 379 During the 1970s, when middle-class families
were being pressured by inflation, unemployment and the increasing necessity of two
sources of income, Yager used this message to recruit scores of middle-class men into
his organization, many of whom became future members of PTL. 380
Bakker also held secularization and the sexual revolution responsible for the rise
in drug use and delinquency. While Bakker and other prosperity ministers often agreed
with liberal critics who saw the decline of the family as the result of excessive greed in
American society, they believed that belief in God would eliminate the hedonistic side of
this desire and make the accumulation of wealth a holy enterprise. This was evident on
a PTL Club show in which Bakker began by reminding the audience about God’s promise
of prosperity. This was followed by a guest who discussed the problems of teenage drug
use. Bakker responded by declaring, “although God gives us many gifts he also gives us a
shield to hold up to protect us from the evils of the world. It is his promises and gifts
that we must remember.” 381 Each “PTL Club” show offered an alternative vision on how
to restore this vision of the American dream in a troubled time.
This vision also increasingly allied Bakker with the Republican Party. His
understanding of national decline fit well with the ideas of conservative Republican
politicians. Soon, they began to use similar language when defending themselves and
their policies. With the help of George Otis 382 and other religious conservatives, Reagan
combined these ideas with the rhetoric of religious conservatives declaring to one group
that “there are people who want to take the ‘In God We Trust’ off our money. This
nation is hungry for religious revival.” In rhetoric that echoed Bakker, he also warned
that ignoring God could mean the decline of American civilization. Although Bakker did
not like to view himself as political and at times shied away from the overt political
stances of some televangelists, he began to openly criticize Carter towards the end of
1978 and expounded on how government was intruding on the realm of family and
religion. This contrasted with Oral Roberts and Rex Humbard who espoused similar
ideas but refused to talk about politics on the air. The primary issues that estranged
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Bakker were school prayer and the growing acceptance of gay rights in liberal and
mainstream circles. 383
Evangelicals were relatively unaware of gay culture prior to the 1970s. This
began to change during the 1960s when some liberal clergy began to endorse
homosexuality, and gay rights activists started to advocate for increased rights for gay
people. This was followed by the American Psychiatric Association’s removal of
homosexuality from its list of psychiatric disorders in 1973. This growing acceptance of
homosexuality was further buttressed by Jimmy Carter’s efforts to reach out to the gay
community for the purpose of advocating for increased tolerance and diversity. While
Carter expressed disapproval of the gay lifestyle, he also opposed discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation. With these beliefs, Carter assured the gay community that
he would support Congresswoman Bella Abzug’s pending gay rights bill. This stance
placed him at odds with much of the evangelical community, and in 1976 gay rights
become an increasingly divisive issue. 384
This growing divide led to a confrontation in Miami where the first national
debate on gay rights occurred. Anita Bryant led a campaign to oppose a local gay rights
anti-discrimination ordinance. Bryant had been the runner-up in the Miss America
pageant in 1959, and then began a gospel music career that brought her fame and
fortune. Married at twenty, she proudly proclaimed her submission to her husband’s
leadership. She later became the smiling face of the Florida Orange Juice advertising
campaign. Like Jim and Tammy, she represented a wholesome image of the traditional
American family that appealed to many in the evangelical community. With this
popularity in hand, she began to insist that the gay rights agenda infringed on her right
to teach her children right and wrong and aided the recruitment of children by
homosexual men. These ideas, however, originally had very little apeal in the Miami
community. Nonetheless, she was able to popularize her cause through numerous
appearances on PTL and CBN. Her campaign against homosexuality mobilized the
Charismatic community, which organized counter rallies that opposed Miami’s gay
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rights ordinance. Moreover, her efforts led to increased contributions to her Save the
Children organization. 385
In the 1970s, Bakker was an important supporter of this anti-gay rights
movement. For example, in a speech in 1979, he attacked the state of North Carolina for
imposing excessive regulations that he claimed were an attack on the church, and then
sarcastically told his audience that this was proof that it was more popular “to be
homosexual than to be a preacher in the United States.” The enemies of the church, he
proclaimed, were the “carnal namby pamby people who were ripping up the church of
Jesus Christ.” They criticized his financial practices, protected the rights of gays, and
encouraged failure within American society. He also used Anita Bryant as an example of
how the Charismatic movement was pushing back against a federal government that he
believed was anti-Christian and subverting the dreams of God-fearing American families.
With Bakker’s support, Bryant was able to overturn the gay civil rights legislation in
Miami by referendum, which elevated Bryant to heroic status within the Christian
conservative community and helped launch her fleeting political career. Bryant’s
characterization of Jimmy Carter as pro-homosexual, moreover, further distanced the
Democratic Party from Christian conservatives. While this social issue may appear
distinct from Bakker’s prosperity theology, he vacillated between them quite easily and
saw them as a connected agenda to protect American families from “negativity.” 386
Bryant’s campaign was also linked to protecting the American family. Prior to
the 1960s it was common in times of rapid social change to scapegoat homosexuals as
the cause of societal problems. As late as 1968, fifty-two percent of the American
population viewed homosexuals as child predators who were largely responsible for
destroying American families. Bakker and Bryant turned to this refrain during the 1970s
when American families were stressed from many directions, creating an appealing
understanding of social problems for Bakker’s Sunbelt supporters. These supporters,
moreover, were competing with a whole range of institutions for the socialization of
their children. After-school programs, youth culture, and television became powerful
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influences over youth. Bakker and Bryant were providing moral certainty during these
changing times without challenging the economic structures that undergirded suburban
prosperity. 387 This understanding of the family breakdown allowed Bakker to praise
American materialism while denying that materialism had contributed to social
problems. 388
The other major social issue discussed by Bakker in the late 1970s was school
prayer. Bakker viewed the removal of Bible reading and prayer in school as another sign
that American society had turned against Christian families. This view also broadened
Bakker’s appeal with less wealthy members of PTL who emphasized these issues over
prosperity theology. They viewed Bakker as a defender of Christian values under attack.
While some historians have seen this development as the beginning of an evangelical
shift away from economic issues, Bakker’s career suggests how he combined economic
and family issues. His audience celebrated a religious movement that rejected the
liberalism of the 1970s and sought to protect an idealized vision of suburban family life.
Reflecting these increasingly prominent connections, Ralph Reed recalled in his 1996
book Active Faith, “When the pro-family movement talks about lower taxes or job
security, we are not trying to hide our 'true agenda', as some critics insist. We are simply
addressing both the moral and financial pressures on so many families today.” Grover
Norquist, in the same year, recognized this increasingly linked agenda, declaring that
Christian conservatives “fight against government interference and spending (financed
by their own tax dollars) that insults and attacks their values and faith.” 389 As these
quotes suggests, the pro-family movement integrated many of the political ideals of
pro-prosperity businessmen who led the Charismatic movement. Ronald Reagan also
utilized these themes in his rhetoric. In a critique of Jimmy Carter's energy policy, for
example, he characterized Carter's emphasis on sacrifice as an attack on the American
family. He then called for a restoration of family values, confidence, localism, low taxes
and economic freedom. Tutored by Otis, Reagan demonstrated he understood that
prompting family values could be used to defend a broad range of economic policies
that supported suburban privilege and the growth of private industry. Many of these
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same themes became integrated into Bakker's theme park, which was explicitly
designed to provide a luxurious suburban haven from urban problems, where prosperity
existed without violence. It was also interlaced throughout Bakker's earlier family
imagery that reflected a suburban locale.390
This integration of economic issues with the pro-family movement was also
present at the Washington for Jesus(WFJ) rally in 1980 that featured Jim Bakker, Pat
Robertson, Demos Shakarian, Paul Crouch, Pat Boone, George Otis and many other
Charismatic leaders. In fact, because Bakker had just recently obtained a satellite and
was currently broadcasting twenty-four hours a day, many of the people who spoke at
the rally had recently signed contracts with Bakker and were also producing shows that
were being broadcasted on PTL’s satellite network. Otis and Boone were also actively
promoting Ronald Reagan among the Charismatic and evangelical community. Other
less known ministers, celebrities, and corporate executives also spoke at the event. Like
Bakker, the vast majority of these preachers came from the Sunbelt cities, reflecting the
popularity of this message in these prosperous suburbs. As Daren Douchek illustrated,
its economic support also came from these same regions, and out of 100 sponsors, 85
came from the Sunbelt. In order to organize this rally TBN, CBN, and PTL promoted the
event and set up 380 offices across the country. 391
Abortion, school prayer, and federal deficit spending were the primary concerns
of the rally. Organizers promoted Jessie Helms's bill designed to bring prayer back into
public schools. Jim Bakker, moreover, told the audience after spending the previous
year denouncing Jimmy Carter, “God help us to put the Bible back in our schools and
public life, and we may we truly be one nation under God.” The combination of issues of
reducing government spending and school prayer demonstrate the integration of these
social issues with conservative business views. It was also evident in a WJF declaration
against the federal government, which read: “Refuse to be swayed by self-seeking
interests groups. Only God is the guarantor of the needs of our people. When
government usurps the role of God it becomes tyranny.” Other ministers told onlookers
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to guard against “those who want to attack our lifestyles” who were aiding an attack by
Satan against the American home. It was a signal that, like Reed and Reagan,
Charismatics’ defense of family values was connected to a defense of a Sunbelt vision
and the protection of suburban privilege. Several leaders of the rally also told
supporters that conservative Republicans offered the best hope for a country plagued
with economic and social problems.392
Many Charismatics, though staunchly conservative, continued to claim that they
were not political. Instead, they were defending the American family and Christianity.
Bakker also avoided partisan stances and instead emphasized positive thinking,
prosperity theology, and a pro-family message. His agenda aligned him with the
Republican Party, but Bakker could declare that he was defending God’s word and not a
political agenda.
Bakker portrayed his critics as anti-Christian and opposed to the word of God.
Whether it was the federal government, the media, or theological critics Bakker’s
reaction was the same. In one telethon, Bakker declared that there existed a devilish
plot to rob viewers of their confidence and prosperity, as well as defame PTL ministries.
In order to stand in opposition, PTL designed yellow bumper stickers with the world
"Enough is Enough." These stickers would proclaim to the secular media that PTL was
fed up with their yellow journalism. He then told the viewers that in order to help them
fight this battle they needed to donate to PTL. Bakker also tied his "Enough is Enough"
campaign to prosperity theology. People needed to take action in their lives and say
"Enough is Enough " and buy that camper they had always wanted. He told the viewers,
"It’s time you say I have had enough of this mess. I have had enough of poverty. I have
had enough of pain. I want victory. When we decide up here [pointing to his head] then
faith begins to work down here [pointing to his stomach]. Too many people have
allowed Satan to go around as a roaring lion."393 Instead, he told viewers to put the
bumper sticker on their car, live their dreams, and come to Heritage, the PTL theme
park. He then offered a ten percent discount for anyone with an "Enough is Enough"
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bumper sticker. The devil hated PTL, he said, because they were in thirteen million
homes every week, breaking his hold on America. He then argued that the media’s
critique of his spending habits was born out of jealously and close-mindedness of people
who did not understand God’s promises of health, prosperity and happiness to his
believers. Like liberals who emphasized limits, they were unbelievers. Bakker used this
approach to shield himself against the secular press and liberal critics, while claiming he
was above politics. 394
The Washington for Jesus rally took place in 1980, an election year. Unlike
Robertson and Falwell, Bakker never officially endorsed a candidate. As people around
him recalled, he enjoyed being courted by both Carter and Reagan. He, however,
privately supported Reagan, who had become familiar with the Charismatic movement
through George Otis and Pat Boone and who was ideologically in step with both the
social and economic beliefs of Bakker and the conservative Charismatic leaders.
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Bakker also increasingly complained about the growing power of the federal
government. As Christianity Today wrote in 1979, after observing his message, “[Bakker]
flares up at people who blame America for oppressively contributing to the world’s
poverty, asserting the original principles of America — such as freedom of man and free
enterprise — are biblical principles that naturally result in success.” It was in direct
contrast to Carter, whose concerns over America’s role in the proliferation of human
rights abuses and global poverty drove much of his foreign policy. It was a stance that
led many people around Bakker to assume that he had publicly endorsed Reagan. 396
This embrace of conservative politics was also evident In Jim Bakker’s speech to
the FGMBMFI’s world convention in 1980. He told the audience that the Charismatic
movement was in a battle. They were “a mighty army to take the world of Christ.” Then
he warned the audience, “what is going to happen with this flood of government
intervention . . . what will happen when all these things come against us.” Then Bakker
told the audience that together they would stand up against their enemies. He then
asked the audience, “who is on the Lord’s side.” They responded in unison, “I’m on the
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Lord’s side.” As his speech made evident, Bakker and his fellow Charismatics no longer
viewed political issues as separate from political issues. Instead, they saw liberal policies
as a direct attack on their religious worldview, and God as a defender of the free
market. 397
Bakker drew closer to the Republican Right when the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) began an investigation into his fundraising practices in the late 1970s.
With help from Republican allies in Washington, the investigation was squelched
through a backroom deal between conservative Senate Republicans and the FCC
commissioners. This was the culmination of a bond between a geographic region, a
migratory mobile middle class, and an economically threatened conservative business
community. 398
By 1980 much of America became friendlier to PTL’s message. Ronald Reagan’s
victory was the most obvious example of the nation’s cultural move to the right. Reagan
shared the belief in the limitless potential of American capitalism. Wall Street bankers
and corporate executives now became heroes, while Ralph Nader faded from the
spotlight.399 Like Bakker, the Reagans rejected the cardigan and jeans that Jimmy Carter
wore and instead dressed in expensive clothing, mirroring the styles worn on shows like
“Dynasty,” “Dallas,” or the runaway hit “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.” American
society associated the pursuit of wealth with happiness, creating what some scholars
have described as a second Gilded Age.400 In this era, acquisitive values were viewed as
the backbone of the American dream and not a sign of greed or decadence. This new
ethic contrasted with the 1970s when conservative businessmen feared that the
entrepreneurial and acquisitive spirit was dying. Championing this change, Malcolm
Forbes wrote after Reagan’s election, “Capitalism is back in; people realize that getting
rich is just somebody entrepreneuring." 401
Bakker did cultivate political connections and put two Republican Washington
insiders—and Reagan aids--on the PTL payroll. PTL board member James Watt was
Reagan's secretary of the interior. Watt was a Charismatic who viewed the defense of
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free market economics and the promulgation of Christianity as the same. 402 Doug Wead,
who had been Dexter Yager's public relations director and a close friend of Bakker,
became increasingly connected to the Republican Party. Like Watt, Wead’s beliefs
meshed Christianity with free market ideas, prosperity theology, and social
conservatism. He was also an Assemblies of God minister. These ideas had brought
Amway, PTL, and the Republican Party together during the 1970s and led him to
become a biographer for many Amway leaders as well for Ronald Reagan, and James
Watt. It was a fusing of organizations, politicians, and religious movements around a
common ideological worldview. Bakker was also close to Wead and commissioned him
to write a book about his battles with the FCC and the Charlotte Observer entitled
Anatomy of a Smear that would depict both organizations as anti-Christian. Because of
his friendship with Bakker, Wead agreed to write the book for free rather than charging
his going rate of $135,000. 403 While the book was never released, much of Wead’s
research was distributed to PTL supporters in pamphlet form in 1986. 404
Wead became George H.W. Bush's White House liaison on religious matters.
With rhetoric that mirrored prosperity theology, he advised Bush to unite social and
economic conservatism with a "pro-capitalism" vision that would help cure the
negativity within American society. This common vision also led to a fleeting alliance
between George Bush and PTL. This relationship began when Wead sent Bush's advisors
to PTL. Soon after, PTL provided these advisors with monthly stipends of $5,000 to
$10,000. 405 This alliance also led to a meeting between Bakker and George Bush in
which Bakker nearly became Bush's chief spiritual advisor, filling the role that Billy
Graham had played for previous presidents. Dexter Yager was also a board member for
PTL and a leading supporter of the Republican Party in North Carolina. 406
These links were also reflected in Bakker’s praise of Reagan and in the attitudes
of the guests at the park. For example, one article in the Heritage Herald surveyed the
opinions of visitors in regard to the candidates during the 1984 presidential election. All
respondents gave Reagan glowing reviews. In contrast, they described Mondale as "too
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liberal” and a "quiche eater." 407 The respondents’ reasons for supporting Reagan were
also notably congruent. They declared that they supported Reagan because he would
lower taxes and was "a man of God." This support was also evident in interviews of PTL
supporters who viewed Reagan as an exemplary president, echoing the larger national
polls. Bakker also joined Tim LaHaye’s American Coalition for Traditional Values (ACTV)
which contributed heavily to Reagan’s 1984 campaign. 408
These ties to conservative politics were the fruition of Bakker’s new form of
cultural conservatism and a Sunbelt-business coalition that carved out an alternative
vision to 1970s liberalism. Although Bakker, and many individuals inside and outside the
movement, viewed the Charismatic message as “above politics,” many were unable to
separate the two. In turn, Charismatics became an important cog in the conservative
movement. They helped spread a message that made their followers natural allies to
the conservative movement and became allied with the Republican Party.
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Chapter 8
Heritage USA: The Creation of a Safe Haven
By 1978, Jim Bakker had become a national sensation. His message of happiness
and a world without limits was extremely popular. His message challenged 1970s
liberalism with its emphasis on limits and the dangers of consumption. He also became
increasingly allied with the Republican Party, which endorsed his social and economic
message. This was not enough for Bakker. Always determined to expand, to grow, to be
bigger, Bakker decided to build a massive Christian theme park. Located on the border
of North and South Carolina, Heritage USA was Jim Bakker's 1,200-acre monument to
his vision of Christianity. Often depicted as an outgrowth of Jim and Tammy’s tackiness
and greed, the park was much more.
The park was a pilgrimage site for PTL's charismatic supporters. At the height of
its popularity, Heritage became the third most popular theme park in the country —
trailing only Disneyland and Disneyworld — and attracted over six million visitors to its
water park, campgrounds, concessions, shopping centers, and other amenities.
Advertised as a Christian utopia, Heritage USA was built as an alternative to the secular
world. It offered visitors family entertainment and security from a dangerous world. And
most of the visitors viewed the park not simply as a site for leisure, but as a symbol of
the veracity of Bakker's theology and God's promises of health, wealth, and happiness.
Over time, the park became a major complex with three housing subdivisions,
apartments, and condos. The park embodied PTL’s challenge to the call to limit
consumer society. Heritage USA demonstrated how Bakker integrated his message into
the theme park, making it wildly popular among his Charismatic followers. It was a land
where happiness and prosperity were both imagined and real.409
***
Jim Bakker chose the town of Fort Mill, South Carolina as the location for
Heritage USA. A suburb of Charlotte on the border of North and South Carolina, it was a
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popular housing location among Charlotte’s middle class migrants. The Bakkers’ home in
neighboring Tega Cay was an example of this trend. 410 Once a collection of mill towns,
by the 1970s it had become a bedroom community 411 that provided easy access to the
nearby interstate.412
Bakker had been dazzled by Disneyland, and he wanted to build a Christian
theme park that celebrated consumer culture and romanticized the American past. He
started by purchasing 1,200 acres of land and eventually acquired 22,050 acres. 413
Bakker devoured books about Disneyland and used it for a model. For example, the
original campground of 1,000 campsites was modeled after Disney's Fort Wilderness. 414
Bakker wanted a campground that was affordable but he also wanted it to be “class A.”
Hence, rather than simple paved sites, he insisted on bricked roads for parked vehicles.
He wanted to impress visitors with the notion that God provided better
accommodations than they could find outside of Heritage USA and for only $14 a
night.415 He especially wanted to screen campers from road traffic and to do this he
purchased nearby farmland to help separate the park from the outside world. Following
the construction of the campgrounds, he built bunkhouses, eating establishments,
bathhouses, and a general store. 416
Ever ambitious, Bakker wanted to supplant Disney as the world’s leading theme
park. One former staffer recalled, “We knew they were kicking our tail in attendance
[Disney]. And that was our goal: to be number one, and who has got the best product.
They got Mickey Mouse and we have God; who would you rather spend time with?"
Heritage USA was determined to out-build, out-sell, and out-promote other secular
attractions. As Bakker explained it, "The church people were going to Disneyland, they
were going to Disneyworld. They were going other places, but they weren't going to
camp meeting anymore, and we wanted to be able attract the church back, the family
back to the campground." This environment, Bakker believed, insulated people from the
strains of their daily lives and “opened them up” to the message of God's promises of
prosperity and happiness. 417 He also hoped the splendors of the park would encourage
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people to bring in their non-Christian friends, who would be so impressed that they
would give their life to Christ and embrace the Charismatic message. 418
This was an ambitious plan but it required ever more revenue. Initially, Bakker
relied on PTL Club appeals for donations. But he needed more funds to match his
aspirations. By 1982, he was required to raise one million dollars a day to keep the park
solvent. By now the PTL memorabilia and gifts for donations were losing their appeal
and revenues were actually decreasing. These problems were compounded by Bakker’s
poor management, which Charles Sheppard described as a combination of "poor
planning and impulsive decision making." His costs and expenses always outstripped
revenues. 419
As a result, Bakker developed new ways to raise funds. As always, he claimed
these ideas were inspired by God and God’s desire to provide prosperity to his
followers. This resulted in Heritage USA’s partnership plan, which he devised in 1984.
Bakker touted it as an “investment opportunity" that allowed people who donated
$1,000 to PTL to become lifetime partners in his ministry. As partners, they would be
entitled to free lodging for three nights a year at Heritage USA for the rest of their lives.
Bakker followed this with a variety of membership plans that offered varying
benefits. 420
The partnership plan led Bakker to focus on wealthier Charismatics. 421 As most
surveys have shown, the audience for religious television was slightly less well off than
the average American. Bakker’s Charismatic audience was actually more affluent that
the larger population. Bakker exploited this advantage. The number of donations
dropped by nearly twenty percent, but revenue increased because of the cost of the
partnerships. This made Bakker dependent on a smaller but wealthier audience (which
he identified with the help of a marketing firm). The new typical partner was "educated,
more upper middle class. Driving the more high-end Cadillac; not a Mercedes." Bakker
understood, as one assistant indicated, that this population could afford visits to the
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theme park as well as the price of partnerships. In turn, Bakker became even more
deeply committed to preaching prosperity theology. 422
Bakker soon broadened his conception of Heritage USA from a theme park to a
total living community. He told a reporter, “Our dream is to have people in Charlotte
look out their windows and say, ‘What is that city we see on the horizon?’" As a result,
he began to transform this plush campground into a site for spiritual renewal,
consumption of Christian goods, and a site for family vacations, education, and living. He
began building opulent hotels, schools, suburban neighborhoods, farms, auction houses,
and condominiums. The transformation of Heritage also transformed Bakker, according
to his son, into an urban planner. After 1982, Bakker spent the majority of his time
creating an environment that matched his message. 423
He built a park that would appeal to his Sunbelt Charismatic audience. This
audience had never accepted any emphasis on limits, which they saw as “negative.”
They celebrated entrepreneurialism, and lived in prosperous suburbs which made them
uncomfortable with any calls to restrict consumption. These charismatics were also
highly mobile, separated from their traditional support structures and living in isolated
suburbs which forced them to seek connections. Moreover, they worked in jobs that
demanded “positive thinking,” and they craved an environment that embraced this
same message. Bakker made sure his park embraced this message. In every nook and
cranny, it oozed optimism, limitlessness, and prosperity. In turn, Heritage USA became
their “heaven on earth.” 424
America’s problems, Bakker always insisted, stemmed from negative thinking.
Visitors to Heritage entered into a well-manicured world where they were greeted by
“friendly people.” As one observer noted, “The very first personnel most people meet
are the greeters, those smiling waving workers who give a personal ‘hello’ to each
motorist passing through the front gate." 425 This emphasis on cheerfulness was
important to Bakker. An employee who expressed “negativity” to a guest would be
dismissed. One visitor commented: "In the real world they put you down. Here you are
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free." 426 As one critic recalled, inside the resort it was nearly impossible to avoid eye
contact with friendly workers who were always upbeat. For many who visited, Heritage
USA allowed them to “recharge” so that they could fare the stress of the "real
world.” 427
These attitudes were the foundation of Bakker’s prosperity theology. On his
show, he reminded his audience that at Heritage USA the good life was available for
anyone who came. God, afterall, promised prosperity to his followers. Bakker portrayed
Heritage USA as the embodiment of God’s promises of prosperity. Its growth, its luxury
were signs that God favored Charismatics. Those who followed Bakker could visit or
even live in “Heaven on Earth.” 428
Bakker astutely appealed to Charismatics by designing his park around a
romanticized (and sanitized) account of the historical past that fit their understanding of
history. Charismatics, Michael Lienesch has noted, viewed the early twentieth century
as the apex of Christian capitalism—a time when wealth was widespread and Christian
values were ubiquitous. It was an era before the welfare state when "benevolent
industrialists increased the wealth of millions, and the majority of people were
charitable.” 429 According to another scholar, this romantic image was used often by the
New Right to appeal to people who were yearning for a "simpler, more innocent—and
imagined-- time when there were no limits to America’s resources, power, and
influence."430 This use of history simultaneously challenged the liberal vision of
progress, while supporting Charismatic’s conservative economic worldview. It also
reinforced the movement’s belief that sacrifice was not needed to create a more just
and equitable society. When asking his architect to design a plan, Bakker demanded
luxurious hotels from early twentieth century America. Bakker wanted the park to evoke
this period and its values. Bakker made this evident in planning documents, in which he
detailed his understanding of American Christian history.431
In these narratives, Bakker linked American providence to conservative
economics. About early America he wrote, "private property was understood to be
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classic to a Christian civilization." It was the "most important factor determining the
character of that [17th century] society." As he recalled, these ideas flourished in a
"Christian America." It was a story about how God created "prosperity from the
resources of this country," which accompanied and grew in tandem with the rise of
Protestant evangelicalism. This bond endowed the country with the Christian principles
of free enterprise that would lead individuals and the country to success. Bakker wrote
that up through the nineteenth century these Protestant beliefs had tied religion,
civilization, and morality together in a trinity that was vital to the success of American
society. 432
After the 1920s, these “Christian values” had been challenged by urban life that
no longer "depended on observing the Sabbath, praying, Bible reading, eschewing
profanity, and abstaining from strong drink and loose women."433 In Bakker’s view, this
was the beginning of the end of a Protestant America, which he believed began to
collapse with the Great Depression. The “Victorian era” had embraced conservative
religious and economic values. Heritage USA would pay homage to their understandings
of history, and much of the park was designed around Bakker’s romantic view of the
early twentieth century. 434
With these ideas in mind, Bakker paid close attention to the entrance to the
park. In order to separate the secular world from one of infinite possibilities, he set the
entrance amidst miles of hardwood forest. Once in the park, visitors would see streets
lined with perfectly mowed grass, well-kept gardens, a split rail fence, and a sign that
declared to visitors "Speed Controlled by God." After passing the childhood home of
Billy Graham, they were brought up to the gatehouse, where they were given maps and
directions by cheerful guides. It was, as a Washington Post reporter recounted, the last
checkpoint before entering "a trash-free, profanity-free, sin-free zone." Visitors were
then ushered into the entrance of the Heritage Grand hotel, which was attached to a
Victorian-styled shopping mall that mixed ornate styles with Disney-like colors. They
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were entering a zone where, according to Darren Green, "[p]overty, crime, juvenile
delinquency , sex, drugs ― all were supposedly nonexistent."435
The hotel was a scene of opulence. Limousines were permanently parked in
front of it. The white pillars of the main entrance were covered in colonial style flags and
doormen awaited the guests. Inside, visitors were surrounded by an ornately decorated
grand foyer with velvet-covered furniture. A young man in a black tie and tuxedo played
music on a gold gilded piano. The carpet was patterned in red and gold, and Victorian
style marble and gold gilt were evident throughout the interior. Along with representing
images of early twentieth century luxury, these images were also reflective of the
mansions and lifestyles that had become symbols of success in the 1980s through shows
like “Dynasty.” 436 The rooms were also designed in a similar manner with velvet chairs
and full-length mirrors in what Bakker called the "Waldorf-Astoria-Style.” They had
marble countertops, chairs, and crown molding throughout; the walls were covered in
high-end vinyl wallpaper. The carpet, as Jim Bakker bragged, was custom made with the
Heritage Grand Logo inscribed, and the hotel room doors were also custom made with
wainscoting designed explicitly for the Heritage Grand. Bakker also put double sinks and
closets in the rooms to accommodate families and the needs of husbands and wives. As
Bakker told his supporters, it was designed to remind visitors that elegance was for
everyone and not just for VIPs, and that they were all a "King's Kid." 437
Adjacent to the Grand was the shopping mall, which also had a Victorian façade.
It was a near-replica of Disney's Mainstreet USA, and even used Disney's pastel-colored
paint themes. The mall, which was the most crowded part of the park, had a wide range
of stores. Most employed a Christian theme. The Heavenly Scent Shop sold luxury
perfumes. The Christian bookstore and the Jerusalem Shop sold items that appealed
specifically to the Charismatic community such as the inspirational books put out by Jim
and Tammy and other evangelical and Charismatic authors. The doll shop sold a pro-life
talking doll that said, "God made me even before I was born." The Jerusalem Shop
departed from the Victorian theme by evoking the style of an Israeli city and sold
wooden and silver figurines imported from Israel. Other shops, such as Grandma
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Fairall's Ice Cream Parlor, Noah's Toy Shoppe, and Ye Olde Bookstore presented
themselves as throwbacks to a simpler time. Like Disney's Mainstreet USA, the shops
were designed to take visitors back to an imagined time of innocence when "everybody
was nice." All of these shops were under a ceiling covered in painted clouds washed in
artificial blue light and surrounded by indoor clouds created by a fog machine. The
thoroughfare of the mall was also designed to evoke a bygone era. Lined with lighted
leafless trees, park benches, and antique cars, the mall gave the visitors the feeling that
they have been transported back into an idealized past where community and
friendliness abounded. 438
Outside the Grand, most other projects took on these themes, but there were
notable exceptions. One was the water park. It had a wave pool and was located on a
man-made island in front of the Heritage Grand. While it was not devoid of religious
imagery, it mirrored the look of other high-end water parks that arose throughout the
country and had the nation's largest wave pools. Another exception was the nearby
roller-skating rink. The arcade also became a favorite spot of kids who visited the park.
Many visitors, because they believed they were in a safe Christian atmosphere,
remembered sending their kids off to the water park while they visited the mall and
other attractions. Many claimed that this was the only place in the country where they
would have been comfortable doing this. 439
Other attractions kept to the Victorian theme. Two of these were the Farm
Village and Heritage Village. In the Farm Village moderately priced bunkhouses, a
country chapel, and a series of country inns were surrounded by white picket fences.
Bakker also had working farms that supplied produce for the restaurants throughout the
park. Alongside these attractions were a series of Victorian mansions that were
designed to be alternative lodgings to the Heritage Grand. 440 Bakker decorated the
interior of these buildings ostentatiously like the Grand, matching the style of the Gilded
Age in books he was studying. Bakker re-envisioned these often-secular capitalists as
Christian heroes and saw their lifestyles as symbols of the promises of God to the
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faithful. Bakker also made careful plans to interlace the themed hotels with carefully
disguised modern conveniences.441 There were other developments. A new series of
housing subdivisions were designed to fit the Victorian and Gilded Age motifs. 442
Bakker also planned on building a shopping center and restaurant modeled after
the Crystal Palace. Bakker had been inspired after visiting the Infomart in Dallas which
was based on London’s Crystal Palace built in 1851. Bakker had read numerous books on
it and was impressed with its opulence and beauty when he discovered it was used as a
church on Sundays and became a model for future shopping malls throughout the
world. He decided it was a perfect model for fusing of laissez-faire capitalism,
Christianity, and a romantic vision of history. He was also aware that his fellow
prosperity minister Robert Schuller had used a similar design to build his monument to
prosperity theology in southern California. Schuller was a frequent and favorite guest
of Bakker, and the PTL network carried his show. 443 Bakker wanted this Crystal
Cathedral to replace the park’s current studio, and it would have an auditorium that
would be larger than Charlotte’s Civic Center. Bakker had planned to share the Crystal
Cathedral with Dexter Yager. As his associates recalled, he wanted it to become the
"greatest evangelistic center on earth" and was his attempt to show the world that he
could outbuild the auditoriums of Robert Schuler and Oral Roberts. 444
***
The Victorian theme of Heritage also allowed Bakker to appeal to the evangelical
faith in domesticity and the movement’s glorification of family life. The corrosive secular
culture of the 1960s, in the view of most Charismatics, had destroyed a once-stable
system of family life. Hence, Heritage USA sought to suggest the values of “small town
America.” Heritage stood as a symbol for men and women who hoped to escape or
thwart social decline.445
Much of Heritage’s popularity owed to Bakker’s ability to make the park and
community both a haven in a dangerous world and a model for thwarting social decline.
These ideas appealed to Sunbelt evangelicals who glorified family life and who hoped to
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shield their children from social change. In a presentation about Heritage USA, Bakker
declared that after the 1930s America had faltered. This trend reached a crescendo
during the 1960s. Without its religious moorings, America became overly individualistic
and self-centered; the American people lost their work ethic. Bakker then stated, "Over
half a century the disenfranchisement of the human spirit had intensified until the
1960s when America forgot the real worth of small town values . . . The 1960s brought
individualism to an insane level and fostered unbridled individualism at the expense of
the community." It was these trends that had produced alienation. Heritage USA was
designed to glorify and sustain “small town values.” Reflecting a broader American
critique of the 1960s, Bakker promised that, with God, consumerism and individual
aspiration could exist without the loss of “small town values.” Inside Heritage, there was
no conflict between individual aspirations and community. 446
Visitors poured into the park and new residents moved to its communities. One
former resident recalled that her family often relocated because her father worked for
IBM. When they moved to Charlotte, her parents became enthralled with the "glitz and
the glamour” of Heritage USA. Always seeking more money, they admired the emphasis
on prosperity. Meanwhile, her brother had behavioral problems and become involved
with drugs. For her family, PTL seemed an ideal place. They purchased a home in
Dogwood Hills, one of Heritage’s suburban communities, and enrolled their children in
PTL's Christian school. Her mother believed this would bring them closer to God and
prosperity while sheltering their family from harmful influences. As a child, the daughter
saw the community and the park as a special place. She was not alone. Visitors who
came to Heritage USA saw it as a shelter from a nasty world. It seemed to offer a
solution to every problem. Many visitors described the park as “heaven on earth,” and
readily let their children move around unsupervised. Her parents believed that “the
Christian atmosphere” would shield her safely from the pressures of sex and drugs.447
Bakker made this message explicit. As a designer recalled, “[Bakker] wanted to develop
an environment in which a family could come and kids could run free and play and mom
and dad would not be worried.” Here people would be renewed and families would be
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refreshed. 448 The park was an example of what “could be” if more people turned to
Christ and listened to Jim Bakker’s message and thought positively.449
Other visitors saw the park in a similar light. Because they believed they were in
a safe Christian atmosphere, one supporter remembered sending children to the water
park alone. The attached suburban neighborhoods, as Bakker often told his audience,
were a chance to “live in paradise.” Like the rest of Heritage USA, these neighborhoods
were seen as a safe alternative to danger ― threats of crime, drugs, and violence ―
found outside of the park's walls. This sense of safety led one resident to praise these
communities where "little old ladies go walking at night without fear. You can walk in
the dark. I can go running if I so desire at midnight. I have no fear." 450
Bakker always made clear that Heritage was intended as an antidote to the
1960s. In one presentation, he began with an image of New York City and moved on to
images of "city people" and "hippies." After these images, he presented pictures of
1960s demonstrations, followed by the Watts Riot and another riot in New York City.
These scenes were then followed by idyllic images of Heritage USA’s Victorian village.
Bakker offered a park where conflict, unrest, and protesters did not exist and where
there was "no loneliness or despair." PTL would show the world that it was possible to
build a world without “urban populations, hippies, and protesters.” This was a soothing
message to his conservative Sunbelt base, fearful of black militancy and the countercultural youth movements and social chaos in general. Other PTL supporters also
echoed these sentiments. For example, when explaining why people came to Heritage
USA, the former vice president of operations declared, "This was a safe haven from the
cities. American cities were a mess. We represented an alternative.” 451
Bakker’s narrative of America's decline in the 1960s was rooted in prosperity
theology. 452 Richard DeVos also used inner city unrest as an example of how America
had lost its way in the 1960s. Bakker, as well, frequently declared that the ghetto only
existed in people’s minds. Charismatic magazines also lamented urban agitation, which
they saw as a sign of individual moral failure. For Bakker and DeVos, these urban
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problems and the welfare state were signs that America turned away from the free
enterprise system mired in an unhealthy dependency that sapped the will to work. 453
Heritage USA was in many ways a symbol of this transformation. It was a haven
for people who, in the words of one person who grew up in an attached suburb, "just
wanted to wall off the outside world" because they had lost faith in the direction of
secular society. 454 In this community, they could achieve the promised life and God
would provide prosperity and a safe environment for their families. In order to support
this ideal, Bakker employed more security officers than the entire county’s police force
and created a system of tunnels that allowed security to move around the ground
inconspicuously. He also reminded his security that they should blend in with the
premises, creating an illusion that faith alone maintained this secure environment. For
individuals who felt alienated by the direction of American society, Bakker offered a
privatized, Christianized vision of familial bliss. 455
This vision offered a suburban Sunbelt ideal that celebrated consumer culture
and wealth, while rejecting attacks on suburban privilege. When responding to why
people visited Heritage, the park’s former vice-president of operations declared, "Cities
were a mess . . . Folks could go to the hotel, get settled, and turn the kids loose. They
knew they were safe. They could ride the trains and the buses. They could ride the
trams . . ." Others shared this sentiment. Another supporter of PTL who was raising a
family in the Oakland suburbs remembered PTL in a similar light: "They [her kids] went
to public schools. I was very active in the school. There were a lot of negative elements
around our kids. We lived in Oakland, California. When we got back to Heritage USA, I
took a sigh of relief that I did not have to watch them every second. Oakland was crime
infested. We lived in the hills, not there in the city, but the schools were dangerous. You
had to be careful." 456
Although much of Heritage USA reflected the beliefs of the Charismatic
movement, Bakker also paid homage to some traditional Pentecostal restrictions. Inside
the grounds, dancing, drinking swearing, and skimpy bathing suits were banned.
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Lifeguards at the pool were also instructed to monitor guests to make sure everyone
wore "modest swimwear." Many of these rules were extended to Heritage's suburbs,
which banned tobacco. Some of these restrictions were still important for Pentecostals,
especially older Pentecostals. This is why, as Bakker later recalled, he banned dancing
and alcohol despite the desire of many younger visitors, and Bakker himself, to have
dancing on the premises. He also recalled that he did not disapprove of drinking but he
feared serving liquor would cause an uproar. The motivation for these restrictions was
two-fold. One was the traditional Pentecostal fear of worldliness, and another was an
evangelical desire to sanitize American culture. Modest attire was often described as a
rejection of a culture that had given up on family values and had become too narcissistic
in the 1960s, leading to the sexual revolution. The existence of these regulations
illustrate that although Bakker gravitated toward the Charismatic community, he still
felt it was necessary to appease traditional—and often older--Pentecostals. 457
***
Another popular attraction at Heritage USA was its seminars and counseling
services. These services began in 1983 soon after Bakker began construction of the
Heritage Grand. He wanted to make Heritage a place where Christians would come to
heal their marriages and alleviate the strain of modern life. For these services, Bakker
turned to Fred Gross, who was a psychologist and a founder of the Christian Psychology
movement. Prior to the 1970s, most evangelicals were skeptical of psychology and they
equated self-improvement with narcissism. Gross, in fact, noted on a "PTL Club"
broadcast that he still received a great deal of criticism for his emphasis on the self.458
This began to change in the early 1970s when Bakker and other evangelicals
began embracing self-help and positive thinking. American psychology was changing as
well. It had begun to deemphasize therapy as a prelude to institutionalization and was
using it instead as a means to self-actualization. While professional psychologists never
fully embraced popular psychology or the positive thinking movement, they increasingly
emphasized the importance of self-esteem. For many Charismatics, these ideas
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dovetailed with their beliefs that mental transformation was crucial to wealth, health,
and happiness. 459
Fred Gross was an ideal person to blend these worlds. He saw himself as an
entrepreneur, evangelist, and a psychologist. He also embraced the lifestyle of Bakker
and other Prosperity theology ministers. Critics saw him as an opportunist eager to sell
his services, but his claims that he could solve any problem undoubtedly drew him to
Bakker. Heritage USA began a partnership with Gross's Christian Therapy Program,
which claimed to offer quicker recovery than secular treatment programs, and
combined the use of prayer and the biblical teachings with more traditional treatments.
Gross’s program combined standard therapeutic practices with Pentecostal healing
practices. In his own practice, which was based in Hollywood, he easily moved from
casting out demons from his patients to talking about defense mechanisms and
releasing anger. He also used visits to Disneyland as a form of recreational therapy for
his patients. With the help of Vi Azevedo and other Charismatic healers, he combined
these emphases into a series of seminars that were designed to heal marriages, help
families, and offer spiritual healing. 460
The marriage seminars were the most popular of these workshops. They
combined group prayer and exercises to improve communication and intimacy between
husbands and wives. One reason for its popularity was the Charismatic community’s
simultaneous embrace of individual fulfillment and the cult of domesticity.461
Charismatics came to accept both worldviews. Women were expected to live lives that
were self-fulfilling, while devoting themselves to their children and husbands. These
workshops created a communal environment where families could navigate these often
conflicting worlds. PTL marketed the workshops as a means of cleansing people in order
to be "set free" and create more fulfilling family lives. One follower recalled how these
workshops allowed her to release her inner pain in order to become a “better wife and
mother.” 462 Betty, another former PTL member who attended multiple workshops, had
felt unappreciated by her husband and children. Hence, she had difficulty fulfilling her
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"biblically assigned role" at home. This led her to a PTL workshop that allowed her to
"be free to give and received love. My inner hurt of lack of mothering was ministered to
by my dear loving Christians. I now have freedom to love." 463 After purging her inner
pain, she declared that she was able to become a better wife and mother while also
feeling fulfilled. One way the workshop accomplished this was by presenting attendees
with a chair that represented a person with whom they were angry and allowing them
to vent their pent up anger. The workshops also employed Freud and Jungian therapies,
and "psychospiritual practices” such as casting out demons. They created a sense of
community for Charismatics who were lonely and alienated. They held hands and
prayed with people who saw the world as they did. Many of these visitors also felt that
Heritage USA’s ‘positive environment’ allowed them to share their pain with others. 464
These workshops also targeted improving communication skills for husbands and
wives who had grown distant from each other. Counselors gave exercises which forced
participants to practice displaying affection for their spouse. Some believed it saved
their marriages and healed their families. As one former participant recalled, "They
helped you learn how to love each other again. They said if anyone is afraid to go home
come up for prayer, and our whole table went. A Jamaican lady prayed for us. Then she
prayed for the others. We thought we were seventeen again, dating again. We were on
our second honeymoon." These same strategies were applied to Heritage's family
workshops where different members would be asked to confess their sins. This was
followed by exercises to help the family work on communication skills. 465
These therapy programs were an extension of Jim Bakker's belief that positive
thinking could solve people's personal and economic troubles.466 Bakker believed Satan
was the cause of fear and anxiety in America, breaking up marriages and causing stress,
anxiety, and poverty. Therefore, counseling would help his followers erase doubt from
their lives, destroy Satan's influence, allowing the world to become prosperous and
happy. This was clearly part of a new Pentecostalism that celebrated the self and the
search for personal happiness and wealth. Oftentimes during these workshops the
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leaders would cast Satan out of a participant, declaring that with Satan gone all fear and
doubt would follow. The workshop was yet another way to find happiness and attack
the devil.467
***
Heritage USA also sponsored charitable services. Bakker preached prosperity,
but he also called for charitable giving and privately-sponsored social services. Bakker
advertised these dual missions on his show and frequently proclaimed that Heritage
USA could supply opulence while providing for the needy. 468 One of the most important
charitable programs was the Opportunity Farm, which was a vocational training facility
for "street people." A three-week program, it taught participants how to use
construction equipment and basic construction skills. It also included mandatory
pastoral counseling in order to become a productive citizen. PTL members took a great
deal of pride in this program that took in "what society called bums" and "taught them
how to fend for themselves." 469 It sought to encourage independence rather than
dependence. Another initiative was Fort Hope, which was a rehabilitation program for
alcoholics and addicts. It was also a short-term program that combined faith and
therapy. After completion, the clients supposedly became productive Christian
citizens. 470
Heritage USA also had a charitable store known as the People That Love Center,
which supplied food and clothing to needy people. Inside were shelves of canned goods
that were given away to needy people who visited. The center also had a large closet
with clothes. Over time, Bakker helped develop satellites in other parts of the country.
Bakker made sure that the items available were of the highest quality, and reminded the
workers regularly “not to give anything out that your own children wouldn't use.” It also
reportedly had money available for those who could not pay their rent. 471
Another social service was the home for unwed mothers, which was part of PTL’s
answer to abortion. As the director recalled, PTL wanted to offer a positive alternative
for women who lacked resources. It took in about 25 pregnant women who agreed to
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follow PTL's "total Christian approach” and helped them through their pregnancy. 472 Still
another initiative was Kevin's House, which was a home for hard-to-adopt handicapped
children. Prior to entering any of these programs, PTL required participants to profess
their faith in Christ. Unusual for a Christian charity, this requirement fulfilled the
Charismatics’ belief that faith in God was essential for prosperity and happiness. 473
Another important Heritage building was the World Outreach Center, which held
offices for most of PTL's executives and was a training center for missionaries who then
go off to help evangelize the world. Spreading his message to the world was important
for Bakker. From his first year at North Central Bible School, when he declared to his
classmates that he was going to bring the world to Jesus, he planned to spread the
gospel throughout the world. By 1980, Jim Bakker was broadcasting versions of his show
in Japan, South Korea, Africa, and Latin American countries. PTL was also sending money
to Brazil and Africa to aid missionary allies. 474 Steeped in prosperity theology, the
center, Bakker hoped, would transform other peoples into prosperous Christians and lift
the world up from poverty. He also broadcast images of Heritage USA in order to show
the world what God was building for his believers in the United States. 475
**
Bakker also promoted Heritage USA on The PTL Club, and as his funding needs
increased, his promotion of Heritage USA became incessant. Although “the PTL Club”
was designed as an interview-style show, after 1982, the majority of time was spent
advertising Heritage USA and promoting different options. As Charles Sheppard
explained, "With building costs mushrooming, marketing, once a small part of the
Bakkers' show, had now eclipsed evangelism."476 By the mid-1980s he would spend
entire episodes highlighting Heritage’s accommodations. 477
In this process, the show provided his audience with a brick-by-brick history of
the construction of the Christian retreat alongside images of the luxurious
accommodations that were available to guests; every marble countertop and custom
wood door became evidence of God's gifts of prosperity and the entitlement of those
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who became members. Merging these presentations with positive thinking, he
presented Heritage USA as a refuge from the negative and hostile secular world. It was a
place where luxury belonged to everyone and "the weak feel safe" and affluence was
sanctified. 478 He also routinely reminded the guests that Heritage USA was a haven for
Christians and a beacon to the world that would demonstrate what was possible
through true faith in Christ. 479
Bakker also routinely presented Heritage USA as a refuge for Charismatics from
an outside world that did not understand them. Attacks upon him were attacks upon
the park and his followers. These declarations were usually followed by appeals for
money, which he stated would demonstrate to the world that "No weapon formed
against me shall prosper." While some commentators saw this narrative as a cynical
fundraising attempt, others close to Bakker claimed that he honestly believed that his
critics were part of a satanic plot. 480 Although most of these attacks were targeted at
the "secular world" and his critics, Bakker also spent a great deal of time focusing his
attacks on the Charlotte Observer, which his followers described as an anti-religious
liberal newspaper trying to destroy Heritage USA.

481

Heritage USA was a monumental accomplishment. It was also a new type of
ministry. Sprawling across the borders of North and South Carolina, it drew in over six
million visitors annually. Inside the gates, prosperity and happiness abounded and the
troubles of the outside world were left behind. For many, it validated Bakker’s message.
God was blessing the ministry and allowing the park to grow and prosper. Inside the
gates, families were safe from the social pressures of secular America. God’s promise of
prosperity had created a world where charity, opulence, and happiness coexisted. From
across the nation, people flocked to Bakker’s ministry and park. They most supportive
became lifetime partners. They devoured his message and became the foundation of
his religious empire.
Copyright © Eric Gordon Weinberg 2012
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Chapter 9
A Worldly Embrace: PTL’s Followers
Jim Bakker was one the most important leaders of the Charismatic movement
and one of the most influential televangelists of the 1980s. Some twelve million men
and women watched his network shows. Nearly six million supported PTL with money,
repeated visits to Heritage, and hours of devotion to PTL shows. Some of Bakker’s most
rabid followers left their jobs and homes to move to Charlotte where they immersed
themselves in his ministry. They decorated their homes with PTL memorabilia and
thought of the Bakker family as close friends. These men and women became the
backbone of PTL. They boosted his network and their donations and made possible the
building and expansion of Heritage USA. They believed in prosperity theology and
positive thinking, and they made Bakker and PTL a national phenomenon.
What drew them to PTL? Who were these men and women? And why their
passion for Bakker and PTL? Outside the world of evangelical Christians, Bakker’s most
loyal followers were often portrayed as poor, dull southerners who were easily duped
by Bakker’s promises of prosperity and happiness. The satirist P.J. O’Rourke helped
implant these stereotypes when he told his readers that a typical PTL member was
someone who would have joined the Klan had it not been for PTL. He claimed that to
understand PTL’s audience one should imagine a grandmother who was home alone
writing checks for PTL with every last dime she owned.

When describing visitors to

Heritage, he also declared that “Many of them were old, none looked very well-off.
There was a dullness in their movements and expressions. Even their kids looked
somber and thick.” His wife added: “This is white trash behaving itself—the only thing
worse in the world worse than white trash not behaving itself.” 482
These dismissive characterizations reflected widely-held stereotypes about PTL,
but they also were grossly inaccurate. Some PTL viewers, to be sure, were poor, rural
Southerners. But many PTL contributors were well-to-do suburbanites. Many of the
Sunbelt suburbanites, moreover, had grown up outside the south and then moved to
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Charlotte and other Sunbelt cities. There are no detailed demographic studies of who
donated to PTL or who watched the PTL network. Clearly, however, both donors and
viewers came from a wide cross-section of American society. 483
In broad, general terms, some generalizations about the PTL loyalists are
possible. First of all, the men and women who watched PTL and donated money to PTL
were religious evangelicals. Specifically, they were Charismatics and often supporters of
Prosperity Theology. They were mostly of the middle class(sixty-five percent had
professional occupations), who often hailed from growing Sunbelt regions, and whose
view of their own economic and family lives allowed them to identify with Bakker’s
vision of a God who offered unlimited wealth and happiness. Many were two-parent
families in which the wife was a full-time mother. They had come to embrace a cultural
conservatism that emphasized the family, individual success, limited government, and
entrepreneurial freedom. 484
These followers shared other characteristics. They were politically conservative.
Their religion had become intertwined with their broader understanding of the
American economy and their work lives. They were also geographically mobile. Many
had been raised outside the South and had moved in search of a better job. Frequent
relocations produced for many of them a sense of detachment and loneliness.
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Hence, they were drawn to PTL and Bakker’s message. One reason was Bakker’s
emphasis on positive thinking. For businesspeople, this was a means of coping with the
emotional demands of their work. Dealing with rejection on a daily basis, Bakker’s
uplifting message encouraged them to persist. He also gave people—and families-emotional connections in a culture where friendships were difficult to maintain. If they
thought positively, happiness—and success—would follow. His followers also embraced
Bakker’s conservative worldview. Their life-stories were a testament to the feasibility of
success in American society. Often living in prosperous suburbs, they saw his promises
of success as a reflection of their lives.
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The exceptions to this profile are also telling. Supporters who did not fit this
broader profile were less committed to Bakker’s prosperity theology and to
conservative politics. Instead, they were drawn to Bakker’s hopeful message—and
ignored other aspects of Bakker’s gospel. Unlike the more typical members, they viewed
their lives as filled with difficulty and could not conceive of a God who provided
happiness—and prosperity--for those who wished it. They were also less financially
important to PTL. 486
Because there is no systematic survey of PTL members and how they came to
identify with Bakker, this chapter will explore these questions through interviews. It will
highlight what drew men and women to PTL and how their lives predisposed them to
embrace Bakker’s message. This chapter is based on over thirty interviews with former
PTL lifetime partners. To become a partner, one had to contribute a minimum of $1,000
to PTL ministries, and there were 500,000 such members who were among Bakker’s
most loyal supporters. They watched PTL on a regular basis, they visited Heritage USA,
and they provided the majority of funds for PTL’s million-dollar-a-week expenses. As
Bakker understood, the wealthier—and most fervent—members often bought
numerous memberships. 487
***
One of Bakker’s most fervent supporters was Evyln. Evyln had grown up in the
1950s in Alberta, Canada in a family marked by an absence of emotional support. As a
young adult, Evyln moved often. She succeeded in school and received a degree in
nursing. During this time, she also met her husband who attended a Lutheran church.
After a couple of years of marriage, they moved to Ontario where they lived for two
years, before her husband took a job with a paper mill in Arcata in northern California.
There had been four openings, and, as Evyln remembered it, God favored them. Her
husband was soon promoted to a supervisory position and they lived comfortably. Soon
she lived in a prosperous suburban neighborhood, and her career as a nurse provided
her with a steady income. Nonetheless, the move to California had been difficult. One
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problem was finding a church that offered emotional support. She stated that if not for
an older couple who lived next door, she and her husband would not have remained in
California. Having been uprooted from her family and church, she found appealing
Bakker’s message of emotional fulfillment. 488
This sense of isolation also attracted her to the Charismatic movement. Her
involvement began after she had her first child. As she recalled,
A friend had been reading a book...They Speak in Other Tongues. She had given
it to me and I was kind of ignorant. We went to a meeting and the other 3
ended up doing all the talking. I was just astounded. When we got home I just
started praying that the lord would start filling us with the holy spirit. I was one
of the first ones to get filled. I was starting to have dreams and visions and
adventures. I just had a baby..I had a 6 month old baby. It was so amazing. I
would have strange desires to do something. It was so foreign to me. Before we
would go to church and that was it; nothing like this. There were a couple of
Lutheran ladies...I laid down and saw and felt like I should go over to my friend’s
house..they were members of PTL also. I grabbed my baby and went there. I
noticed a green car in front. I saw 2 ladies and I kneeled down before them and
spoke in tongues. 489

Such stories were typical of the early Charismatic movement. Many of the early
Charismatics were uprooted men and women who found mainline churches unfulfilling.
Much like Evyln, they sought to shelter their families from a rapidly changing world.
Very often, too, women who became Charismatics described themselves as
“housewives.” 490 Hence, they prized the traditional family and emphasized family
togetherness. Evyln reflected these values. Although she worked as a nurse for part of
her life, when asked what she did during the 1960s and early 1970s, she emphasized
that she had raised her children. For the first years of their lives, she was a full-time
mother. This commitment to her family, she insisted, shielded her from much of the
social and economic turmoil in the country. As a Charismatic, she believed that the
Holy Spirit had strengthened the bond between parents and children. 491
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For a time, Evyln was able to balance her newfound Pentecostal beliefs with her
traditional Lutheranism by holding prayer meetings outside of the church. She and
other Charismatics would meet in living rooms where they practiced the gifts of the Holy
Spirit. Sometimes her Lutheran minister would attend. Soon she began watching Jim
Bakker and then Pat Robertson. She was immediately impressed with Bakker. She
enjoyed Jim and Tammy’s personalities, and described Jim Bakker as a “gifted
businessman.” Besides admiring the Bakkers, she enjoyed Bakker’s interviews. She was
inspired by the stories of people whose lives were transformed—and made more
prosperous--after turning to Christ. It was a contrast to the local culture which she
described as dominated by hippies and drug-users. These unproductive hippies
threatened to corrupt America and her efforts to inculcate her daughter with a strong
work ethic and family values.
Soon after, she bought two lifetime partnerships, although she never visited
Heritage USA. Over time, she also became politically active by the 1980s, and was the
leader of what she described as a pro-family movement whose mission was to protect
the family against abortion, homosexuality, and drugs. She held quarterly meetings to
discuss the progress of this pro-family agenda. She prepared pamphlets outlining the
positions of political candidates on family issues, and she developed close political ties
with the local Republican Party. She also recalled spending most of her time attacking
“anti-family Democrats.” Like other Charismatics, she saw her political activism as an
extension of her religious beliefs. She lamented the decline of her local community and
the rise of immorality, and drug use, and she believed these problems could be
eradicated by a revival of the Holy Spirit and the promotion of a religious revival.
Personal salvation, she thought, was inexorably linked to social regeneration and the
protection of family life. 492
Her commitment to conservative politics had deeper roots. Although Evyln
attributed her commitment to social issues of the 1970s as the main reason for her
support of the Republican Party, she had been a conservative since she moved to
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California.493 She explained, “Most of the people we hung out with in our prayer group
and church were Republicans although I do remember a couple that were Democrats for
a while but they finally saw the light.” The relationship between Evyln’s prayer groups
and conservative politics was even more noteworthy because conservatism was rare in
Arcata, which was a remote lumber town with a handful of small manufacturing plants
and a local university. The city and surrounding countryside had also become an
outpost for counter culture back-to-the-land experiments (and with these there also
developed an underground economy tied to producing cannabis). These factors made
the area extremely liberal. In the 1970s, Republicans usually won less than ten percent
of the vote and the Green Party held the majority of the city council. As Evyln recalled,
this made it very difficult for her to spread her conservative views. Evyln’s political views
were a minority within the community; they were consonant with the views of
California’s Charismatic movement and its Sunbelt base. So was her prosperity. 494
Their success, she concluded, was a product of God’s will and his willingness to
bless her family. Wealth and happiness, she was convinced, were the outgrowth of faith
and not socio-economic circumstances. At the same time, she saw societal breakdown
as the outgrowth of personal failure. Her family’s affluence allowed her to leave work
after she had children and this predisposed her to Bakker’s pro-family message. She
remains a fervent supporter of Jim Bakker to this day. 495
Another PTL lifetime partner with a similar background is Garlene. 496 Garlene
grew up in Cleveland, where her family attended a Presbyterian Church. She and her
husband eventually moved to a Dallas suburb where they began a family and became
very successful and wealthy. After she moved to Dallas, she questioned her Christian
identity, even though she attended a Christian church. As she recalled, “We thought we
were Christians but we weren’t.” It was not uncommon for Charismatics to
characterize other Christians as not full believers. While many Charismatics avoid
proclaiming they are better than other Christians, they believe that the movements’
embrace of supernatural gifts of the Holy Spirit makes it a more complete version of
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Christianity. She also emphasized her rejection of the social gospel. As she recalled,
“I went to a Presbyterian Church on Sunday and youth group but I never got the gospel .
. . just the social gospel.” In time, she came to see liberal Christianity’s emphasis on
social reform as a form of heresy. The only path to social and personal regeneration
was through a personal and experiential religion. She also began to embrace the
Charismatic movement’s view of poverty and wealth, which saw both as the product of
personal initiative and God’s favor. 497
This transformation was a reflection of her life. Her path to the Charismatic
movement began in 1972 when she attended an expo held by the Campus Crusade for
Christ. Campus Crusade was started by Bill Bright who, like Garlene and many of the
early promoters of the Charismatic movement, was a politically conservative
businessman. Soon she began watching Jim Bakker when he hosted the The 700 Club
because he “preached the Charismatic message.” She became a Charismatic Christian
and joined a Methodist church. Soon after, she purchased four lifetime partnerships
with PTL. She also gave to Bakker’s ministry regularly. While above and beyond what
she needed—and used--it was not unusual for PTL’s wealthier partners. 498
At about the time she became a Charismatic, she and her husband became
wealthy as a result of their successful packaging company. Although Garlene
acknowledged that she and her husband worked hard to achieve this success, she
attributed most of her wealth to faith in God and to her baptism of the Holy Spirit and
her involvement with the Charismatic movement. Although she had “more than [her]
fair share of material blessings,” she still did not feel fulfilled. The Charismatic
movement gave Garlene and her husband peace of mind that wealth alone could not
provide. Becoming a born-again filled an emptiness in her life and she soon became a
self-described Jesus-freak. In addition, she came to equate the gospel with prosperity
theology. She fervently maintained that God provided prosperity to those who
believed, and further commented that “we all know Jesus was not a pauper.” Her faith
in God also sustained her during hard times. At one point, she was diagnosed with
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cancer and had no insurance to cover her treatment. Consequently, she was forced to
remove funds from the profit-sharing and pension funds of her business in order to pay
her bills. She persevered, she thought, through these trials because of God’s blessing of
prosperity. She credited God with sustaining the business for seven more years, before
selling it to another “good Christian” for a significant profit.
Like many businesspeople who supported Jim Bakker, she also embraced the
message of positive thinking. Men and women who faced these pressures were heavily
represented in PTL and the Charismatic movement, and 499 Garlene exemplified this
connection. As an owner of a company that distributed wholesale plastic supplies, she
spent a great deal of time cultivating relationships with clients and suppliers. When a
salesperson left the company and attempted to take his accounts with him, she was
forced to travel for weeks in order to retain suppliers and customers. To save her
business, she needed to hide her frustration and her sense of betrayal. When visiting
clients, she presented herself as positive and unfazed by the situation. Positive thinking
and her religious faith allowed her to do this. It was no coincidence that it was during
this time that she turned to a religious movement that helped her control her emotions
in the face of a stressful crisis. 500
Sunbelt cities such as Dallas were characterized by service-oriented businesses
that pressured employees to become entrepreneurs for the organizations. In order to
compete in a global economy, firms also demanded that employees use their free time
to advocate for the company’s broader goals. As a result, many employees sacrificed
their home life and free time to become part of this new environment. They benefited
from the better-paying position, but the pressures were intense, and they met them by
joining religious institutions that could meet emotional demands and sanctify their
success. When Garlene talked about her life, these realities were evident. Business
pressure was always there, and she talked about how her strong faith—and positive
outlook—got her through these difficulties. 501
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Garlene viewed wealth as a product of positive thinking and religious faith, and
she understood her personal biography as a testament to the feasibility of success in
American society. When she described her success, she was quick to acknowledge that
her story was a testament to the power of faith. She also explainded that faith and hard
work lead to success. These beliefs led Garlene to affiliate with the Republican Party.
She remembered how this created a conflict for her when Jimmy Carter ran for
President as an evangelical Christian. As she recalled, “I did not vote for him and I was
not sure if it was my prejudice against Democrats. I just couldn’t vote for him. I was a
Republican my whole life.” 502
Another couple who were strong supporters of Jim Bakker were Jim and Tracy.
They both worked for IBM, and Jim was an executive in sales. After they were married,
IBM moved them to New York, Dallas, and then Charlotte. These frequent moves were
common for both IBM employees, and the fast-growing Sunbelt companies. In fact, IBM
bragged that their workforce’s interchangeability was a key to their success and their
employee training emphasized this. Employees responded, by declaring that IBM stood
for “I’ve Been Moved.” Many complained that this movement made it difficult to bond
with communities. Numerous studies also demonstrated that families—and especially
women--had difficulty adjusting to these rapid changes, showing signs of increased
anxiety and homesickness. 503
Jim and Tracy recalled similar experiences. As Tracy declared, “Charlotte was a
great place. We knew very few people at first, but there were some nice people. Jim
was busy at work most of the time, and we [the kids and she] were at home. I enjoyed
it, it was just . . . I came from a close-knit community. I wanted it for my kids. We
wanted them to be surrounded by a positive family environment.” Like many women
who relocated due to Job demands in the 1960s, she felt isolated. Tracy took a two-year
leave from IBM when her children were young. During this time, she spent most of her
days at Heritage USA, getting to know the staff, and socializing with other guests. She,
like many other members, described it as “heaven on earth.” Inside the park, her kids
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enjoyed the attractions and met many friends. She also was able to attend many
tapings of “The PTL Club.” She also commented on the safety of the park, declaring that
“It was a godly place. This is why I allowed my children to be unsupervised at times . . .
It was one of the best times my lives. It was just wonderful.” They also relished the
sense of community the park created, spending many of their holidays and family
events there.
Their politics also meshed with Jim Bakker’s message. Like many PTL members,
they held a conservative worldview and supported prosperity theology. They were lifelong Republicans, and became social conservatives in the 1970s. For them, however,
the most important issue was "keeping taxes down.” The park became an embodiment
of their social view. It was a shrine to American prosperity, and had a “positive”
atmosphere that contrasted with a society that increasingly emphasized limits. These
beliefs also made the couple strong supporters of Prosperity theology. Tracy
commented, “Prosperity theology is God’s theology . . . he provides wealth to those
who believe.” She followed these comments by declaring that it was difficult to “find a
positive Christian message.” This is why, she declared, she and her husband enjoyed Jim
and Tammy. As a family, they watched the show daily. They also defended Jim Bakker’s
lifestyle, declaring, “some people out there were just jealous of his success . . . although
[some] things did get out of hand.”
Bill and Tammy were another Charlotte-based PTL couple who shared a similar
experience. The couple had grown up in Buffalo, New York, and married after college.
Bruce joined the army in 1967 because he needed work and he “spent too much time
partying in college.” The couple spent the next twenty years hopping from one military
post to the next. As Bill recalled, “I moved up pretty quickly [in the army], but this also
required a lot of transfers.” Tammy worked odd jobs and raised their daughter. In 1974,
she began to watch CBN, and became a Charismatic Christian. Soon she began to
pressure Bill to become part of the movement. Bill was skeptical of religion in general,
and refused to join, but this changed after the couple began attending a large
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Charismatic church in suburban San Antonio with other military friends. As Bill recalled,
“I started witnessing things that I could not explain, just things, lots of things.” Although
Bill was reluctant to describe the events in detail, he “declared that he witnessed how
the Holy Spirit performed miracles upon many people’s lives, healing the sick and
bringing “bringing people out of dumps into prosperous lives.” Soon they began
watching The PTL Club. For them, the show was a stark contrast to “rotten”
environment of the 1970s.” As Bill recalled, “We had gas lines [in the 1970s], Jim Carter,
the whole thing, it was rotten.” 504
Soon the couple began making trips to Heritage USA whenever they drove from
Texas to New York to visit family. They were impressed. As Bill recalled, “it was an oasis
from the world.” Like “The PTL Club,” they viewed the park as a contrast to a “rotten”
world outside the gates. This excitement over PTL led the couple to retire to Rock Hill,
South Carolina in 1984. As locals recalled, many people were making a similar migration.
A former PTL lifeguard recalled that most visitors came from Pennsylvania, Ohio and
sometimes Florida, quickly transforming the close-knit, suspicious community into a
Charlotte suburb.

505

It was a community that, in Bills words, understood “Christ’s

promises and blessings to faithful.” 506 Some had jobs at PTL, and others worked in
Charlotte. Soon, they began visiting the park regularly, creating many new friends. 507
Bakker’s strongest supporters often described their lives as prosperous and their
personal lives as outstanding. The previous examples are evidence of that. There were
other, less typical, members, however, whose lives were very different. Although they
did not support the entirety of Jim Bakker’s message, they used his positive message to
cope with tragedy and difficult times in their lives. For these PTL partners, prosperity
theology was less important in their religious lives, and their commitment to Bakker was
weaker. Nonetheless, their stories illustrate how Bakker’s message could meet different
needs.
One example is Doty. Doty had grown up on a farm near Teays Valley, West
Virginia. He spent most of his childhood helping with chores and repairing farm
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machinery. As he recalled, he and his father “worked liked a dog.” He became a Jack of
All Trades who could raise cattle and chickens, fix machinery, and operate his father’s
saw mill. “It helped me in life, he said, and I determined I did not want to be a farmer.”
He entered the Army after high school and served in the Korean War. Upon returning
from Korea, he had wanted to attend college and became a high school football coach,
but he could not afford the tuition. Instead, he reenlisted for another four years and
later returned to city that had very few jobs. 508
Eventually, he found work as a maintenance man for an industrial plant where
he used his repair skills. He spent the next forty years with this company. He enjoyed
the work, but when he retired, the company cut his pension. He said bitterly: “that’s
gratitude and corporate thievery.” Doty’s work did not require emotional control. Nor
did he believe that God had delivered material blessings upon him. Instead, when
thinking back on his life, he often said “God's university is adversity” or “You learn more
in the valleys than you do the mountaintops.” His job, he said, “kept me out of poverty.”
His church life was also very different from those that characterized the Charismatic
movement. As a child, he attended a “small country church” and was raised by a
musical family that sang gospel and country music. This experience led him to
appreciate church even though he did not commit to the church in his younger years.
This lack of commitment, as he recalled, is why after Korea he spent “too much time
drinking” and hanging out with people whom he later realized were not good friends.
He developed a renewed interest in God and the church following the death of
his teenage son who was killed by a speeding driver. Doty recalled how he was
profoundly changed: “He broadsided him; my boy took the brunt of it; my life was
devastated; that drove me to Christ; you got to see you are not in control of your life;
the most traumatic thing in my life. I loved the boy; we were close buddies; it just took
my arm off; I can’t . . . It still bothers me to this day.” Following this new commitment,
he began watching PTL and signed up as a partner in order to find a “more spiritual
atmosphere.” He was little interested in PTL’s prosperity teachings or family-centered
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social message. He watched “The PTL Club” because he derived comfort from Bakker’s
message of hope.
Doty’s view of prosperity also had political implications. For example, when
asked about these ideas he stated, “Some of the things the Pentecostal movement does
there is no basis for. Some things are not in the Bible. The prosperity teachings were
part of it. I don’t think the Bible teaches that. I know a lot of people who named it but
did not claim it . . . Today we are looking for earthly things and that is a totally different
type of values than those early Christianity had in mind.” Prosperity theology ministers,
he thought, were as greedy “as Washington politicians.” They were both self-serving
men who cared little for the average person. Although he was frustrated with
contemporary Washington politics in general, he still saw himself as a life-long
Democrat. America, he thought, needed more presidents like Harry Truman and
Franklin Roosevelt whom he viewed as champions of the common person and not
corporate America. This was an economic worldview that stood in contrast to the
wealthy Charismatic supporters.
Earnest and Doris joined PTL for similar reasons. They were born in Lexington,
Kentucky and lived their entire lives in a city that was increasingly populated by
newcomers. As a youth, Earnest had been a member of the local Disciples of Christ
church and his wife was a Methodist. After they were married, they felt their churches
were not meeting their emotional needs and they joined a Charismatic Church. As Doris
recalled, this search for a more emotionally-fulfilling religion began after she gave birth
to a set of twins, one of whom had cerebral palsy. This strained their marriage and their
finances, which forced Earnest to work long hours in order to make ends meet. As she
remembered, “I was pretty well nuts with four kids. He was a fireman, and drove an
ambulance. I can’t tell you how many jobs he had.” With this stressful life, she turned
to PTL’s positive message. These experiences, however, led them to reject the principles
of prosperity theology. As Earnest commented: “In God’s economy everything belongs
to him. I don’t think I can demand from God; just snap my fingers and he is my sugar
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daddy.”

This belief also led them to praise “social Christianity.” They also stated that

the most important role of the church was “to be a leader in world for helping the
poor.” 509 These beliefs motivated them to travel to Peru in order to work in
orphanages and soup kitchens. They also rejected conservative politics. They were
committed Democrats until the Monica Lewinsky scandal when they voted Republican
for the first time.510
Although Earnst and Doris were not wealthy, they were not poor. Some
impoverished people, however, did support PTL. As a local social worker who knew
them recalled, most were also trying to fill an emotional void in their lives. Many simply
could not afford the $1,000 fee that was required of lifetime partners, marginalizing
their status in this money-driven ministry. Some did. As one former receptionist from
Heritage USA's largest hotel commented, about one in every twelve guests had their
clothes packed in “paper bags” and appeared to be from meager backgrounds.
One of these less wealthy members was Betty, who had grown up on the
outskirts of Allentown, Pennsylvania in a house that her father had converted from a
chicken coop. She remembered her childhood as difficult, largely because her parents
argued a lot. It helped, she said, that her parents worked long hours and were not
home very often. Betty was responsible for maintaining the household and cooking
meals for her family, which added to the difficult nature of her youth. So did the lack of
approval she received from her parents. As she recalled, “My mom was the boss and
she was demanding. She did not let me make my own decisions. I just did it . . . I was just
trying to survive.” As with Bakker’s own family, there was an absence of emotional
support while growing up.

511

After high school, she married, but the marriage got off to a bad start. First, her
mother refused to attend the wedding. Following the wedding, Betty discovered that
her husband had come from an abusive family and had difficulty communicating with
her. Searching for ways to ease her emotional pain, she started to watch Oral Roberts
on television, which she found more satisfying than her own Lutheran church.
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Roberts’ emphasis on emotional healing and positive thinking drew her into the
Charismatic movement. Eventually, she and her husband traveled to Oral Roberts
University where Oral Roberts personally laid hands on her to heal her emotional pain.
As she recalled, this seemed to alleviate many of her marital problems and she began to
watch PTL. She then looked for support from PTL when she and her husband had
marriage difficulties in the late 1970s. As she recalled, they had been seeking
counseling and nothing seemed to work. Then they decided to become members of PTL
and take part in a three-day inner healing seminar. As she recalled, it was very difficult
for them. Nonetheless, they viewed it as a bargain because “we went for $300 for three
days; it was much cheaper than a psychologist.” Betty’s reasons for becoming a
member of PTL fit a larger pattern of less wealthy PTL followers. 512 Betty was drawn to
the emotional healing potential—not Bakker’s vision of success or Heritage USA’s lavish
grounds.
Her politics was also different. Her parents were essentially apolitical and never
voted. Betty became politically engaged when she joined the Charismatic movement,
and gradually aligned herself with Charismatic’s conservative outlook. But her beliefs did
not appear to be connected to any particular worldview. When asked about political
issues, she responded that she simply relied on the advice from the televangelists she
watched on television. These included Jim Bakker, Oral Roberts, and Pat Robertson.
These less-wealthy supporters contrasted starkly with Bakker’s more fervent
followers who supported the entirety of Bakker’s message and contributed heavily to
the ministry. Still, there were others. Many of these members, while not wealthy, had a
comfortable economic situation and supported Jim Bakker. They were Republicans,
spoke glowingly about PTL’s message, but did not defend prosperity theology
vehemently. 513 One of these was Warren, who had grown up in Huntington, West
Virginia in the late 1930s. His father was a mechanic and worked in a rail yard, while his
mother was employed at a drug store. After high school, Warren worked at the CNO
railway and later became a sales representative for a linen supply company. Then he
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started his own business. Although he recalled the 1930s as being difficult, he felt that
he had job and economic security throughout his life. His success was impressive
because unemployment was high in Huntington during the 1950s as a result of the
mechanization of coal mining and a decline in local manufacturing jobs. 514
Warren began watching Jim Bakker in the late 1970s. He was drawn to the
emotional style of Bakker’s preaching and the neatly manicured grounds at Heritage
USA, which he described as “a nice place to take a family.” Like many salespeople who
joined PTL, he sought an emotional sanctuary where he could renew himself and
express his emotions. He recalled watching Jim Bakker on his extended sales trip across
West Virginia and Kentucky. He was also impressed with Heritage USA, and especially
the Heritage Grand hotel. It was clean and ornate. He, however, had conflicting views
about prosperity theology. When asked about this, he approached the topic with
ambivalence and noted how he felt Jim and Tammy got "way out of hand." They did,
however, declare (a bit later) that “God will provide to the faithful.” This ambivalence
characterized his political views as well. As a youth, his mother was a Republican and
his father a Democrat. His mother’s relatives were Republican Party activists and his
grandmother was a “block-beater” for the Party. He believed his father became a
Democrat because of his union job at the American Car and Foundry factory. Often his
parents argued about politics, but when he entered the world of sales, he gravitated to
the Republican Party. When he became an independent businessman, his commitment
to the Republican Party grew even stronger. The Democrats, he thought, distributed too
many handouts, which contrasted with his philosophy of a “days pay for a day’s
work.” 515 Like Bakker’s Sunbelt supporters, Warren’s view of his economic situation was
optimistic. When asked about his economic status, he indicated he never had difficulty
obtaining work and was always financially secure.
Similar supporters were the Pulaskis, who came from modest backgrounds, yet
were drawn to many aspects of Bakker’s message. As their daughter recalled, they
were both born in rural Pennsylvania, and after marrying, they moved to suburban
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Allentown, Pennsylvania.

Allentown was an ideal family-centered community where

“everything they needed” was within walking distance. After they married, they left
their Lutheran church and joined a non-denominational evangelical church. In the
1970s, they became enthralled with Jim and Tammy and Heritage USA. As their
daughter recalled, her mother was home during the day, and she began to watch PTL for
company and also identified with Tammy’s free spirit. Watching the show became a
family event. While their daughter was unsure if they approved of prosperity theology,
she remembered that her parent were impressed with the “glitz and the glamour” of
the Bakkers and Heritage USA, and the “high-class atmosphere” of the PTL program.
She also remembered her mother explaining that God was blessing the Bakker family,
whom she described as a “nice Christian family.” Like many Charismatic women, Mrs.
Pulaski was a full-time mother, who found appealing Jim and Tammy’s emphasis on the
family. 516
Although similar to many PTL families, the Pulaskis tended to be more moderate
in their politics. This set them apart from the more fervent defenders of prosperity
theology who were much more hostile toward liberal activism. While the Pulaskis
believed government’s role in society should be limited, they were not hostile to social
reform. For example, in the 1960s, Mrs. Pulaski, as her daughter remembered, felt
tremendous sympathy for African Americans and also supported government aid for
those in poverty. 517 Although their support for the Republican Party was linked to their
belief in smaller government, they were not zealots, nor were they stark defenders of
prosperity theology.
Why this ambivalence about prosperity theology? The way Jim Bakker presented
these ideas offers some explanation. In many broadcasts, Bakker simply told followers
about how God was blessing his life and the lives of PTL followers, and this allowed
supporters to interpret the meaning of his message and mold it to their own beliefs.
This was often followed by requests for money, after which Bakker told viewers that if
they gave to the ministry they would be rewarded. The promises of prosperity were
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also integrated into the décor and environment at Heritage USA.518 As one former
employee noted, PTL’s promises of prosperity were mostly unspoken:
If you did not believe that [prosperity gospel] then people felt sorry for you. It is
why you didn’t prosper if you didn’t have God on your life. It was talked about
but it didn’t have to be. For guest the whole atmosphere said this can be yours if
you just sew your seed and follow Christ; look what we done here because we
said yes to God. There were limos that sat in front of the hotel all the time.
Where do you go as a Christian where you see limos sitting around.519

Jim Bakker, in his retrospective book I Was Wrong, also highlighted how his faith
was connected to the grandeur of Heritage USA. As he recalled, “At PTL, I believed that
by constructing large buildings, a great television network, and other marvelous, big
programs, and far-reaching ministries, I believed I was showing faith through works.” 520
Bakker’s message was often presented through story and suggestion rather than
through preaching. This further illustrates the difficulty that arises when trying to
survey people about motivation.521 Although not all followers explicitly approved of
prosperity theology, they all praised Heritage USA’s “high-class” amenities and saw the
park as a symbol of God’s blessing. They approved of religious organizations spending
money on lavish settings and grounds.
These views also revealed their acceptance of Bakker’s claims that God’s
blessing had allowed him to create this “heaven on earth.” For them, the park was a
blending of consumer society and religion in a way that blurred the lines between the
promises of America's consumer culture and that of religion. This relationship, as weak
as it was, still bound them to the movement’s conservatism. Government, they felt,
should not redistribute wealth. Like other believers of prosperity theology, they viewed
wealth and poverty as the outgrowth of personal faith and morality, leading them to
become supporters of the Republican Party as well as Bakkers’ ministry.
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Another PTL supporter who came from a modest background was John who
grew up in Kentucky. When he was five, he and his family moved several miles north to
Louisville. Although they were churchgoers, he did not become involved with religion
until his late twenties, at which time he joined a local Pentecostal church, which had
about 150 members. Most of the parishioners were blue-collar workers. It was a bluecollar Pentecostal church which, as John noted, was in sharp contrast to the nearby
Charismatic churches whose parishioners were wealthy, less southern, and more likely
to promote prosperity theology. As was true of many of PTL’s working-class PTL
members, John’s connection to the Republican Party was weaker. Reflecting on the
1970s, he did not remember being politically active but felt he probably would have
sided with the Republican Party on issues such as gay rights and abortion.522
John also did not explicitly defend PTL’s prosperity message. Nonetheless, PTL’s
lavish environment appealed to him and convinced him to become a partner and
supporter. As he remembered, “I think the two things that got my attention was [sic]
the fact that everything they did was first class. There was always a positive message.
When we were there . . . it was like I don’t belong in this social league but they are
letting me in anyway. That is what attracted me to them. It was first class. Everything
they did was just was the same caliber as ABC, CBS and here is Christian TV that is doing
that on that scale. I thought it was a true miracle.” Like many moderate supporters,
John’s view of the park became symbolized his belief in prosperity theology. It was a
symbol that Bakker’s faith created prosperity.
Another similar supporter was Ken. Ken’s path to PTL fit a larger pattern of
many PTL supporters. He had first begun a business career before joining the
Charismatic movement. As was the case with many Charismatics, he found himself in a
career that demanded emotional control and a high level of performance while
separating him from his family and friends, and this placed heavy emotional demands
on him. 523
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Ken spent his childhood in a middle class farming community in southern Virginia
and then moved to suburban Richmond where he enrolled in high school. His family,
however, was originally from the Midwest. Because of his continued appreciation for
the Midwest, he decided to attend Western Michigan University where he received a
degree in business. During this time, he became involved in the Charismatic movement.
After graduation, he returned to Richmond where he began his business career. He
then followed a lucrative job opportunity and moved to a suburb of Washington DC in
1977. After this move, he broke away from the Catholic Church and joined the
Assemblies of God. It gave him a sense of community in a city where he had no family
and few friends. Soon after, he began watching PTL on his office television. Whenever
he felt discouraged or unmotivated, he would turn on PTL and the “positive message”
would help him get through the day. Although Ken accepted Bakker’s prosperity
message, he was more attached to PTL’s positive thinking. He could turn on PTL’s
twenty-four hour network at any time and hear a positive encouraging message.
Between Tammy singing “Never Give Up” or Robert Schuler telling his followers that
failure “just means you haven’t succeeded yet,” he was able to find an encouraging
message. This gave him the energy and encouragement to meet with his next client
with new vigor.

524

Ken’s politics and views on prosperity theology were also similar to other
moderate supporters of Bakker. He was not an explicit supporter of prosperity theology.
He did see, however, PTL’s lavish amenities as an example of God's blessing. He also
condoned Jim Bakker’s lifestyle and his ostentatious spending habits. He only
questioned Bakker’s financial activities after he became a partner and began to doubt
the long-term viability of PTL’s business model. Ken’s politics also mirrored many other
PTL supporters who were conservative in the 1960s for economic reasons, before
becoming social conservatives in the 1970s. As he recalled, “I am a pro-lifer...I think the
nation made a mistake when they took prayer out of school.” He viewed religious
revival as the foundation of social reform, and believed faith was the means to
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prosperity for the nation and the individual. By the end of the 1970s, he believed these
ideas were reflected in PTL and his local Pentecostal church.
Another moderate supporter of Bakker was Evyln S. 525 Evyln S. was from
Pennsylvania and she spent her entire life in the town where she was born. The
daughter of steel mill worker, she grew up attending an Evangelical United Church, and
decided not to attend college after high school. Instead, she married her high school
sweetheart. Her husband joined the army and after he was discharged he went to
work at the local steel mill like her father. As she recalled, “the jobs in factories paid
better than many college jobs so he could not find a reason to go to college.” Unlike
many PTL followers, Evyln never moved about the country, but like many Charismatic
women, she grew up in an economically conservative family, and became a housewife.
She found appealing PTL’s conservative economic and social message. Home alone
during the days, she enjoyed Jim and Tammy’s inspirational messages. Soon Evlyn
viewed morality, Christianity, and family life as inter-connected. By the end of 1970s
she explained her political choices as a product of her religious beliefs, and began voting
for the first time. As she explained, “I looked to the Bible when it came to politics and
tried to find good Christian candidates who were against abortion.” 526
PTL members came from a wide cross-section of American society. They were
drawn to PTL for different reasons. Those who were most committed to PTL and
believed in prosperity theology also demonstrated strong conservative leanings.
Working in jobs that imposed heavy emotional demands while providing significant
economic rewards, they were drawn to Bakker’s prosperity theology and positive
thinking. Others embraced his pro-family message the blended with their suburban
family lives. These connections highlight how Bakker’s theology message was able meet
the emotional and political needs of these middle-class men and women. Their lives
and carriers made them receptive to prosperity theology. This relationship explains why
PTL’s membership was strongest in the Sunbelt states such as California and North
Carolina which witnessed a large influx of middle class migrants during the 1970s. The
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combination of affluent suburbs, economic opportunity, and the nature of their work
allowed these suburbanites to view their lives and social change in a similar fashion.
While social issues often solidified many PTL members’ commitment to the Republican
Party, most were already conservative well before these issues became paramount to
their political outlook. This relationship was reflected in the early surveys of the
Charismatic movement and helped solidify the strong bond between Bakker and the
Republican Party. His supporters were drawn to both movements by a socio-political
worldview that led them to support both prosperity theology and the Republican Party.
For these members, their approval of the opulence of Heritage USA often indicated an
acceptance of Jim Bakker’s message. Their acceptance of these ideas reinforced their
belief that, in American society, success and failure were largely the result of personal
choice.
These men and women’s geographic mobility also created a sense of alienation
that drew them to Jim and Tammy’s hopeful, family-oriented message. This appealed to
mothers who were home alone in the suburbs, businesspeople who traveled long hours,
and spouses with marital problems. Along with many other Americans in the 1970s,
PTL members felt adrift in a society where close friendships were difficult to maintain.
Bakker’s ministry provided a therapeutic solution for these people along with an
economic message that fit their lifestyle. They were Jim Bakker’s foundation.
Bakker, however, was having difficulty. His message always demanded that he
demonstrate how Heritage USA was defying economic reality, showing the veracity of
his prosperity theology. He built bigger, faster, and took risks. Criticism arose. Bakker
became increasingly defensive. A similar trend was occurring in his personal life. His
spending was out of control. While always ostentatious, his spending became even
more audacious, and his lifestyle became raucous. Obsessed with Heritage, his family
and marriage was falling apart. Soon Bakker and his followers would realize PTL, Jim
Bakker and Heritage USA were on the precipice. 527
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Chapter 10
Falling from Grace: The Downfall of PTL Ministries
By the mid-1980s Heritage USA covered 2,500 acres and was visited by over six
million visitors annually. This growth was astounding for this seven-year-old resort.
Inside the gates, Bakker’s followers were promised a world where negativity and limits
did not exist. Its waterpark, suburbs, and other accommodations stood as a shrine to
Bakker’s wildly popular form of Pentecostalism. By this time, one-half of American
evangelicals described themselves as Charismatic, swelling the movement to over 35
million followers. 529 And many of them made pilgrimages to Heritage, which they
embraced as a shrine to affluence, prosperity and family togetherness.530 But Bakker’s
world did not survive. By 1989, the resort was in bankruptcy, he was in jail, and PTL’s
members were holding worthless memberships.
This downfall was one of the most dramatic events of the 1980s. For observers
and writers it highlighted Bakker’s sly manipulation of his followers and the power of his
charisma. He became an Elmer Gantry figure, using religion and charisma to extract
funds out of his uneducated, rural followers for his personal gain. To skeptics, Bakker—
like Gantry—would break all rules, contradict all values, and break the law to sustain his
way of life. Soon Bakker-like characters were turning up on television shows like Murder
She Wrote, Mike Hammer, Spencer for Hire, and Saturday Night Live. 531 Popular music
mocked him as well. Metallica, for example, wrote Leper Messiah, which declared "the
sheep are gathering set the trap, hypnotize now you follow." Others described his
followers as sheep and poor rural folk. Suicidal Tendencies' Send me Your Money, which
was an explicit critique of Jim and Tammy Bakker’s appeals for money, declared "We'll
take your momma's dentures if they got gold in them." A similar narrative was also
popular in Hollywood. The 1989 spy film License to Kill created two characters based on
Jim and Tammy Bakker named Joe and Deedie Butcher. In the film, these televangelists
used their ministry to dupe naive followers into sending them money as a cover for a
massive drug smuggling operation that sustained a luxurious lifestyle. 532
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The popular image of the disgraced Bakker was that of someone who willfully
manipulated his followers, promising them rewards that he knew did not exist. These
portrayals were not wrong. Heritage USA had needy followers who became mesmerized
by Bakker’s promises of wealth and happiness. From his youth, Bakker had shown a
willingness to exaggerate his monetary needs in order to raise funds, and neither he nor
Tammy showed remorse for their lifestyle. Jim admittedly only gave his viewers positive
news, obfuscating the problems of his ministry. He also used his ministry to finance his
ostentatious lifestyle, despite economic problems. 533
Yet, the sources of Bakker’s downfall were more complex. His primary
supporters were not uneducated dupes. They were Sunbelt suburbanites who were
drawn to Bakker’s message of a world without limits. For them, his emphasis on the
positive—and obfuscation of the negative-- was not manipulation, but rather the means
to a happy, fulfilled Christian life. They wanted a God who would fulfill their every
desire, regardless of economic realities, while protecting their family from social
pressures. This was what Bakker promised them. His followers saw these ideas as a
reflection of their Sunbelt suburban lives. For them, Bakker’s obsession with growth was
a sign of his divine providence. Heritage USA’s Victorian mansions were signs of a world
without limits. The more Bakker built, the more his followers endorsed his message.
Increasingly, however, Heritage USA was short of revenues. Alongside these problems,
the Bakkers’ image as an ideal Christian family broke down when rumors of affairs and
drug use began to surface. This created a cavernous gap between Bakker’s message and
the reality of his life. In turn, Heritage USA depended on the obfuscation of these
problems. This created a “house of cards” that was toppled when exposés highlighted
these contradictions and PTL’s financial problems. In an attempt to stave off disaster,
Bakker began to sacrifice parts of Heritage USA that were less noticeable to guests
beginning in 1984. Despite massive fundraising drives, Bakker could not prevent the
problems of 1980s America infiltrating their community and resort. 534
***
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One program that demonstrated these problems was the Heritage USA school.
Bakker frequently presented Heritage as a refuge for children, shielding them from
drugs, sex, and violence, while leading them to success and prosperity. This motivated
one mother to enroll her daughter in PTL’s Christian school where she became class
president. As she recalled, the school was far different than the image Bakker had
presented on his show. The school was understaffed because Bakker had put most of
the PTL's money into new buildings and other projects. Sometimes classes were held in
tents, and Bakker frequently pulled students out of school in order to fill seats in the
auditorium for The PTL Club broadcasts. The school was inadequate and the students
realized this. One former student said:
You went to a scoring station and checked your own work, which was easy to
cheat on ‘cause the answers were right there. And at the end of that book you
would staple it together and take the test at the end of the book. Well you
already knew what the book was like because it was right there at the end of the
book. You had to go to the teacher’s desk to take the test. There were no
classroom lectures. The second year they brought someone in for math and TV
production. It was hard to teach yourself math. Social studies and English were
out of the book. A lot of us were not doing anything. I learned to memorize
answers and put them where they go. 535

There were other issues as well. Heritage was supposed to be a shelter from
drugs and promiscuity. But a former student recalled that she and her classmates
routinely purchased drugs at a nearby gas station. Without much supervision, they often
went to a wooded area for drugs and casual sex. This behavior, she claimed, was
widespread among the students and the PTL security staff were helpless to stop it. She
even recalled, while working at the park with her friends, mocking visitors who told
them that they should not be using drugs. They laughed at Bakker's claims that Heritage
was a drug-free alternative to the outside world. As she recalled, "A lot of parents
wanted PTL to raise us. They relied a lot on it. You are going to go there . . . ok. Being a
parent now, how in the world do you do that?" These problems were compounded by
the behavior of adults at the park. She recalled some of PTL's executive staff having
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group sex while she was in another bedroom with her friends. As a teenager, this led her
to conclude that this was normal behavior. Austin Miles, who was a close associate of
Bakker and had a show on PTL's network and, saw much of the same side of PTL.536 As
he recalled, "An intense sexual energy could be felt around both Heritage USA and
Heritage Village . . . Young people who came to attend the school of evangelism quickly
paired off. It became a common occurrence to round a corner and interrupt two young
people in an intimate embrace." He also remembered the Jacuzzi in Jim Bakker's office
being described as the "floozy Jacuzzi" because it was regularly used by male PTL staff
members to seduce women. 537
The Bakkers’ presentation of themselves as "the first family of Christianity" was
also breaking apart amidst rumors of drugs and infidelity. Tammy Faye Bakker had a
brief affair with Gary Paxtonm who was a recording artist and a frequent guest on PTL.
In fact, their marriage had been in trouble since Bakker had begun to build Heritage
USA. 538 Tammy was frustrated with Jim's long hours and his obsession with expanding
PTL and Heritage. Tammy’s schedule, however, was nearly as hectic. In addition to the
The PTL Club, she had her own daily show, Tammy's House Party. She was also busy
recording and producing new albums. Their children often spent much of their time with
other PTL employees and very little with their parents. They roamed around Heritage
USA. As Jay Bakker recalled, "I could charge anything from my parents' account, and I
was not above tendering bribes of pizza, drinks, candy bars, and new toys in order to get
new kids to hang out with me.” Tammy Sue led a similar lifestyle. As Charles Sheppard
explained, when she was fifteen, she told Jim she wanted a car. Despite the fact she did
not have a license, Jim bought her a new car and let her drive it around the grounds.
Their friends also received privileges, such as traveling in limos, knowing that no one
would scold them.539 It was a far cry from their idealized TV image. Stories about
Bakker's infidelity and the cover-up of his affair with Jessica Hahn were also beginning to
surface after 1986. 540
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There were also ever-present financial and business problems. For example,
when planning the water park, Bakker never determined what size the park should be
relative to PTL's income and projected visitors. While it surprised the project’s
contractors, Bakker told them that he was confident that God would provide for
whatever they needed. Bakker made other bad financial decisions. He, for example,
broke a contract with the first waterpark builder because he found another company
that could supply a wave pool with bigger waves. This ended up costing PTL $256,000. In
addition, ostentatious bonuses and weekend retreats cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars. 541
By 1984, PTL was having difficulty paying bills, and many Charlotte contractors
refused to do work for Heritage unless they were paid in advance. PTL, meanwhile, had
$28.5 million in liabilities and $8.6 million in assets, which made it a high risk. Jim
Bakker's solution was to offer more memberships to Heritage USA despite a lack of
accommodations. He turned “The PTL Club” into an hour-long advertisement for
Heritage USA and its lifetime partnerships, while reducing funding to foreign missions
and charitable programs. One member, Larry Hall, an early PTL board member who was
pushed out of the organization, warned Bakker that instead of the building frenzy that
"he should work to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and propagate the Bible. If Jesus
was to return today then PTL should be out building people, not buildings." 542
Bakker increasingly sacrificed much of the charitable and missionary work of
Heritage USA in order to keep guests happy and the money flowing. The construction of
Kevin's House for hard-to-adopt handicapped children was one example. It was built in
“Farmland USA” next to the Heritage Grand Mansion in a style that fit this Victorian
village. It was also, as Charles Sheppard illustrated, a "shrewd instrument for raising
money." 543 The house was named for Bakker’s second cousin Kevin Whitum. Seventeenyears-old in 1986, Kevin suffered from brittle bone disease, which caused him to have
an adult-sized head and the body of a small child. On one broadcast, Kevin was put on
the air, where he described his affliction and his early life of bouncing around from one
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foster home to another. With music playing in the background, he then went on to
describe how hard it was to get around in the world in a wheelchair and what he would
like in his dream home. Bakker told the audience, while crying, that he was going to
build a house for Kevin and people like him. He also promised the viewers that, with
their help, they would build this house in thirty days because Kevin was sick and he
could die at any time. As he had done many times before, Bakker invoked a sense of
crisis to bring in funds. Hastily built, the house never met local building codes and Kevin
and his adoptive family became its only residents. 544
The charity programs also created a problem for Bakker because his promises of
prosperity and mental transformation appealed to people who were economically and
emotionally distraught. He often told viewers on The PTL Club that if they were hurting
and in trouble, they should come to Heritage. Some did, after selling what little they
owned. Patricia McHale, who ran a local Christian charity named Pilgrim's Inn, offered a
typical profile: “The little family in Oregon who was maybe working minimum wage and
the wife was working and had three kids; they sold what they had; by the time they got
here the car was broken down." 545
This influx of people in need was a problem for a ministry that was spending
most of its money on luxurious accommodations. Heritage initially put them in tents in a
back section of the campground, which led to the creation of a small tent city of people
without money, jobs, or food. One security guard remembered being worried that this
"rowdy" area of the campground was jeopardizing security. The issues of poverty and
unrest were penetrating the gates of Bakker’s community. Eventually, PTL began to
push people out in order restrict the size of this tent city, but this meant forcing many
economically distraught men and women on the local community. 546 According to
Patricia McHale, PTL could not feed and clothe people within the campgrounds. She
took blankets and food to the campgrounds. She recalled, "Then their campground; they
did not know what to do with them; they put them in a campground in really deplorable
conditions; they did not offer them money to go back home. I would go there with my
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groceries; it was families with children, some in wheel chairs." She also discovered
children sleeping in torn and wet blankets in broken tents. Despite these conditions, as
she recalled in bemusement, these distraught people would often tell her that if Bakker
knew they had these problems, he would certainly have helped them out. She also
began getting calls from people who had been turned away at the gate. When she
visited Heritage USA’s People that Love Center, she found: " It was like no one was ever
in there; if you come to Salvation Army or Pilgrim's Inn you can see people have gone
through; I was there many times; it was like what's going on here?" Others noted similar
problems at other PTL charities. The conclusion was obvious: PTL's dire financial
situation made it more interested in appearances. 547
Before long, people were streaming into local charities with reports that they
had been turned away from Heritage USA. Soon Pilgrims Inn, the Salvation Army, the
Red Cross, and another local charitiy were receiving as many as fifty people a day. When
a story appeared in a newspaper, Jim Bakker sent a representative over to McHale, who
placed a $1000 check on her table and said, "we read your article and would like to
make a donation, but we want it to stop." It was a donation that, as she recalled, helped
them deal with the problem for a couple of weeks, but it was not a long-term solution.
Bakker followed this by inviting the local social-service organizations to an extravagant
lunch, but offered no financial assistance to any of the agencies. He was simply trying to
contain the critical news stories, which called into question his claim that through faith
he could build a society that promised prosperity for all without sacrifice.548
There were also problems with PTL's staff. At the top of PTL's structure there
were Bakker’s close friends who were paid well and who lived well. They also engaged in
sexual indiscretions. Further down the PTL hierarchy, however, many PTL workers did
not know about these problems, and others simply looked the other way. Many faithful
employees were shocked when the revelations became public. They still saw PTL in the
way Bakker had presented it on the air. Even within PTL there were two distinct worlds.
Most of Heritage USA’s employees lived on small salaries and wages. In fact, as Austin
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Miles recalled, some full-time PTL employees were paid so badly that they qualified for
the federal food stamp program. Jim Bakker frequently forced these employees to
attend his daily broadcast without compensation. This led to a high turnover rate and "a
sense of disloyalty and dissension." While some people at PTL were living a life of
prosperity, many others were not. If made public, these problems would challenge
Bakker’s promise that prosperity was a right of all the followers of his ministry. 549
These problems were compounded by a lax organizational structure. As the
former vice president of operations remembered, the organization’s numerous divisions
became a collection of independent organizations with no effective oversight. There
was also no inventory system, and employees frequently had to purchase their own
supplies. For example, when PTL built the road to Kevin's House, it hired 24 people but
only had 12 shovels. This led to deep-seated resentment and frustration among PTL's
employees. Heads of departments, moreover, often did not obtain competitive bids for
projects, which encouraged widespread kickbacks. Bakker tried to clean up the mess,
but he was unwilling to upset underlings who had created their own little empires. 550
Having sold Heritage USA as a Christian utopia free of the problems of
mainstream society, Bakker now found that Heritage USA embodied many of these
problems. It led to a rapid breakdown of his ministry in 1986, as its contradictions
became increasingly public knowledge. The breakdown was dramatic and elevated PTL
and Bakker to the front page of newspapers across the United States, leading to his
downfall, and creating one the most dramatic news stories of the 1980s. 551
Bakker’s movement had also come under attack from other Pentecostals who
helped expose the ministry’s shortcomings. Most significantly, Jimmy Swaggart, whose
half-hour show aired on Bakker’s network, began to attack Bakker's theology and the
Charismatic movement, which he claimed was a corruption of traditional
Pentecostalism. This critique first surfaced when Swaggart, on his show, lambasted “the
husband and wife team” who were corrupting God’s word. Although it was not clear if
he was referring to the Bakkers or the Crouches, it demonstrated that he had become
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increasingly critical of Bakker's desire to build and his promotion of prosperity theology,
eventually telling Bakker that he was turning away from God. Bakker spurned the
warnings, and minimized the problems within PTL’s charities. Swaggart’s ministry
emphasized traditional Pentecostalism’s focus on sin and anti-worldliness which led
Bakker to describe him as a “doom and gloom” prophet. These differences surfaced
when Swaggart endorsed a book entitled The Seduction of Christianity which
condemned the prosperity gospel as heretical. Bakker rightfully understood this as an
attack on his ministry, and began to attack Swaggart on his show, eventually removing
him from his network. Other prosperity ministers reacted in kind. For example, Paul
Crouch, whose network also broadcast Swaggart’s show, ran a scroll bar during
Swaggart's broadcasts declaring that the network did not endorse Swaggart’s beliefs. In
response, Swaggart began to publicize allegations about Bakker and his ministry, and
encouraged the Assemblies of God to defrock Bakker. Swaggart viewed this conflict as
an opportunity to attack the Charismatic movement and bring them into his ministry.552
More damning revelations also surfaced, leading to Bakker’s resignation. The
most significant was the discovery by Charles Sheppard of the Charlotte Observer that
Jim Bakker, years earlier, had an affair with Jessica Hahn and was using PTL funds as
hush money. 553 Reporters also began to uncover how Bakker's close affiliation with the
Republican Party blocked an earlier investigation by the FCC. At the time, Bakker
believed his ties to Ronald Reagan would shield him from any federal scrutiny. Then
there emerged stories of wife-swapping, other affairs, and drug use at PTL. On March
19, 1987, Jim Bakker resigned and moved to Palm Springs. For a time, he lived in the
guesthouse at Dexter Yager's estate where he continued to broadcast a new show.
Amidst the upheaval, Jerry Falwell temporarily took over control of PTL ministries,
preventing Jim and Tammy's return, and gutting the organization of Bakker's supporters.
Envious of Bakker’s satellite network, he soon began to make public their financial and
moral lapses, while lambasting the greed and selfishness of Jim and Tammy Bakker. This
was the beginning of what some have described as a 'holy war' between the nation's
televangelists over the fate of the Bakkers and the remains of their empire. Against
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Bakker stood Falwell, Swaggart, and a host of mainstream media critics. On Bakker's
side were Robert Schuler, Oral Roberts, Paul Crouch, Jack Hayford and Kenneth
Copeland. 554 It was a closing of the ranks of the prosperity theology movement. 555 His
supporters preached prosperity theology and Hayford, Crouch, and Schuler all were
from Southern California where these ideas were thriving. Clearly, they understood that
if critics were able to expose Bakker’s greed, it would embolden outsiders to peer into
their ministries and attack their beliefs.556
With these revelations, the PTL ministry was doomed. After Bakker's resignation,
donations fell by sixty percent. Fallwell's takeover only delayed and possibly hastened
this downfall, as many of Bakker's Charismatic supporters viewed Falwell as an outsider
who did not deserve their loyalty. They also did not appreciate his characterization of
Bakker's wealth as a symbol of his immorality. This negative environment was
exacerbated by the daily coverage of what Falwell called "the Watergate of the religious
world," which led to a thirty percent decline in donations to religious intuitions
nationally. Moreover, as a LA Times survey showed, after the scandal favorable ratings
of all religious broadcasters fell dramatically except for Billy Graham. This was
compounded by the IRS's revocation of PTL Ministry’s tax-exempt status, dating back to
1980. By April of 1988, PTL was bankrupt and up for sale at the command of federal
courts. Jim Bakker’s effort to buy back Heritage failed. Eventually, the property was
divided up and sold.557
For Bakker and other PTL leaders, legal troubles soon followed. This surprised
Bakker who still believed his political connections would shield him from prosecution.
First, there was a class action by a group of PTL partners who were seeking damages for
their now worthless partnership plans, and the IRS was demanding Bakker pay $666,492
in taxes due to inaccurate income claims. More importantly, the federal government
was now investigating Bakker and his supporters’ illegal financial practices while they
were in charge of PTL ministries. Then, on November of 1988, Bakker was indicted on
eight counts of mail fraud, and sixteen counts of wire fraud. Further bad news arose
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when Bakker discovered that the federal government had made plea agreements with
three of Bakker's closest allies in exchange for their testimonies. The most damning of
these agreements was the settlement between the government and Richard Dortch,
PTL's vice president, whose testimony would become integral to the Federal
government's case against Bakker. In exchange for testimony, he plead guilty to three
counts of fraud and was given ten years in prison. 558
In the case, the government set out to prove that Bakker was running a religious
pyramid scheme. At the center of these argument was Bakker's partnership plan. As
noted in earlier chapters, Bakker devised this plan in 1983 because donations were
stagnating while Bakker's plans for his Christian theme park were expanding
exponentially. He then began offering supporters a three-night stay at Heritage USA for
the rest of their lives in exchange for a $1,000 donation. He followed this offer with
promises that he would leave half of the rooms in the Heritage Grand hotel available to
partners. This new program lead to an influx of donations while focusing Bakker's
attention on the wealthier portions of his audience. This lead him to increasingly
emphasize prosperity theology and the resort-side of theme park. During this process,
he also began to divert money and rooms away from partner benefits in order to pay for
other building projects at Heritage USA. These funds were also used to pay for Bakker
and his friends’ exorbitant lifestyle and the hush money given to Jessica Hahn. The
government argued that this diversion was the outgrowth of a deliberate scheme
devised by Bakker to defraud his followers for personal gain. 559
The key to the government's case was Bakker's intent. They needed to prove
that this diversion of funds was willful and not the result of bad business practices. This
forced the Justice Department to construct a narrative of Bakker that depicted him as a
greedy, manipulative huckster who duped his poor, unknowing followers into his
scheme so that he could fleece them of their money and live the extravagant lifestyle.
This was the same narrative used by much of popular culture and the media. With the
increasingly public revelations about Bakker's affairs and greed, many had already been
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convinced. Reflecting these perceptions, Charles Sheppard, who won the Pulitzer Prize
for his reporting on Bakker, described the downfall of PTL ministries as the outgrowth of
Jim Bakker's narcissistic personality disorder. Always needing adulation, he surrounded
himself with sycophants and created a material world that he used to overcompensate
for the lack of an emotional, loving mother. In this narrative, Bakker's audience was
made up of gullible and misinformed outsiders who were duped by Bakker's false
promises.560
To support their case, the prosecution presented video evidence of promises Jim
Bakker made to partners that he did not fulfill. This evidence was nearly identical to that
which was used by the FCC in 1979. As they demonstrated, Bakker knowingly oversold
his partnerships and choose not to present this information to his supporters. They also
presented evidence from Bakker’s staff that he understood that these deceptions were
occurring. Numerous PTL partners also testified that they believed Bakker mislead them,
and given better information on PTL broadcasts, they would not have given money to
PTL ministries. Others testified that they had difficulty getting reservations at the Grand
with their partnership cards. Backing up this evidence, was testimony and video
evidence of Bakker's lifestyle. The prosecution showed the jury images of Bakker's
estates throughout the country, his ever-expanding benefits package, his private jet,
extravagant shopping trips, and his fleet of vehicles. They contrasted these images with
testimony of low-level PTL employees who described their difficult lives, denial of
overtime pay, and inadequate work environments. Supplementing these testimonies,
they presented witnesses who highlighted how Bakker underfunded PTL's charity work
to compensate for other expenses and his lifestyle. According to one critic of the
prosecution, these tactics were a form of "class warfare" which were meant to create a
negative perception of Bakker in order to distract the jury from determining Bakker's
intent. Nonetheless, these depictions allowed the prosecution to represent Bakker as a
person who would willingly divert funds for personal gain. 561
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The defense responded by depicting these economic problems as minor, while
illustrating how Bakker's belief in prosperity theology allowed him to believe that PTL
would overcome these obstacles with ease. In this process, they brought many Bakker
supporters to the stand. In general, they testified to their continued support for Bakker,
their beliefs that Bakker used his funds appropriately, and the good work PTL did with
the funds. Some also testified that they never had difficulty obtaining reservations for
their memberships at PTL. They also noted that, contrary to the prosecution’s
depictions, Bakker's lifestyle was not the product of an elaborate deception, but was
rather just compensation for the leader of PTL ministries. Also, many of these people,
when asked about the relationship between Bakker's lifestyle and his underfunding of
his charity worked, seemed generally confused by the question. Still committed
believers in prosperity theology and hailing from prosperous Sunbelt suburbs, they
understood wealth as the product of God's grace and personal choice, not
socioeconomic realities. It prevented them from understanding how PTL's shortchanging
of charity work and partner benefits could have been related to Bakker's greed.
Immersed in a world that promised charity alongside unlimited prosperity, they believed
it was not necessary to sacrifice wealth for the sake of charity. Instead, they continued
to embrace Bakker's vision of a limitless world where prosperity was available to
everyone, and poverty was the outgrowth of personal failure, not the product of
broader communal economic decisions. 562
Bakker's lawyers also presented images of other famous evangelists’ homes,
highlighting the similarity between Bakker and these ministers. Bakker himself argued
that, although he oversold partnerships, he had enough rooms for his partners, because
he knew a large percentage of his visitors came from the west coast, whose distance
from Charlotte led them to underutilize their memberships. Bakker also described the
numerous ongoing building plans that would have provided more rooms for partners.
He also, like his supporters, used prosperity theology in his defense. He told the jury
that although Heritage lacked rooms, if allowed to return to PTL, God would bless the
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grounds by providing money for the completion of the ongoing construction projects,
creating ample rooms for paying guests and partners alike.563
The defense's arguments were unconvincing. For the jury, Bakker's use of
partners’ funds for his extravagant lifestyle, his reliance of prosperity theology over
good business practices, and the gap between Bakker's knowledge of PTL's financial
situation and what was shown on television was enough to convict him of fraud. The
jury did not accept Bakker's religion as a justification for his poor financial conduct, and
showed very little sympathy for a person they viewed as a symbol of greed in America.
The conviction, however, was not the most stunning conclusion to the trial. Judge Potter
sentenced Bakker to 45 years in prison which he declared would send a signal to all the
"money grubbing preachers" that he was sick of their antics. Although Bakker's sentence
was reduced to five years upon appeal, this sentence signaled the end of PTL ministries
and Jim and Tammy's leadership in the Charismatic movement. Outside of the
courtroom, they were also treated as pariahs. Talk show hosts, comedians, and
commentators praised the downfall of these corrupt preachers. The Charismatic and
evangelical community also largely abandoned the Bakkers, hoping this distance would
help revive the struggling televangelism community.
Bakker’s downfall reflected American society’s backlash against the 'greed is
good' mantra of the 1980s and the increasing power of the "pro-family" conservative
movement. By the late 1980s, a series of insider trading scandals made many Americans
question the beneficence of unregulated greed and its effects upon American society.
Compounding these fears, was the alarms raised by the rising consumer debts rates
which led many Americans to question American’s rush to acquire wealth. The power of
religious conservatives also began to wane. Following Falwell's public support for the
Government of South Africa, books such as The Handmaid's Tale began to popularize
the fear that the Religious Right desired to transform America into a regimented society
where undesirables and women in particular would have their rights taken away and
would be subjected to state violence. Moreover, stitching these two movements
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together, the early indifference of Reagan’s administration and conservative religious
community toward the struggle against AIDS and led many to conclude that these
movements lacked compassion. For Bakker’s critics, PTL’s downfall was a victory over
these values, and the charismatic leader who allowed them to flourish. With Bakker
gone, they believed the movement he created would disappear.564
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Chapter 11
Conclusion and Epilogue

Late in 1989, Jim Bakker was escorted to a federal prison in Rochester,
Minnesota. Within a year, Jim and Tammy Bakker would be divorced. Soon after, Jim
Bakker would renounce prosperity theology. 565 For many critics, it was the end of Jim
Bakker and his movement. It was not. Following Bakker’s imprisonment, a host of new
preachers arose to take his place. These ministers catered to the Charismatic movement
Bakker helped build. By 2009, the movement numbered over 35 million in the United
States. Internationally, its growth was even more substantial. Numbering less than four
million in 1970s, the Charismatic movement had over 100 million members in 2009. It
was a testament to the continued popularity of Bakker’s message, and to the power of
the movement that had made him famous. From his days at CBN, Bakker had depended
on Sunbelt suburbanites and businessmen who nurtured his movement. Together, these
groups created the foundation of Bakker’s success. 566
Bakker and the Charismatics had created a markedly different form of
Pentecostalism by the late 1970s. The movement no longer embraced populist and antiworldly rhetoric, and it was no longer dominated by plain folk Pentecostals who
celebrated simplicity. Preaching a mixture of prosperity theology and positive thinking,
he took this Sunbelt message from Southern California to Charlotte, North Carolina
where the city’s burgeoning suburban prosperity and conservative business leadership
created a favorable environment. He created a religious message that endorsed
entrepreneurism and individual consumption.
His message merged this entrepreneurial message with a pro-family message.
God was not only a provider of wealth; he also was the key to familial happiness. In
order to present this message, he held up his family as an example of how faith creates
familial happiness. Faith, he argued, would protect children and families from the social
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pressures of American society, and allow families to live prosperous, happy lives. These
ideas thrived in the Sunbelt suburbs where parents struggled to protect their children
from changes in American society. Able to afford a one family income, they viewed
Bakker’s pro-family message as an endorsement of their lives and their concern over
protecting their children. Representing this vision, Bakker rejected legislation to take
prayer out of school, homosexual rights, and embraced the prolife movement.
Jim and Tammy Bakker’s mastery of these messages made them leaders of the
Charismatic movement and stars of American Televangelism. It was a remarkable
ascension for this little-known married couple who left college in 1971 with a car filled
with their belongings. Over the next twenty years, they also became leading promoters
of prosperity theology. They created three of the most important broadcasters of this
message: CBN, TBN, and PTL networks. In order to build this empire, the Bakkers
became tremendous fundraisers. From Bakker’s early years on television, he mixed his
vision of Christianity with appeals for cash and promises of growth. Over time, these
appeals became more sophisticated after he mixed these appeals with promises of
earthly and spiritual rewards.
Out of this arose a new form of cultural conservatism. For its members, free
market economics became akin to God’s law. Federal government intervention in the
economy was akin to heresy. The poor were poor because they lacked faith, and the rich
were prosperous because God was blessing them. Prosperity, consumption, and wealth
were the rights of all who believed in Christ. In turn, the Republican Party became the
party of God. Culture became politics, and politics became religion. Bakker’s followers
relished his vision of a world without hippies, urban underclasses, or poverty. In this
world, they believed their children would be safe from the social pressures of the 1970s
and 1980s. As others have noted, Bakker helped create “a new kind of fundamentalism
that only a short time ago was considered to be on the lunatic fringe of religious
practice.” 567 In turn, Charismatic churches became the fastest growing segment of
Protestantism in the United States and the world. 568
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One example of the continued popularity of this message was the fate of
Bakker’s network. The same year that Bakker went to jail, Morris Cerullo an up-andcoming Assemblies of God prosperity minister, purchased Bakker’s studio for $7 million
dollars. Cerullo had been a popular guest on PTL and was a close friend of Jim Bakker.
Based in San Diego, California, Cerullo moved his studio to Charlotte and named his
network The Inspiration Network, which was remarkably similar to Bakker’s. Like Bakker,
Cerullo used a combination of positive thinking, prosperity theology, and aggressive
fundraising to make his ministry a success. He also lived pretentiously and promised his
followers that through faith and giving to his ministry they would prosper. Also like
Bakker, Cerullo made audacious promises to his viewers. 569
Cerullo was not the only success story to build on PTL. BeBe and CeCe Winans,
who started as PTL singers, became Christian music megastars in the 1990s. They were
among the first African Americans to be played on contemporary Christian music
stations. They have since won three Grammys, two NAACP Image awards, and produced
three Gold and two Platinum albums. With this success, they became two of the most
popular African American preachers in the country. 570 Most recently, they gave the
eulogy at Whitney Houston’s funeral. They told the crowd, "I don't want anybody
leaving here thinking God wants anyone here broke!" Bebe then mockingly stated "I
don't believe in this prosperity gospel." He followed with, "I don't know what other
gospel there is . . . I want you to understand that what God desires for everyone, is for
everyone to be healthy and prosperous.” Numerous other ministers attached to PTL
also became successful. For example, one frequent guest host and a PTL singer became
the assistant editor of Charisma Magazine. 571
Bakker also influenced the rise of prosperity theology internationally. At the
height of his success, he funded prosperity ministers across the globe through his global
outreach program. One of these was Reverend Robert McAlister who was a Charismatic
missionary to Brazil. Hoping to create a Portuguese version of PTL, Bakker sent
McAlister $50,000 dollars a month for a year in 1978. At the time, McAlister was
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preaching at a small funeral parlor in Rio De Janiero. With Bakker’s aid, he soon grew
this small congregation into the Universal Church of the Kingdom of God (UCKG) which
now numbers over 12 million. It obtained TV stations throughout Brazil and become a
major political player in Brazilian politics.
Working primarily in the Brazilian slums, he offered followers a sense of
empowerment though God during a time of economic crisis. McAlister was leading what
scholars have described as the third wave of Brazilian Pentecostalism. Like the
Charismatic movement in America, McAlister became dependent on the use of
television and radio to produce his message. He also preached the prosperity gospel,
telling his fervently loyal followers that they should start businesseses and give their
profits to his church so that God can reward them. As Rowan Ireland illustrated, it
contrasted with earlier forms of Brazilian Pentecostalism which tended to be more
"critical of Brazilian social, political, and economic injustices." Soon after, the UCKG had
twenty-two congresspersons, over thirty television stations, and a national
newspaper.572
Bakker also had influenced the growth of prosperity theology in Africa. Benson
Idahosa, who hosted PTL: Africa, was a Bakker acolyte. Idahosa was born in a nonChristian community in Nigeria as a member of the Benin tribe in 1938 and converted to
Christianity while he was a teenager. He then traveled to Dallas, Texas where he
attended Christ for the Nations Institute, an outpost of the Charismatic movement. He
returned to Africa, declaring, "My God is not a poor God." He soon began establishing
churches and preaching prosperity throughout Nigeria and in neighboring countries, but
he did not have enough capital to broadcast his message beyond a few regions in
Nigeria. Then, with help from a missionary friend in the United States, he appeared on
the PTL network with Jim Bakker. He then returned to Africa with a $900 a week stipend
and began broadcasting the "PTL Redemption Hour." On the show, like Bakker, he
dressed ostentatiously and promised his followers that faith in God would lead to riches.
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It was the beginning of the rapid spread of the prosperity gospel across Africa. By 2009,
over 100 million Africans were Charismatic Christians. 573
PTL had other success stories. In Korea and Japan, Paul Yonggi Cho, who hosted
PTL's "Asian" edition became an international star. Like Bakker, Cho became one of the
most prominent prosperity gospel ministers in the world and promised that faith would
bring followers health, wealth and happiness. Also like Bakker, his biography was a
constructed success narrative. Over time, he grew his South Korean-based church to
850,000 members, making it the world’s largest. Bakker also had a Spanish version,
which Bakker called PTela and was hosted by Juan Romero. The show format mirrored
Bakker's PTL Club format. Like Bakker, Romero sat in a mock American-style living room
and interviewed guests who often described how their belief in God provided them with
health, less stress, and prosperity. The show launched Juan Romero’s career and made
him one of Latin America’s most famous singer/evangelists. 574
The prosperity theology message also thrived through the continued growth of
the Full Gospel Businessmen International. Beginning in the late 1970s, the organization
focused on spreading its influence across the globe. This was partially because of
lackluster growth in the United States. As in America, its recruiters used business
connections to recruit people into their organization, promising these members a God
that would provide happiness, prosperity, and tranquility. These recruits returned to
their home country promoting this new vision of God that embraced entrepreneurialism
and material happiness. By 2006 FGBMFI had over 3,000 chapters in Europe, Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. The organization pooled its money to sponsor military prayer
breakfasts, retreats, airlifts, and missions to many countries. It also helped fund a wave
of new prosperity theology ministers across the globe. For example, it funded George
Otis’s radio ministry which was broadcast throughout the Middle East. With this success,
the organization attracted many international high-profile members who provided
important business and political connections. By 1996 the FGBMFI had close to one
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million members, becoming—according to some—the most important para-church
organization in the world. 575
In America, prosperity theology was no less popular. It continued to grow faster
than any other religious movement. One of the most popular ministers was Pat
Robertson. His unsuccessful run for president highlighted both the limits and the
growing political power of the Charismatic movement. Robertson, as surveys
discovered, owed his popularity almost completely to the Charismatic movement and
had very little support outside of it. Nonetheless, his campaign demonstrated the
growing political power of the Charismatic movement, which managed to overwhelm
Republican caucuses in many states. Reflecting the proclivities of the movement, he
emphasized both social and economic conservative political outlooks, but as observers
noted, devoted a majority of his attention to attacking social welfare programs and
promoting small government. 576
Paul Crouch and his Trinity Broadcast Network became the largest religious
network in the world by the 1990s and may have reached ninety-two million American
households. With this power, Crouch became allies to major politicians across the
country. The network’s ministers continued to use the formula Bakker and Crouch
developed. Surrounded by gold-gild, they presented themselves as exemplars of the
prosperity message. Just before a show goes on the air, a TBN employee tells the
audience “this [studio] is all yours. Bet you didn’t know you were so rich.” While asking
for donations, they promise believers a world where there are no limits to desires,
wants, or opportunity. Poverty, failure, and depression are relegated to negative
thinking and the presence of the devil in the world. If they have faith and give to their
ministry they will live a life of familial happiness. 577
Since the 1980s, the prosperity gospel has moved in several directions. Some
prosperity ministers took Bakker’s message to extremes. For example, ministers at the
Church of Hakeem in Los Angeles routinely told their followers to shout, “Richer faster!
Richer fatster! Richer faster!” Other ministers claimed that prosperity would make
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believers become like God. This, however, was not the norm. In general, there was a
mainstreaming of the prosperity gospel, paralleling the mainstreaming of the
Charismatic movement. 578
This was evident in the megachurch movement of the 1990s. Its massive growth
was largely fueled by prosperity theology ministers. The megachurches first emerged in
America’s Sunbelt, particularly in California, Florida, and Arizona. These ministers also
increasingly penetrated the secular media, becoming regular guests on Fox News, Good
Morning America, and Black Entertainment Television. Commanding an audience that
has been estimated at twenty percent of the American population, they became
superstars. Their literature expanded out beyond the movement and their books
repeatedly climbed to the top of the New York Times best-sellers list. 579
One of the most popular of these ministers is Joel Osteen. Like earlier prosperity
theology minister, Osteen promises that faith will lead to riches. He, however, abstained
from many of the aggressive tactics that had characterized prosperity theology to this
point. He also traded in gaudy jewelry for modest attire and tailored suits. He presented
an uplifting message that is akin to reading a self-help book, alongside occasional
reminders that his message is based on God’s word. This was evident in his motto:
“Discover the champion in you.” His goal was not to teach theology, but rather to get
people “exited about God’s love” which he believed would lead people to Christ. As Alan
Wolfe noted, it was a Hollywood version of God where happy endings were always
present. 580
The movement gained national attention in other ways as well. For example,
following Oprah Winfrey’s endorsement, The Secret by Rhonda Byrne became a national
phenomenon and overnight bestseller. While the book did not explicitly endorse
prosperity theology, its central theme was that through mental visualization and
positive thinking it was possible to obtain great wealth. When defending these beliefs,
the book also referred to many of the same individuals who had inspired the prosperity
theology movement. 581 Hanna Rosin, a writer for The Atlantic, even argued that this
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movement’s increasing popularity was a key factor in the economic crash of 2007
because it's emphasis on easy riches led many Sunbelt suburbanites to invest unwisely
in speculative economic ventures. 582
Another reason for this success was that many of the factors that made
prosperity theology popular in the 1970s still existed in the 1990s. Sunbelt cities like
Charlotte maintained their prosperous suburban communities, whose members worked
in fast growing entrepreneurial industries. Inside and outside of work, they were driven
to succeed, trying to create the prosperous family life. In the 1990s, the Sunbelt middle
class continued to work in highly competitive, emotionally demanding jobs. Banker’s
hours no longer existed. In Charlotte, these pressures only increased after the 2009
financial meltdown. From 2006 to 2009 financing and insurance jobs fell by fifteen
percent. Fearful of downsizing, Charlotte’s middle class worked long hours, driven to
out-work the competition and attract new clients. It was a hyper-entrepreneurial
culture. As one time-use expert declared, “We have become walking resumes. If you’re
not doing something, you’re not creating and defining who you are.” When these
employees were not working they were networking, promoting their companies’
products, or going to power lunches. Similar to Amway’s message, they are reminded
that everyone has the potential to be successful, and if they work hard they will be able
to live the “good life.” This social environment—as it had in the 1970s--pushed many of
these Sunbelt suburbanites toward the new form of Pentecostalism that Jim Bakker had
nurtured. Busy, but craving family, they found a religion that promised happiness,
success, and tranquility.583
The success of prosperity theology after 1990 was also linked to a transformed
American political landscape. When Bakker’s ministry began in the 1970s, the
entrepreneurial Sunbelt values that undergirded his movement were a direct challenge
to mainstream American culture. During this time, his ministry provided his suburban
Sunbelt base with a religious alternative to these broader American values. Throughout
the 1980s, these ideas became the ideological backbone of a new Republican coalition
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that advocated for low taxes, unregulated capitalism, and localism as an alternative to a
society based on limits. After his downfall, these commitments became institutionalized
and they increasingly defined the center of the American political landscape. Both
parties increasingly viewed unregulated free-market consumer capitalism and suburban
life as the basis for individual and national prosperity. With this favorable environment,
prosperity theology thrived, becoming the religious backbone of the conservative
ascendency of the 1990s. 584
George W. Bush also gravitated toward the movement. He hired Doug Wead,
Dexter Yager’s former assistant and an Assemblies of God minister, as his religious
advisor. Deeply rooted in the prosperity theology movement, he advised Bush to merge
messages of positivity with his embrace of free market principles. Bush also became
enamored with Dallas-based prosperity minister T.D. Jakes. Like Bakker, Jakes preached
that thinking positively and having faith was the key to success and wealth. Bush took
this message to heart. Bush was obsessed with portraying himself as an optimist. As he
declared in 2006, “A leader must know where they want to lead and all I ask is that they
[his staff] come in the oval office they convey a message of optimism . . . [my office]
must convey that an optimistic guy comes to work every day.” 585 As Barbra Ehnrenreich
argued, these beliefs may have contributed to Bush’s inability to assess disturbing
intelligence reports leading up to 9/11, and his inability to respond to growing economic
problems. 586
This environment also created even stronger links between the prosperity
theology movement and the Republican Party. On the advice of Doug Wead who had
fostered most of Bakker’s political connections, Bush choose Crouch as his most
important religious ally. In response, Crouch praised Bush and other prominent
Republicans throughout his network’s broadcasts while attacking big government.
Additionally, a whole host of rising young ministers furthered these bonds by attacking
liberal social and economic programs while praising Republican candidates across the
country. In turn, Republicans increasingly used religious language when defending
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economic and social programs. Bush, for example, increasingly argued that faith was
integral to the success of various private and public initiatives, attracting impressive
numbers of religious conservatives to his campaign. 587
The lines between religion and politics were blurred. This was evident in the
2006 tax debates within the Bush Administration. Although the national debate was
originally discussed as an economic issue, religious conservatives increasingly described
Republican tax initiatives as “pro-family.” This framework was promoted by members of
the Christian Right, but also by think tanks such as DeVos’s Acton Institute. 588
Increasingly, conservatives viewed low taxes and small government as religious and
moral issues. 589 This blurring of politics and religion was also evident in the Tea Party
movement. 590 As surveys discovered, many of its members came from conservative
religious backgrounds. While they focused on lowering taxes, they also emphasized the
need to put God back in government. For these members, these issues were not
disparate. Attending churches with prosperity theology ministers or watching TBN, they
believed God rewarded individual initiatives and prospered the worthy. These
connections were also evident for some the movement’s leaders. Michelle Bachman, for
instance, traveled with a property gospel minister during her 2011 campaign. Sarah
Palin had deep ties to the Charismatic movement and the Assemblies of God. Free
market principles had become a moral and religious issue. It was a landscape that
highlighted the fact that, although Jim Bakker’s ministry was in ruins, the movement he
once led had become largely institutionalized. 591
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An early taping of the Jim and Tammy Show 592
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Pat Robertson, Henry Harrision, and Jim Bakker at a CBN telethon 593
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Jim and Tammy on the set of The PTL Club in the 1980s594
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Inside the Mall at Heritage USA 595
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An artist’s rendering of the left side of Bakker’s Crystal Cathedral given to PTL
Partners. 596
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Photo of the front of the Heritage Grand Hotel used in PTL promotional
material.597
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